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Abstract
This thesis is focused in designing the appropriate means to help domain experts produce a well-
defined account of a shared understanding (i.e., precise and accurate domain representations), in
order to promote knowledge management and facilitate knowledge sharing in networked environ-
ments. This challenge implies developing, reusing and maintaining common interpretations of
domain relevant information in a systematic way. This encloses specific knowledge acquisition
and model abstraction problems, here tackled in a twofold perspective, establishing theoretical
and practical connections to both terminology and knowledge representations, underpinned by a
socio-semantic approach based on semiotic principles.
In particular, here are discussed the challenges related to fostering and supporting the domain
experts involvement in collaborative knowledge representation processes, driven by conceptualisa-
tion activities. The inherent (inter) subjectivity of the conceptualisation and its outcomes, together
with its informality are the reasons for being an overlooked research topic in the literature.
Conceptualisation activities, from the perspective of domain experts, should provide the ap-
propriate artefacts to address conceptual representations as pragmatic artefacts, whose validity and
value are time, context and situation dependent. For that, a Design Science Research methodology
was followed. It aims towards the design and evaluation of the IT artefacts that could enable this
informal and domain specialist oriented approach to the development of conceptual representa-
tions. Accordingly, particular attention was given to the following issues:
• How to support conceptual relations elicitation? Relations elicitation revealed to be the ma-
jor concern when performing conceptualisation activities, in particular if an informal per-
spective is followed. Moreover, the employed relations in the construction of a conceptual
representation influence to which extent it can be reused.
• How to enable the domain experts to bypass the initial difficulties of starting a conceptuali-
sation?
• How to find a tradeoff between the conceptual relations commitment with the real-world
and the domain experts vision? This is crucial to endow conceptual representations with an
highly reusability degree.
To cope with that, an holistic approach was designed and accommodated into a conceptual-
isation framework as an abstract artefact supporting conceptual representations construction in
a 3-layered formalisation approach. At the end, the goal is to achieve computational and well-
formed conceptual representations (i.e., compliant with a well-defined representation schema),
without the need for domain experts to commit to any other formalism than those from their own
technical field.
The conceptualisation framework and its constructs were implemented in a technological plat-
form mediating the cycle of development and evaluation of the artefacts, following qualitative
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evaluation methods combined with quantitative measures, built in a comprehensive action-research
approach.
Finally, the results showed that the specialists performance in concept and conceptual relations
elicitation could be improved with the processes discussed in this thesis, which contributes to a
refreshing view for the scientific body of knowledge in the field of ontology engineering and
conceptual modeling.
Keywords: Collaborative Conceptualisation Process. Conceptual Graphs. Conceptual Rela-
tion Elicitation. Conceptual Representations. Competency Questions. Domain Experts. Knowl-
edge Representation.
Resumo
Esta tese foca-se no desenho dos meios adequados para auxiliar os especialistas de um determi-
nado domínio na definição precisa e rigorosa de representações de um entendimento comum, a
fim de promover a gestão do conhecimento e facilitar a partilha de conhecimentos em ambientes
de rede. Este desafio implica o desenvolvimento, reutilização e manutenção de interpretações co-
muns do conteúdo relevante do domínio, numa perspectiva sistemática, o que inclui problemas
concretos de aquisição de conhecimento e representação de modelos de abstração aqui abordadas
numa dupla perspectiva, estabelecendo ligações teóricas e práticas tanto para a terminologia como
para a representação de conhecimento, apoiadas por uma abordagem sócio-semântica baseada em
princípios da semiótica.
Em particular, são discutidos desafios relacionados com a promoção a apoio à participação
dos especialistas nos processos colaborativos de representação do conhecimento, impulsionados
pelas atividades de concetualização. Este é um tópico pouco abordado na literatura, dada a (inter)
subjetividade inerente da concetualização e dos seus resultados, juntamente com a abordagem
informal na produção dos mesmos.
As atividades de concetualização, a partir da perspectiva de especialistas, devem fornecer os
artefatos apropriados para abordar representações conceptuais como artefatos pragmáticos, cuja
validade e valor são dependentes do tempo, do contexto e situação. Para isso, foi seguida uma
metodologia baseada em Design Science Research.
Esta metodologia visa apoiar todo o processo de investigação desde o desenho dos artefatos
que visam apoiar os especialistas na representação de representações conceptuais até à sua avali-
ação. Assim, foi dada especial atenção às seguintes questões:
• Como apoiar a elicitação de relações conceptuais? A elicitação de relações revelou ser
a maior preocupação na realização das atividades inerentes à concetualização, em partic-
ular quando é seguida uma perspectiva informal. Além disso, as relações empregues na
construção de uma representação conceptual influenciam até que ponto esta pode ser reuti-
lizada.
• Como permitir que os especialistas de domínio contornem as dificuldades associadas ao
arranque de um processo de concetualização?
• Como encontrar um equilíbrio entre o compromisso das relações conceituais com o mundo
real e a visão dos especialistas? Isto é fundamental para dotar as representações conceptuais
de um elevado grau de reutilização.
Para fazer face a estes problemas, foi concebida uma abordagem holística, integrada num
framework de concetualização como um artefato abstrato de suporte à construção de represen-
tações conceptuais em 3 camadas de formalização. No final, o objetivo é conseguir representações
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conceptuais computacionais bem formadas (ou seja, compatíveis com um esquema de represen-
tação bem definido), sem a necessidade de os especialistas se comprometerem com quaisquer
outros formalismos que não os do seu próprio domínio técnico.
Esta framework e os seus elementos (e.g., sub-artefactos) foram implementadas numa ferra-
menta que serviu de plataforma de suporte o ciclo de implementação e avaliação dos artefatos,
seguindo métodos de avaliação qualitativa, combinados com medidas quantitativas, e foram con-
struídas com base numa abordagem de "Investigação-Ação".
Por fim, os resultados mostraram que o desempenho dos especialistas na elicitação de con-
ceitos e relações conceptuais pode, efetivamente, ser melhorado com os processos discutidos nesta
tese, contribuindo para o incremento da base de conhecimento científica na área da engenharia de
ontologias e modelação conceitual.
Keywords: Processo de Concetualização Colaborativo. Grafos concetuais. Elicitação de
Relações Conceptuais. Representações Conceptuais. Questões de Competência. Especialistas de
Domínio. Representação de Conhecimento.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and motivation
This thesis addresses the creation and reuse1 of conceptual representations2, as mediator artefacts
of a common domain understanding. The pragmatic nature and the heterogeneity of conceptual
representations (models), as well as the social process of developing them are debated in this the-
sis. Typically, conceptual representations can be used for information management and knowledge
sharing purposes through the collaborative creation of knowledge organisation and collaboration
systems (KOCS) (Pereira et al., 2013).
The process of developing such artefacts (conceptual representations) encloses semantic mod-
eling activities. In fact, conceptual modelling, as a core activity of the information systems (IS)
discipline (Frank, 1999) has been used to define what domain experts have in mind, in a twofold
perspective: as a social function for understanding and communication purposes (Mylopoulos,
1992) and; as a content function, describing explicitly the structure of specific domain concepts.
The development of high-quality conceptual modeling is of utmost importance (Wang and Weber,
2002) because it facilitates early detection of possible conceptual misalignment among all par-
ties involved in what regards to the view of the domain. However and "despite the importance
of conceptual modeling, (...) research evidence suggest that it is not done well. Practitioners
report that conceptual modeling is difficult and that it often falls into disuse within their organi-
zations" (Wand and Weber, 2002). Moreover, (Roussopoulos and Karagiannis, 2009) claimed that
a number of problems remain to be solved (e.g., the real use and reutilisation of conceptual mod-
els). Some research points to an ontology-based approach for conceptual modeling, arguing that
it could improve the quality of information systems (Guarino and Guizzardi, 2006). Gulla (2007),
argues that a conceptual model should meet the needs of the conflict between understanding and
representation, in which understanding refers to the ability of the stakeholders to understand the
1To reuse encloses itself a semantic process, which implies the ability to find, select and adapt
2 Conceptual representation is a semantic artefact, representing a semi-formal view, shared by a group of domain
experts, about the understanding of the relations between concepts and its resulting conceptual structures, within a
particular context.
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modeling language and the developed models, and representation refers to the capability of a
modeling language to represent the most important aspects of a system.
The process of conceptual modeling often requires negotiation involving strong interaction
between people and heavily mediated by representational artefacts. It is a complex and time-
consuming process. Accordingly, in this thesis we put emphasis on knowledge acquisition and
model abstraction in conceptual modeling, with particular focus on knowledge representation and
organization, enhancing the development of knowledge representation artifacts for human under-
standing. This is the understanding of conceptual knowledge representation followed in this thesis.
In order to the domain experts (absent on knowledge representation skills) to be able to conceptu-
alise their view about specific technical domains (for knowledge organization, domain modeling,
etc.), they must be supported in the process of gathering and storing information about a specific
reality - whose utility depends on how efficiently the knowledge could be retrieved and reused. Ad-
ditionally, storing and retrieving information depends on the representation and organisation of the
information. These knowledge-driven activities must be configured into collaborative conceptuali-
sation processes with focus on human understanding and on informal representation schemas to be
used in building semi-formal semantic artifacts (e.g., ontologies) - for information managements
purposes. This semi-formal semantic artifacts, also called conceptual ontologies or lightweight on-
tologies, beyond a means to organize information and promote knowledge management, it intends
to support the management of knowledge-related activities (e.g. structuring, storing and retrieving
information) more efficiently and effectively, allowing exchanging and sharing information se-
mantics. Such artifacts (available as conceptual representations) provide organised interpretations
of knowledge structures semantically enriched by means of collaborative activities, carried out
according to a socio-semantic perspective in the development of tools for collaborative knowledge
representation.
The construction of these modelling structures in a consistent way is a challenge, especially
when it intends to follow an informal approach to represent conceptual structures (e.g, concept
maps) and its later semi-automatic formalisation. As stated by (Kharatmal and Nagarjuna, 2010),
an informal representation of conceptual structures is harder than it may look like and it is in this
context that the importance of the conceptual relations arises.
The development of knowledge representation artefacts, such as conceptual representations,
carries the challenge related to the proper definition, in short-term, of the concepts and relations,
which are the basis of the information and knowledge architecture to be common to the collab-
orative network (CN). In fact, the most difficult problem in a conceptualisation process is the
elicitation of conceptual relations (Auger and Barriere, 2010; Elsayed, 2009). The problem has
to be tackled from the double perspective of terminology and knowledge representation (with fo-
cus on ontology development). However, knowledge representation and organisation activities
enclose two main obstacles: (1) KR dynamicity - the represented knowledge structures are not
static. A certain knowledge structure is only valid within a context and during a certain period of
time; for these KRs should be easy to reuse, modify and update (Seufert and Seufert, 2000; Bhatt,
2000) and; (2) KR expressivity - typically, the more expressive a KR is, the easier and the more
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compact it is to express a fact. However, more complex and ambiguous it could be (e.g. natural
language). A tradeoff must be defined/achieved between KR expressiveness and the understanding
about what it is intended to represent (Levesque and Brachman, 1987)
This research follows the vision that knowledge representation, while an applied discipline,
has to address conceptual representations as designed, pragmatic and socially constructed artifacts
whose validity and value are time, context and situation dependent. Yet, researching solutions
(tools/processes) for these problems have been surprisingly scarce in the knowledge representation
literature, more specifically in the ontology engineering area. This thesis, is based on collaborative
conceptualisation tasks, focusing on a particular approach about the symbiosis between terminol-
ogy and ontology engineering to build shared conceptual knowledge representations, addressed at
the conceptual level (understanding relations between terms) to foster a collective learning of the
domain and reaching agreements about its representation.
1.2 Application context and research implications
Current research work applies to collaborative learning contexts, where groups of social actors
(project teams, cross-functional teams, etc.), are structuring knowledge and information for creat-
ing other semantic tools (thesaurus, taxonomies, ontologies, etc.) that can help the specification,
maintenance and evolution of the structure of a knowledge management platform. This can be, for
instance, a community of practice, a RDI project, etc. Additionally, it provides means to support
the conceptual exploration and debate towards a common (shared) conceptualisation in collabora-
tive networks.
The research results coming from this thesis, could streamline the process of achieving se-
mantic agreements about different world-views, since it provides means to support the semi-
automatically discovering of conceptual misalignments (e.g., match and merge operation) of the
involved partners and aligning them to a common conceptual reference. The described ’build-
to-reuse’ approach could be used during requirements elicitation and problem conceptualisation
in the software engineering domain. This work may also contribute to assist domain experts to
provide accurate inputs for the definition of formal constraints, during ontology development ac-
tivities. Moreover, there can also be found applicability of the results of our research, in the
joint conceptual modeling of enterprise architectures, allowing the generation and maintenance of
updated organisational blueprints.
Beyond the scenarios where our research efforts could be welcome, with this work we intent
to provide specific research contributions, namely:
1. to improve collaborative semantic processes (e.g. collaborative conceptualisations) intro-
ducing new approaches to informally represent knowledge within groups of domain experts;
2. to provide inputs to improve storing and retrieval of graphical conceptual representations
and, additionally;
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3. to provide new approaches for the development of mechanisms to ease the negotiation phase,
especially in the detection of conceptual misalignments and;
4. to provide means on how formal and informal representations could cohabit in IT artefacts,
connecting the domain experts mental models to interoperable conceptual representations
1.3 Thesis statement
1.3.1 Research question
As mentioned earlier, this work is particularly focused on knowledge representation forms and
activities grounded on conceptual modeling and tailored to collaborative environments, aiming at
expressing the contents of the shared knowledge models (conceptual models). Those activities,
compounded into semantic collaborative processes, are a key conceptualisation add-on for the
collaborative construction of knowledge organisation systems. Given the focus of this work, the
research question is posed as follows:
How to provide the adequate support for a group of actors collaboratively building
conceptual representation (e.g. a semi-formal ontology) in terms of terminological
and knowledge representation aids for identifying the relevant conceptual structures
(concepts and conceptual relations) of the domains involved?
This research will also address the following research sub-questions:
(1) How to achieve a set of basic conceptual structures and identify its main com-
ponents, in such a way that it can be used as a guideline (or schema) to represent and
organise a domain knowledge? (2) And, how to systematize its reuse?
1.3.2 Hypothesis
With the current research work our intention is to prove that:
1. The use of semantic artifacts in (inter) organisational contexts follows some patterns3 that
can be organized and structured towards its reusability, in order to support the creation of
either individual or shared conceptualisation proposals.
2. Eliciting, interpreting and organizing expert knowledge (model conceptualisation) is an it-
erative process of the conceptual structures under development requiring informal represen-
tation schemas and mediated by the components specified in 1.
3. There is an identifiable tradeoff between informal and formal knowledge representation
needs, which could be systematized in order to allow domain experts to efficiently store and
retrieve basic structures of knowledge.
3This view of pattern encloses the successful approach and series of actions used for expressing basic structures of
knowledge. It refers to the recurrence of some basic features during the (conceptualisation) process lifecycle
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1.3.3 Objectives
Aiming at expressing the contents of the shared knowledge models (conceptual models), involving
the identification of relevant domain conceptual structures (concepts and their relationships), the
specific objective surrounding this work, is:
1. To define artefacts (semantic processes and tools) to foster the joint construction of explicit
representations of common conceptualisations, expressing concepts and conceptual rela-
tions using the appropriate terms, in an environment that brings together experts and users,
and without a particular commitment to a specific KR formalism.
More specifically, we aim at developing "conceptualization assets library" (CAL), as a repos-
itory of artefacts necessary to support the creation, re(use) and retrieval of shared conceptual rep-
resentations. Domain experts could use such repository, hosted in a collaborative modeling tool
under development, during their conceptualisation activities. Thus, the intention is to:
1. Define a catalog of basic conceptual relations and based on this, develop a set of templates
to assist the conceptual relations elicitation during conceptualisation activities.
2. Provide methods and tools to help domain specialists to continuously align the knowledge
models under construction and the texts on a certain domain. (Defining a set of terminolog-
ically based mechanisms to assist users with the creation of conceptual representations in
conceptual modeling tasks introduces some precision to informal knowledge representation
approaches, such as concept maps.)
3. Develop a model of mapping informal conceptual representations and formal KR schemas.
4. Develop a process for systematic analysis of the conceptual relations well- formedness in
order the evaluate a conceptual representation reusabilit
Figure 1.1: Thesis frame of concerns
Figure 1.1 synthesizes the aims (concerns) reported in this section and envisages how they
could be accomplished. This "frame of concerns" will guide all this thesis development. So,
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considering that the final conceptualisation result should be developed by domain experts and
characterized as explicit, shared and reusable conceptual representations, a 3-layered knowledge
representation approach should be considered. In the top layer, domain experts define the con-
ceptualization scope in a semi-informal way using competency questions. The middle layer is
concerned about the organization of the concepts and relations between concepts in a semi-formal
manner. The bottom layer is concerned to the semi-automatic transformation of the developed
models in formal conceptual graphs.
1.3.4 Thesis organisation
This thesis was structured according to Design Science Research (DSR) (Hevner et al., 2004).
DSR is often presented as a relatively new approach within the Information Systems discipline,
which offers a general process and specific guidelines for evaluation and iteration within research
projects. The five steps outlined in the methodology from Takeda et al. (1990), adapted to DSR
form a natural way of presenting the structure of the development of this research. Accordingly,
Figure 1.2 depicts the structure os this thesis according to a DSR view.
Figure 1.2: Thesis structure according to DSR
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Chapter 1 Describes the context and the relevance of the research and the thesis statement. In
the thesis statement the reader find the research question, the underlying hypothesis and the
main research objectives.
Chapter 2 Encloses the literature review focused on the main knowledge areas evidenced by
the research problem. The main discipline is "Collaborative Knowledge Representation",
whereas the main concept is the "Conceptual Relations" concept. Thus, the mutidisciplinary
challenge of collaborative conceptual representation is discussed as well as the conceptual
relations elicitation phenomena.
Chapter 3 Presents the research design approach including the research process description, in
particular, how the development of the research artefacts will be conducted and how to
validate them (i.e., which cases, experiences and methods).
Chapter 4 Describes the designed artefacts as the means to address the challenges posed in chap-
ter 1. A comprehensive framework is presented to carry out the conceptualisation process
towards the representation of "explicit shared conceptual representations". The framework
has a double theoretical perspective combining terminological and knowledge representa-
tions methods in order to foster the commitment of domain experts as the main knowledge
modelers. Still in this chapter, a functional overview of the prototype tool is given, expecting
the reader to better inform the reader on how the design artefacts will be used in practice.
Chapter 5 Describes the conceptME architecture and main features. conceptME is a technologi-
cal platform built to accomodate the designed artefacts.
Chapter 6 Defines the evaluation approach followed in this thesis. to evaluate the artefacts, as
the means to address the challenges posed in research problem, a qualitative approach was
followed carrying out action-research studies. In addition, qualitative measures were defined
to asses the results of the case studies, i.e., the conceptual representations.
Chapter 7 Describes two case studies and discusses the results.
Chapter 8 Concludes this thesis with some final remarks. Additionally, further research is for the
near future is presented.

Part I
Theoretical Background
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Chapter 2
Knowledge organization and
collaboration
The current thesis proposal follows, by definition, a multidisciplinary approach and the theoreti-
cal background focus the construction of conceptual representations in different scientific areas.
Through this chapter it is intended to frame the research efforts in the field of collaborative and
knowledge representation. Furthermore, and taking as assumption the fact that the activities under-
lying the development of conceptual representations are tied to conceptualization processes, the
notion of conceptualization is explored and the process decomposed into its basic components.
Moreover, it is argued about the different dimensions inherent to a collaborative conceptualiza-
tion process. By its turn, the result of a collaborative conceptualisation process is semi-formal
conceptual representations, whose major challenge is related to the way concepts are interlinked.
Following this, a study about available approaches on conceptual relations definition was carried
out. The study was elaborated considering several scientific areas. Again, the option on explor-
ing different domains was important to understand the possibility of accommodating informal and
formal approaches in the creation of shared conceptual representations, gathering clues on how to
provide the best support to the reuse and retrieval of such artefacts.
2.1 Collaboration in Knowledge Representation
At its basis, knowledge representation, apart from its foundations - whether philosophical or com-
putational - aims at explicitly represent (organise) the objects, its attributes and the relationships
between objects from a specific domain, in a transparent, accessible and (some) computable way.
The concerns about KR, independently from its foundation, have been occupied researchers from
several areas, either from AI, cognitive science or information science. Despite of the purposes or
employed methods, the issues related to expressing knowledge representations are similar. Within
AI, the following characteristics of knowledge representation are commonly accepted: i) rep-
resentational adequacy; ii) inferential adequacy; iii) inferential efficiency and; iv) acquisitional
adequacy. Identically, cognitive science points out the following issues on KR artefacts (Siau and
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Wang, 2007): i) ease of encoding; ii) expressive adequacy; iii) acquisitional adequacy; iv) inferen-
tial adequacy and; v) the schema itself and the interpreter. Information science, by its turn, is more
focused on how KR artefacts fit the purposes of information storing and retrieval and on how KR
artefacts can reproduce commonly the real world concepts, allowing an easily connection/mapping
between the user’s concept and its representation (Hodge, 2000).
However, it is not trivial to assure that the characteristics mentioned above are embraced when
building knowledge representation artefacts. KR concerns are in two levels:
1. At the content level, and
2. At the level of the form.
The content (the knowledge itself) is: (1) dynamic, since it is created in social interactions
amongst individuals and organisations; (2) context-specific, as it depends on a particular time
and space; and (3) it depends on the epistemological framework of the individuals (Seufert and
Seufert, 2000). The form, by its turn, is related to KR formalism, which determines, considerably,
the KR expressiveness (Levesque and Brachman, 1987; Martin et al., 2002; Martin, 2003), and,
consequently, the understanding about what is intended to represent.
Considering that, independently from the method used for knowledge representation, three
main phases for knowledge representation could be identified, such as: (i) acquisition; (ii) organ-
isation/structuring and; (iii) share and reuse; a cross check could be made regarding the phases,
characteristics and the KR levels.
Figure 2.1: Characterictics of KR artefacts according to different phases and levels
As shown in the above figure 2.1, the characteristics inherent to KR artefacts relate to different
phases and levels. Although this research work is particularly concerned about the possible meth-
ods or models to support the creation of KR artefacts according to a collaborative KR approach,
the way knowledge is organised, influences the extent to which it is reusable. It is, after all, an
iterative process.
It is our view that Knowledge representation, while applied discipline, has to address concep-
tual representations as designed, pragmatic artefacts whose validity and value is time, context and
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situation dependent. In fact, in several application areas (e.g., domain engineering or terminol-
ogy work), conceptual representations (or conceptual modelling) need to be created and recreated,
used and reused, decomposed and synthesised and eventually disposed of, according to specific
needs.
As for FOLDOC1 in which: "Choosing a conceptualisation is the first stage of knowledge rep-
resentation." and following (Gomez-Perez, 2004) for whom conceptualisation is "the first stage of
the knowledge engineering cycle", we consider conceptualisation as the cornerstone of knowledge
representation. We follow the stance that conceptualisation phenomenon constitutes a collabora-
tive instrument to support the knowledge representation by means of conceptual models.
2.1.1 Conceptualisation and the conceptualisation process
2.1.1.1 The notion of conceptualisation
The process of identification of a problem or an idea and its explanation or formulation is an old
issue, which has gained a new outline mainly driven by the increased complexity of the system of
human activities. Roughly, the decomposition of one or more ideas into its concepts to draw up a
clarified user representation over a subject, is generically called conceptualisation. Currently, the
new challenges related to the new work environments, increasingly complex and demanding, led to
revisiting conceptualisation. The activities performed within organisations are knowledge-driven,
seeking for better answers for problems and easy ways to identify new opportunities, enclosing
“non-routine” problem solving tasks requiring convergent, divergent and creative thinking (Rein-
hardt et al., 2011). In this context, conceptualisation assumes a new important role of supporting
the knowledge-worker within collaborative organisations. Indeed, conceptualisation has been in-
spiring several research studies in several disciplines (from information science to AI, knowledge
engineering or cognitive science). In software engineering, conceptualisation is a software devel-
opment life cycle phase from great importance. It tries to design a solution from all the information
gathered in the analysis phase. "The conceptualisation phase includes the objects presumed or hy-
pothesized to exist in the word and its relationships. Its goal is to structure the domain knowledge
in a conceptual model that describes the problem and its solution in terms of the domain vocabu-
lary." as it is summarized by (Gomez-Perez, 1996). Within the scope of knowledge engineering re-
search, more specifically organisational knowledge creation models, summarized in (Waltz, 2003)
and described by (Oinas-Kukkonen and Oinas, 2001), and which aim at conducting organizational
learning, conceptualisation is viewed as a key central role. It is considered a "collective reflection
process articulating tacit knowledge to form explicit concepts and systemizing the concepts into a
knowledge system (Oinas-Kukkonen and Oinas, 2001); or in other words, it aims at “structuring
meaningful relationships of entities and events in time and space" (Waltz, 2003).
Cognitive semantics - for example - view the construction of meaning in terms of conceptual-
isation (Evans et al., 2007). Additionally, Kuhn (2004) states: "Probably the single most impor-
tant idea from cognitive science to exploit for information modeling is that of conceptualization"
1FOLDOC - Free on-line dictionary of computing
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(Kuhn, 2004). He continues, referring Langacker position about conceptualization in which he
states as being: "the cognitive activity constituting our apprehension of the world". Still, the re-
lation between cognitive semantics and conceptualization is better understood by considering the
four principles that collectively characterize a cognitive semantics approach (Evans and Green,
2006):
1. The conceptual structure is embodied: The nature of conceptual organization arises from
bodily experience, in other words, cognitive semanticists set out to explore the nature of hu-
man interaction with an awareness of the external world, and to build a theory of conceptual
structure that is consonant with the ways in which we experience the world;
2. The semantic structure is equivalent to the conceptual structure: Semantic structure (the
meanings conventionally associated with words and other linguistic units) is equated with
concepts;
3. Meaning representation is encyclopedic: this means that words do not represent neatly pack-
aged bundles of meaning (the dictionary view), but serve as ‘points of access’ to vast repos-
itories of knowledge relating to a particular concept or conceptual domain;
4. Meaning construction is conceptualization: the language itself does not encode meaning.
Instead, as we have seen, words (and other linguistic units) are only ‘prompts’ for the con-
struction of meaning. According to this view, meaning is constructed at the conceptual
level: meaning construction is equated with conceptualization, a dynamic process where
linguistic units serve as prompts for an array of conceptual operations and the recruitment
of background knowledge.
The figure (2.2) below depicts the model of meaning of cognitive semantics inspired by the
previous principles.
To better understand the picture above read the labeling as follows:
• LU stands for Linguistic Unit;
• C stands for Concept and;
• r stands for rule;
Cognitive semantics studies language as a container and organiser of knowledge and comprises
a model from three complementary domains:
1. Domain of discourse - the domain of discourse is created through discourse, which is con-
sidered to include text, or more accurately, verbal expressions of a particular discussion
between two or more parties, which are composed by linguistic units. The semantic repre-
sentation associated with domain of discourse (language) give us the semantic structure of
meaning or, by other words, the linguistic knowledge. This knowledge is highly schematic
and provides a schematic structure necessary for conceptual representations as mentioned
earlier.
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Figure 2.2: Cognitive semantics model of meaning
2. Domain of experience - It is related with the ever-changing mental models that both parties
have of a particular discussion. The mental models are construed as modeling some object
domain in the real word. They are directly dependent on or influenced by human experience
and form the cognitive structure of meaning, which comprise the set of concepts and rules
applied to explain and understand some phenomena
3. Domain of expertise - Here it is introduced the "know how" from very specific domains.
It is about more rich conceptual structures. A rich conceptual structure is a representation
of the structure of concepts, which belong to a specific subject field. It is related with rich
aspects of perceptual and subjective experience.
Continuing on this approach to conceptualisation phenomenon grounded on cognition, (Barsa-
lou, 2005) presents an interesting vision about conceptualisation and the way we think around
concepts and represent them. For the author "conceptual representations are situated and contex-
tualized dynamically to support courses of goal pursuit" (Barsalou, 2005). That means, concepts
are not processed isolated “but are typically situated in background settings, events and introspec-
tions” (Barsalou, 2009). These conceptual representations result from situated conceptualizations,
made explicit through multi-modal simulations. This means we tend to think about a concept
not only in what concerns to its properties but also regarding its functions, and so forth. In sum-
mary, a “situated conceptualization is a pattern, namely, a complex configuration of multi-modal
components that represent a familiar situation.” (Barsalou, 2009). Yet, the most common notion of
conceptualisation is from Artificial Intelligence (AI) area, given by Genesereth and Nilsson (1987)
as follows:
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Conceptualisation contains the objects, concepts, and other entities that are as-
sumed to exist in some area of interest and the relationships that hold among them. A
conceptualisation is an abstract, simplified view of the world that we wish to represent
for some purpose. Every knowledge base, knowledge-based system, or knowledge-
level agent is committed to some conceptualisation, explicitly or implicitly.
Still, the term conceptualisation appears frequently associated to ontologies. The notion above
was in the base of Gruber’s ontology definition (Gruber, 1993):
"An ontology is an explicit specification of a conceptualisation." which was later
redefined by Studer et al. (1998) as:
"An ontology is a formal and explicit specification of a shared conceptual-
isation."
Yet, Guarino (1998) partially disagree to the previous definitions of ontology mainly due to the
unclarity of the term conceptualisation. According to his view:
"An ontology is a logical theory accounting for the intended meaning of a for-
mal vocabulary, i.e. its ontological commitment to a particular conceptualization
of the world. The intended models of a logical language using such a vocabulary
are constrained by its ontological commitment. An ontology indirectly reflects this
commitment (and the underlying conceptualization) by approximating these intended
models."
Whereas Guarino considers that an ontology refers to a restricted view of conceptualisation fo-
cused on intended meaning, which depends on the types of relations between objects, (Genesereth
and Nilsson, 1987) notion of conceptualisation refers to a particular state of affairs. But, none
of the definitions addresses the dynamic aspects of conceptualisation (time and context). In this
still current debate about ontology and conceptualisation notions, raises the issue of ontological
commitment. Inspired on Gruber (1995) and Guarino (1998) an ontological commitment is the
intentional agreement on the vocabulary used to describe a particular view of a domain ensuring
its consistency/correctness but without aiming to its completeness. This ontological commitment
could be seen as the ultimate expression of a conceptualization.
Conceptualisation is a broad and cross-disciplinary concept and our interest on exploiting this
concept on the ontology engineering domain is due to the fact that, ontologies have been used as an
approach for capturing the knowledge represented by information sources (from different sources
and formats) widespread across a CN or even the Internet itself. However representing knowl-
edge through ontologies usually requires domain experts to commit to some particular formalism,
which could derail or at least delay the overall process of achieving a shared representation of con-
cepts and relationships between concepts. Unfortunately, is evident that "While different degrees
of formalization have been well investigated and are now found in various ontology-based tech-
nologies, the notion of a shared conceptualization is neither well-explored, nor well-understood,
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nor well-supported by most ontology engineering tools" (Staab, 2008). From this, this work refers
to the term conceptualisation in a more pragmatic sense and not to its formal notion. Thus de-
parting from Huang et al. (2010) view, which refers to conceptualisation as "the relevant informal
knowledge one can extract and generalize from experience, observation, or introspection", and
according to the literature review, it is considered the following conceptualisation definition: con-
ceptualisation is built upon the concepts gathered from a particular area of interest, either from
observation, experience, introspection or other information sources, and the relations established
among them. The goal is to express, in a conceptual model, the structure of a knowledge domain
"in terms of a specific vocabulary".
Continuing in an informal tone, we can say that a conceptualisation is the result of a "con-
ceptualisation process" that leads to the extraction and generalization of relevant information from
one’s experience (Huang et al., 2010). In fact, more than identifying the main constructs of a
conceptualisation and the formal restrictions among them, current work is focused in conceptual-
isation as a process for the collaborative construction of meaning through the discussion around
concepts.
2.1.1.2 The conceptualisation process
In the literature, conceptualisation has been seen more as a phase or step than a process itself and
even less from a collaborative perspective. Considering a typical knowledge management pro-
cess - comprising knowledge acquisition, knowledge transformation, knowledge maintenance and
knowledge transfer sub-processes - conceptualisation is within the process of knowledge transfor-
mation (Waltz, 2003). SECI model, developed by Nonaka et al. (2000), describes an approach for
creating and exchanging knowledge built upon a knowledge-conversion process, which contains
four modes of conversion:
1. Tacit to knowledge - called socialization;
2. Tacit to explicit - called externalization;
3. Explicit to tacit - called internalization;
4. Explicit to explicit - called combination;
According to Waltz (2003), conceptualisation is the process that occurs for internal tacit
knowledge, assisting its externalization by capturing human terms and explicit them as computable
terms. Oinas-Kukkonen and Oinas (2001), inspired by the SECI model, goes a little further and
advocates that conceptualization includes features both for externalization and combination.
Gómez et al. (2000), addresses conceptualisation as a process from a generic problem-solving
point of view and framing it in the process of development of knowledge based systems (KBS).
For the authors "human understanding of reality is determined by two interactive components":
a) The information gathered from the environment, either directly or indirectly - sensory com-
ponent, and
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b) The extraction from all the above information the relevant concepts for solving the problem
at hand, their internal relations and the reasoning used to arrive at the right conclusions -
conceptual component.
"So, conceptualisation is modeling by the problem solver. This modeling is represented by
means of a conceptual model. This means that there are many ways of conceptualising, that is,
many conceptual models for a problem." To the authors (Gómez et al., 2000), any conceptualiza-
tion process must meet the following assumptions (rules):
1. Rule of evidence: Never accept anything as true which is not clearly and distinctly seen to
be so. That is, take care not to act hastily or with prejudice, and admit only those judgements
that appear to the mind so clearly and distinctly as not to aord the least doubt.
2. Rule of analysis: Divide each of the difficulties under examination into as many parts as
possible.
3. Rule of synthesis: Order knowledge, beginning with the objects that are the simplest and
easiest to know and so proceed, gradually, to knowledge of the more complex, also somehow
ordering knowledge that is naturally devoid thereof.
4. Rule of proof: Always make lists and inspections that are exhaustive enough to assure that
there are no omissions.
And is composed of a triplet: concepts, relations and functions respectively. Concepts are
seen as the “mental building blocks used by human being to think. They are mental representation
of things or experiences”. Relations by its turn, interlink concepts in an universe of discourse.
Functions are “special cases of relations”. In other words, they are relationships that only exist
between two specific concepts.
The conceptualisation process is then presented as follows:
Accordingly, "conceptualisation comes between knowledge-acquisition and formalisation [...].
Knowledge acquisition is the task of gathering the information required to build a KBS from
any source [...]. This information is used during conceptualisation process to gain a clear under-
standing of the structure and relationships within a particular system or problem. Formalisation
expresses the conceptualised knowledge [...] as structures that can be used by the computer."
(Gómez et al., 2000)
The depicted process (figure 2.3) contains three phases, each one generating intermediate rep-
resentations of knowledge, either through organisation charts, petri nets, decision trees, term lists
or others:
1. Analysis phase - Analysis phase - is an activity of searching, understanding and (problem)
decomposition. It comprises three stages, for a knowledge engineer to understand all parts
of the problem:
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Figure 2.3: Analysis and synthesis for conceptualisation (Gomez et al., 2000)
• Strategic information identification - "Identify the steps into which the task can be
divided and the order thereof"
• Tactical information identification - "Identify what happens in each step identified in
stage 1"
• Factual information identification - "Identify concepts, properties, relations and func-
tions in the domain of the task performed by the expert"
2. Synthesis phase - activity for organising and inter-relate the knowledge gathered in a static
and dynamic model.
• Static model - "Establish the domain structure and its components"
• Dynamic model - "Define the functions to be performed to solve the problem"
3. Holistic testing phase - it intends to globally "examinate the conceptualised knowledge in
order to ensure its validity and completeness before it is implemented in a software sys-
tem". This is addressed by building a knowledge map "which integrates the knowledge
represented in the static and dynamic models. The objective is to be able to jointly validate
the knowledge expressed in both models".
Within ontology engineering field, in all different methodologies for ontology design, widely
summarized and discussed in Fernández-López and Gómez-Pérez (2002); Roussey (2005), the life
cycle of an ontology development process is composed of several iterative steps or stages:
1. Ontology specification
2. Knowledge acquisition
3. Conceptualisation
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4. Formalisation
5. Evaluation
6. Documentation
The goal of the conceptualisation stage is to detect, define and organise concepts (Roussey,
2005) or more generically to choose, define and structure the conceptual elements of the domain
model (Omrane et al., 2011). It is considered the core task of ontology building. Across the pro-
cess of building a semantic artefacts, such as an ontology, the focus of collaboration is at con-
ceptualisation phase, this is where the discussion/negotiation activities are concentrated towards
a common shared structure of a portion of a knowledge domain. Moreover, conceptualisation
does not requires fully automated tasks (as it may happens when formalizing or gathering domain
information) but, it asks for a continuous exercise of correlating the gathered information in
earlier phases with the conceptual structure under construction, while interacting with the
social network.
In this work, the central notion of "conceptualisation process" (CP) is adopted following
Pereira et al. (2013). In relation to an individual, a conceptualisation process of a given piece
of reality is a collection of ordered cognitive activities that has as inputs information and knowl-
edge internally or externally accessible to the individual, and as the output an internal or external
conceptual representation. Furthermore, a "collaborative conceptualisation process" (CCP) is a
conceptualisation process that involves more than one individual producing an agreed conceptual
representation. In addition to an individual CP, the CCP involves social activities that include the
negotiation of meaning and practical management activities for the collaborative process. In this
work "knowledge representation process" is also used to refer, in practical terms, to a CP.
On top of this conceptualisation notion runs the ColBlend method (Pereira et al., 2013). Col-
Blend (see figure 2.4) was designed to support a collaborative conceptualisation process, based on
conceptual blending theory (CBT) (Fauconnier and Turner, 1998). In practical terms ColBlend
aims at supporting the co-construction of an agreed set of conceptual models, which could be
translated into taxonomies, glossaries or ontologies. The method runs through a process involving
explanation, discussion and negotiation.
In a synthesized way, the process comprises a set of virtual spaces: a) the input spaces -
private to each party involved in the CP where the knowledge models proposals are built; b) the
blend space - which contains the proposal resulting from the analysis of the input spaces and
presented for discussion. Moreover it propose new concepts (originally not identified) from a
global analysis of the current content of the spaces and; c) the generic space - which contains the
common domain knowledge model composed by the all parts of the proposals that were accepted
by all and "published" to this shared space.
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Figure 2.4: Colblend method (Pereira et al., 2013)
2.2 Representing a common conceptualisation: requirements and con-
straints
The collaborative conceptualisation processes are at the basis of the approach discussed in this
thesis, whose focus is on empowering the domain experts in the production of useful and reusable
conceptual representations, from semi-informal representation schemas to its rigorous definition
(in terms of well-defined computer-readable artifacts). Thus, it is important to uncover the col-
laborative conceptualisation process and expose its main building blocks to better understand and
define the needs for its effective utilisation.
The figure 2.5 depicts the composition of a collaborative conceptualisation process according
to the notion provided earlier (see previous section).
Figure 2.5: CCP composition
The following elements compose the abstract representation of a typical CCP:
1. The inputs are the resources used to implement the activities and, in this context, could be
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systematized according to its source: internally available ("tacit" and implicit knowledge),
external available (explicit knowledge) and socially generated (see next item in the list).
2. Beyond individuals cognitive activities, CCP addresses social interactions that emerge
from the collaborative nature of the overall process. Social interactions have here a twofold
role, they might contribute to move a resource from an internal source to an external source
or, on the other hand, to bring up new resources crucial for negotiation activities (Nonaka
et al., 2000).
3. The negotiation ativities could be supported by means of different and external perspectives
(argumentation-based strategies or decision support methods, etc.)(Pereira et al., 2012). Yet,
CCP takes into account a negotiation baseline comprising discussions activities around con-
cepts, by exchanging contextual-information (i.e., information considered as relevant to an
understanding of the concepts) enriching developed conceptual structures2. Additionally, it
comprises a process of calculating the similarity degree among conceptual structures, con-
ducted by the users, enabling the merging of two or more conceptual structures.
4. The outcome, in this particular case, are conceptual models made explicit by means of
enriched visual representations of conceptual structures.
From the disclosure of the CCP components, there is the need for mechanisms to deal with
the inputs for the process (information and knowledge internally or externally accessible) once
they are crucial to conduct the conceptualisation tasks (concept elicitation to concept discussion).
The possibility of the existence of unreliable sources of knowledge together with the slowness
of the process and complexity on building transferable knowledge representations, constitute the
major knowledge acquisition “bottleneck” (Wagner, 2008). The knowledge representation based
theories, cannot deal with the issue alone, terminology could play a key role in the shortening of
these constraints, mainly as regards the analysis of the corpus domain. Globally, terminology is
focused on terms and their use. Those terms, framed by a context, acquire a specific meaning
(Pearson, 1998). In others words, terminology provides a set of mechanisms to analyse terms
in contexts, enabling the conceptualisation activities of finding concepts designations more accu-
rately, which could decrease the time-cycle of concept elicitation and increase the foundation of
the concept. From this perspective, since a collaborative conceptualisation is developed around
concepts, domain experts engaged in the collaborative process and terminologists focus on the
same object. From the creation and organization of a domain corpus, through term extraction
methods for concept elicitation, until specific approaches to disclose semantic similarities during
the discussion of achieved conceptual structures, terminology is a promising add-on of the process
of conceptualisation.
Considering the previous elements and inspired by the empirical studies conducted as part
of ColBlend (Pereira et al., 2013), a small set containing the major building blocks or top-level
2Conceptual Structures are models (or artifacts) representing a perception of reality by means of diagrammatic
views forming a network of concepts interconnected by meaningful linking phrases.
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requirements are described. The following building blocks (B1 to B3 in the list below) are consid-
ered fundamental for a collaborative elicitation of conceptual representations based on a corpus-
based approach to be successful.
B1 - Terminological methods for corpus organisation : each organisation represents its con-
ceptualisation proposal fed by a set of knowledge sources (such as URIs specifying docu-
ments, webpages) shared by all parties. The use of textual resources should be preceded
by a task where the aim is to organise the domain corpus. Having such a repository could
enable a more efficient extraction of term candidates for the construction of the initial con-
ceptualisation proposals (Aussenac-Gilles et al., 2000; McEnery and Wilson, 1996).
B2 - Basic top-level conceptual structures : it is taken as an assumption that the main concep-
tualisation result is a less formal knowledge representation, which could be shaped into a
shared conceptual model. One possible way of ensuring a common interpretation of the
created conceptual models includes sharing a set of basic top-level conceptual structures
and the meaning of their concepts and relations. Following a top- down approach on rep-
resenting a domain knowledge, the process of creating conceptual structures could, among
others, be based on patterns, which could be translated from text and from an ontological
and synthesised perspective regarding its reuse potential. Gradually, these structures could
be fine-tuned using term contexts and further negotiation activities.
B3 - Methods for analysing consistency in the conceptual structures : ensuring semantic con-
sistency for conceptual structure interchange requires something more than just gathering
conceptual structure patterns and defining a set of basic templates to be (re)used. If it is
acceptable that templates could help create generic domain conceptual structures, inversely
the specifics of a domain field enclose a set of particular details that typical top-level tem-
plates may not consider. Some assistance should be given to the users in order to help them
determine the meaning of each structure. This could be performed on one hand by attaching
specific metadata to conceptual structures and, one the other hand, by implementing real-
time mechanisms to validate the ontological compliance of the model under construction.
Examples include suggestion mechanisms, either based on context analysis or on cross-
checking the various models of the same domain.
In a synthesizing overview, the collaborative conceptualisation is a process of continuous con-
struction of meaning, providing a framework (a common structure) on what are the main activities
to support the development cycle of semantic artefacts that represent the shared knowledge of
a specific domain context. Considering the literature, conceptualisation could be presented or
framed within a three-dimensional view as depicted below (see figure 2.6).
Each of the three different axles in the figure, shows the roles associated to knowledge rep-
resentation, socio-semantics and cognitive perspective, respectively, in the conceptualisation ac-
tivities. The following table (table 2) provides the justification for the roles identified in figure
2.6.
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Table 2.1: The roles of the different conceptualisation dimensions
Knowledge Socio Cognitive
Representation Semantics dimension
Ontological
commitment
rule
Conceptualisation in-
tends to achieve an
agreement on the vocab-
ulary used to describe
a particular view of
a domain ensuring its
consistency/correctness
but without aiming its
completeness
Interaction
and content
role
Conceptualisation is a
process which involves
social activities which
leads to the development
of semantically rich con-
ceptual structures
Foundational
role
The conceptual struc-
tures emerge from bod-
ily experience. Besides,
its construction and in-
terpretation depends on,
or is influenced by life-
time experiences and ac-
quired expertise
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Figure 2.6: Conceptualisation dimensions
In order to find a pragmatic approach to support a CCP, that could provide a generic view
on how to apply its sequence of activities, firstly, it is needed to overcome the challenge on how
to assemble conceptual structures. The term conceptual structure (CS) is widely used in knowl-
edge representation and conceptual modelling literature in general. According to Sowa (2000),
conceptual structures express declarative knowledge by representing it as a connected bipartite
oriented graph (conceptual graph). Mineau states that "every network of concepts, whether an
hierarchy, ontology, partonomy or semantic network can be called a structure of concepts. More
specifically, CS is a representation of the structure of concepts, which belong to a subject field or
domain. Conceptual structures are related with rich aspects of perceptual and subjective experi-
ence." (Mineau et al., 2000). The author considers that CS are models (or artefacts) representing a
certain perception of reality.
Within the context of this thesis, a CS is a diagrammatic representation of a network of con-
cepts interconnected through a linking phrase, here called conceptual relation. A CS represents
a piece of knowledge (e.g. a simple fact) according to a particular view of a specific domain. More-
over, it is considered that a structure in the form of "< concept >< conceptual_relation >< concept >",
representing the minimum granularity of a CS, that is, a granularity of three. A final or complete
conceptual representation, by its turn, encloses the maximum granularity of a CS, a granularity of
multiples of three or greater than three.
In the end, CS constitute assets or artifacts that could be (re)used in a systematic way in a
collaborative knowledge representation process. Hence, assembling conceptual representations is
an iterative and incremental process of building and organising CS, where relations play a key
role. The "art" of assembling CS, needs for an aided-approach to conceptual relations elicitation.
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In a first stage there is the need to find the appropriate conceptual relation to interconnect two
concepts. At a second stage, it is necessary to find the right place for a CS within the whole
model, keeping the intended meaning of the artefact.
The problem of conceptual relations3 elicitation as the main modeler agent of conceptual struc-
tures is debated in several domains (information science, AI, KR, Computer Science and termi-
nology (Staab et al., 2000; Kharatmal and Nagarjuna, 2010; Auger and Barriere, 2010; Sousa
et al., 2012; Elsayed, 2009). The is a broad consensus that the definition of relations between
concepts are "the major building blocks in common ontology definitions", and that, "their def-
inition consumes much of the time needed for engineering an ontology". Some authors, from
information science domain (Elsayed, 2009) advocate that "the information of conceptual relation
is the most important part of building a conceptual representation", and that, "it is also the most
demanding". Additionally, the same author state that "developing a framework of conceptual re-
lations to support users in this task, not only reduces the variability of expressions, a necessary
condition for sharing and exchange conceptual representations" (Elsayed, 2009). The stance fol-
lowed in this work is that the problem (conceptual relations elicitation) has to be tackled from the
multi-disciplinary perspective. This is not an exclusive problem of knowledge representation in
particular ontology engineering or terminology or information science. The construction of mod-
elling structures in a consistent way is a challenge, specially when it intends to follow an informal
approach to representing conceptual structures (e.g, concept maps). As stated by Kharatmal and
Nagarjuna (2010), an informal representation of conceptual structures is harder than it may look
like. And, in this context, the importance of the conceptual relations increases.
2.3 Approaches to conceptual relations definitions
The study of conceptual relations elicitation and the evaluation to which extend they contribute
to the construction of well-defined conceptual representations, is one of the main concerns of this
thesis, towards the definition of a comprehensive framework to assist domain experts performing
their conceptualization activities.
Conceptual relations were studied according to three different perspectives or at three different
levels (see figure 2.7):
• Conceptual,
• Logic, and
• Socio-semantics.
The ideia of studying conceptual relations in these three perspectives was to get some under-
standing on how to better assist domain experts on producing well-defined conceptual representa-
tions, starting to define semi-informal representation schemas and establishing a mapping between
3This work considers "conceptual relation" as a relation linking meanings of concepts, and "lexical or semantic re-
lation" as a relation linking linguistic units and the meanings they denotes. Although concentrating on the identification
and representation of the former, the latter is important to achieve that goal.
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those structures and formal structures of knowledge. Thus, conceptual and logical foundations of
conceptual relations followed an ontological approach, to understand the cognitive dimension of
individual identification of conceptual relations and to support and maintain conceptual represen-
tations, respectively. Finally, conceptual relations were studied in specific applications in order to
evaluate their utility.
Figure 2.7: Conceptual relations study context
From the literature, there, there is an identifiable gap on the study and identification of non-
taxonomic relations and relations on non-branching hierarchies. The research on this kind of
semantic relations have been carried out according to several perspectives/approaches:
• knowledge representation (AI)
• knowledge organisation (information science)
• Semantic and lexical relations (linguistics)
• Ontological relations (ontology, formal ontology)
• Cognitive models (cognitive semantics)
2.3.1 Artificial Intelligence perspective
AI is mainly concerned with the aspects of formal knowledge representation in which the main
goal is "to describe the terminology of a domain in terms of classes/concepts describing sets of
individuals and properties/roles relating these." (Alvarez et al., 2007).
This approach derived from ontology in a search for methods for formally representing rela-
tions in a knowledge representation scheme for use in data modeling and knowledge-base influ-
encing. Some of these schemas are Conceptual Graphs, Description Logic or even OWL. Through
specific formalisms such as OWL "is possible to make statements about a set of concepts, such as
to declaratively specify that two classes are disjoint, analogous declarative statements are not pos-
sible for relations. This also comprises the assignment of properties, while concepts are assigned
with as many properties as needed, the same level of precision cannot be applied to semantic
relations." (Alvarez et al., 2007).
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In Sowa (2009) a brief overview on graph based knowledge representation is made. Semantic
networks, which represents semantic relations among concepts, emerged along with the graph-
based notation by Margaret Masterman. However semantic networks could not represent non-
taxonomic knowledge. According to Sowa (2009) summary, "Silvio Ceccato presented correla-
tional nets, which were based on 56 different relations, including subtype, instance, part-whole,
case relations, kindship relations, and various kinds of attributes; and David Hays presented de-
pendency graphs, which formalized the notation developed by the linguist Lucien Tesnière."All
this graphical notation had its foundation in linguistics and computational linguistics. Sowa (2009)
continues mentioning that none of this graph notations “could express full first-order logic". That
is the reason why he developed conceptual graphs (CGs) as an intermediate language for mapping
natural language questions and assertions to a relational database. The official standard for con-
ceptual graph syntax and semantics is the ISO/IEC 24707 standard for Common Logic. According
to ISO/IEC 24707:
every conceptual relation r has a relation type t and a non-negative integer n called its
valence.
• The number of arcs that belong to r is equal to its valence n. A conceptual
relation of valence n is said to be n-adic, and its arcs are numbered from 1 to n.
• For every n-adic conceptual relation r, there is a sequence of n concept types
t1,...,tn, called the signature of r. A 0-adic conceptual relation has no arcs, and
its signature is empty.
• All conceptual relations of the same relation type t have the same valence n and
the same signature s.
• The term monadic is synonymous with 1-adic, dyadic with 2-adic, and triadic
with 3-adic.
In the Online Conceptual Graphs course at Aalborg University - Department of Communi-
cation (htt p : //www.humin f .aau.dk/cg), we can find an overview of the relation types and its
meaning (Petersen et. al, 2005):
On (on)
In (in)
Agnt (agent)
Thme (theme)
Ptnt (patient)
Rcpt (recipient)
Dest (destination)
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Semantic networks, by they turn, were developed earlier, in 1968 ny Quilian with the purpose
of representing dictionaries for AI and machine translation (Baader, 1999). It’s an old formalism
for knowledge representation where the concepts and its relations within a specific domain are
expressed in a declarative graphical notation. There are three basic elements in semantic networks:
i) concepts; ii) relations and; iii) instances.
In a semantic network, each node represents a concept, object or situation connected by la-
beled arcs or edges which represent a semantic relation between concepts. In such representation,
meaning is implied by the way a concept is connected to other concepts (Heflin, 2001). There is
no standard set of relations for semantic networks, but the most important or the most common
are:
• INSTANCE relation (i.e. generic-specific relation)
• IS-A relation (i.e. subset/sub-kind/sub-type relation)
• PARTHOOD relation (i.e. part-of/has part relation)
• SAME AS relation
Therefore, semantic network may use special labeled arcs giving a partial order on concepts.
Such arcs can be from different types:
• Arcs that assign properties to concepts or objects.
• Is-a arcs that introduce hierarchical relationships. Is-a arcs indicate that a concept is a sub-
class of another.
• Instance-of arcs indicates that a concept is an example of another.
Considering knowledge representation within AI, frames are another representation formalism
to have into account. Frames representation scheme became popular in the 70s when Minsky
introduced a completely different representation of knowledge for that time. In general, 2 frames
are structures representing classes of objects in terms of properties that their instances must satisfy.
Such properties are defined by the frame slots, which constitute the items of a frame definition"
(Calvanese et al., 1999).
Frames are something close to the database records but with more capacity to express data. It
is a complex structure composed by:
• An identification, which is basically a name.
• Slots, which correspond to the object attributes. Each slot has its identification; its default
value and its current value.
It can be said that frames are “object-oriented” representation formalisms and each frame has
at least another frame, which is hierarchical superior. Hence, frames allow the implementation of
the inheritance mechanism, and thus, frames can establish a set of relations between each other
according to following list:
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• "is-a" relation, which is a relation of hierarchical dependency.
• Inherit relation, which is a relation that allows inheritance of frame slots that are not in the
same hierarchical line.
• Do not inherit, where there are no inheritance of frame slots in the same hierarchical line.
• A slot, which can be also a frame
Frames had a huge impact as KR formalisms and quite a few languages and tools implementing
frames emerged subsequently. Other ones, like Ontology Web Language (OWL), emerged from
the new approach to Frames based ontology languages. Regarding frame-based implementation
tools, Protégé, which is the most used software tool for knowledge acquisition and representations,
uses frames in its core specification.
2.3.2 Information science perspective
In the scope of IS, there is no clear view about the theoretical foundations about semantics. The
available research found inspiration in other domains such as linguistic (Hjorland, 2007) or cogni-
tive science for example. In what regards to semantic relations, specifically, there is the concern to
clarify the concepts of semantic relation and lexical relation (Khoo and Na, 2006; Hjorland, 2007)
in which semantic relations are those relations between concepts - called conceptual relations -,
and lexical relations are the relations between words. In Khoo and Na (2006) the authors also
stressed about other terms, such as "lexical-semantic relations", used to refer to "relations between
lexical concepts, that is, concepts denoted by words". Furthermore, two more categories could be
found distinguishing between paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations (Khoo and Na, 2006; Peters
and Weller, 2008; Stock, 2010). Syntagmatic relations occurs between concepts in specific doc-
uments; it refers to relations between words that co-occur (often in close syntactic positions) in
the same sentence or text, and the meaning comes from syntactic and grammatical rules. Paradig-
matic relations are relations between pairs of words or phrases, that can occur in the same position
(grammatical class, that is, noun, adverb, adjective, verb, etc.). (Peters and Weller, 2008).
The work performed by Khoo and Na (2006) approaches semantic relations according to a
linguistic and psychological perspectives. The authors advocate that there is the need for natural
language processing to identify semantic relations, in order to accomplish activities related to on-
tology construction, information representation, information extraction or information retrieval. A
set of semantic relations, considered as unitary primitive relations, were selected and summarised
by the authors.
"The distinction between meronymy and hyponymy relations is clear for concrete concepts
but fuzzy for abstract concepts. Hyponymy relations can be said to exist within concepts, while
meronymy relations are between concepts. " (Khoo and Na, 2006). Moreover, " hyponyms inherit
features from the hypernyms but parts do not inherit features from the whole" (Khoo and Na,
2006).
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Table 2.2: Semantic relations catalog from (Khoo and Na, 2006)
Semantic Short
Relation Description
I - Paradigmatic relations
1. Hyponym - hypernym Imposes a hierarchical structure. Called "is-a" relations, "kind-of" re-
lations or even superordinate-subordinate, genus- species and class-
subclass relations. The relation implies class inclusion.
2. Synonym Implies that two concepts are similar in their meaning within a specific
context. Could be expresses as "same as".
3. Antonymy Imposes a relation between opposite meanings within a specific context.
4. Meronymy - holonym It refers to a "Part-Whole" relation, expressed as "part- of". It encloses
6 types of relations.
4.1 Component - object
4.2 member - collection
4.3 portion - mass
4.4 matter - object
4.5 task - activity
5. Toponymy Refers to broader-narrow relations between verbs. Relation between
verbs (that occupy the same hierarchical position and super ordinated
to a general event) and more specific verbs. This relation emerged by
noting that hyponym relation could also occur between verbs beside
nouns. Hence, hyponym among verbs is a toponymy.
I - Syntagmatic relations
1. Cause-Effect Very difficult to define (Khoo and Na, 2006). In order to be established
a cause-effect relation, some necessary conditions should be met, ac-
cording to Hume, cited by (Khoo and Na, 2006): a) contiguity in time
and space - the relation between A and B must not occur by means of
third concept; b) priority in time - implies a temporal antecedent con-
dition (e.g. A preceeds B); c) constant conjunction between cause and
effect - A and B must be related;
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Beyond the aforementioned synthesis of semantic relations, discusses about the most common
relations used in specific knowledge structures such as thesauri and ontologies.
Table 2.3: Common relation used in knowledge structures (Khoo and Na, 2006)
KOS Type of Relation
Thesauri a) Equivalence relation expressed as use and use for; b) Hierarchical
relation - broader term and narrower term; c) Associative - related term
Ontologies “In practice, an ontology is expressed as a taxonomy”: a) IS-A relation;
b) Part-Whole relation; c) Attribute-value relation; d) other kinds of
relations as well as additional rules or constraints called axioms.
Peters and Weller (2008) concludes that the most used types of relations in domain-specific
knowledge representation and organization models are: i) relations of equivalence; ii) hierar-
chical relations - comprising meronymy (mereology, part-of relation, part-whole relation, parton-
omy) and and hyponymy (kind-of-relation, taxonomic relation, taxonomy) and; iii) Associative
relations. The following picture represents a classification of some knowledge organization sys-
tems according to the common types of relations.
Figure 2.8: Classification of popular knowledge representation systems according to complexity
in relational constructions (Peters and Weller, 2008)
A similar "exercise" was done by Stock (2010), systematised in the following picture, in which
the author relates the KOS (folksonomy, nomenclature, classification, thesaurus and ontology) to
the semantic relations used by each one.
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Figure 2.9: KOS and therapies they use (Stock, 2010)
Further, the authors (Peters and Weller, 2008) presented a set of semantic relations and their
specification (as depicted in Figure 2.10), arguing that the filed of specifying semantic relations in
the development of Knowledge representation artefacts of information science domain towards a
general theory of relations, is still an open discussion.
The work of Elsayed and also Shams (Elsayed, 2008; Shams and Elsayed, 2008; Elsayed,
2009) has been towards the identification of a framework of conceptual relations to support con-
ceptual modelling, mainly based on informal concept mapping techniques. From Elsayed (2009),
a set of classified relations were disclosed into 7 categories that fall within 4 main themes: taxon-
omy/hierarchy, organisation, space & time and action-based relations in a total of 31 relations (see
figure 2.11.
According to the work accomplished by Shams et al. (2010), a framework for semantic re-
lations was elaborated to be used for corpus knowledge mapping, that is, for modeling activities
from text.
The framework comprises a taxonomy of relations, starting from three main relation categories
(predicate relations, instantiation and extension), which are subdivided into two more tiers of
semantic relations. At the end, it is possible to find a set of specific relations for each entry of the
last tier, as is shown in figure 2.12.
For this, the author "had to resort to language independent representations used in various
linguistic and knowledge representation computational tasks" (Elsayed, 2009). Still in the domain
of conceptual modelling, specifically in the information science (IS) domain, Storey (2005) pro-
posed the use of ontologies to "capture the semantics of relationships verb phrases". Note that,
for the author, a relationship assumes the form of Entity− verbphrase−Entity. Eight categories
were proposed: i) common verb phrases (obtained from wordnet); ii) data abstraction (is-a, part-
of and member-of); iii) wordnet verb files; iv) business process; v) temporal; vi) event and vii)
associated_with as the default one. Beyond that, an empirical study was presented and a relation-
ship ontology system described in which terms candidate to name relations, could be classified
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Figure 2.10: Semantic relations and specification (Petters and Weller, 2008)
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Figure 2.11: Classified Conceptual Relations (Elsayed,2009)
into a repository organised by domain. It is important to mention that this work was fundamen-
tally an exercise of extracting the relations that best fit the database design needs. For that, the
author looked for inspiration in several domains: conceptual modeling (for is-a and member-of
relations), cognitive science (based on mereology), linguistics (based on wordnet) and business.
More recently, (Stock, 2010), come up with a semantic relation classification, in order to provide
Knowledge Organisation Systems of sophisticated and effective mechanisms of searching, brows-
ing, querying, etc,. He followed the drive that it could be done by means of accurated knowledge
representations, based on concept theory. According to the author (Stock, 2010) there are five
approaches for knowledge representation regarding knowledge organisation systems: nomencla-
tures, classification systems, thesauri, ontologies and folksonomies). Since there are no concept
system without relations between concepts it was presented a semantic relation classification to a
specific knowledge representation approach (see figure 2.13).
As we could see from the classification depicted in the figure 2.13, beyond association relation
type, all others are more or less commonly agreed despite of the approach or perspective. The
specific one (Association - various others) still non-specified.
2.3.3 Semantic and lexical relations (linguistics perspective)
The main distinction that we make between conceptual relations and lexical- semantic relations
is associated to the scope and purpose of their usage. Lexical- semantic relations are related to
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Figure 2.12: Framework for semantic relations in the corpus (Shams et al., 2010)
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Figure 2.13: Semantic relations classification for KOS (Stock, 2010)
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the process of linking words in order to create text, whereas conceptual relations are used for
non-textual knowledge representations through the construction of conceptual structures.
Lexical semantic relations have been widely studied and we found them well defined and
accepted among scientific community. This relations could be classified into classical and non-
classical relations (Morris, 2004; Chiu et al., 2007).
Classical relations, according to (Morris, 2004; Chiu et al., 2007) are those from wordnet such
as:
• hypernymy (some times called hyperonym);
• hyponymy, shares a type-of relation with hypernymy and it is its sub term;
• meronymy (also called partonomy), corresponds to a part-whole relation;
• antonymy, and
• synonymy.
However, the majority of lexical semantic relations found in real-world text are in fact non-
classical (Morris, 2004; Chiu et al., 2007).
Manfred Krifka (1998) made another classification on lexical relations types:
• the basic ones: synonymy, hyponymy, complementaries and Antonyms;
• taxonomies: taxonomic hierarchies, folk taxonomies, natural kinds, mereonomies (partonomies)
Conceptual relations have been reviewed and discussed within the field of Terminology most no-
tably by (Sager, 1990; Madsen et al., 2001; Nuopponen, 2005) , following the classification pro-
posed by Wüster and Cabré (1998). All these works follow a classification approach on conceptual
relations. In fact, we are witnessing an interesting variety of classifications in which the most com-
mon division is between generic relations, part-whole relations and a set of others (depending on
the classification). This division may be more or less detailed. Nevertheless, there is consensus in
the fact that the "list" of the relations that will underpin the construction of conceptual structures
for knowledge representation is not very extensive.
Nuopponen (2005), built an extensive concept relation classification, gathered through apply-
ing terminological methods. The result was an overview on the most often relations but also a more
rare set of relation types. The author considers that the most common relations used in traditional
terminology (generic, partitive and associative comprising temporal and causal relations) are not
enough for studies performed within advanced terminology management systems or semantic web
applications, concept modeling, etc.
The exhaustive classification made by the author comprises a set of relation types to allow the
description of activities, actions and processes. This classification intends to answer the following
basic questions:
• Who? (agent);
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• What? (patient);
• With what? (instrument);
• How? (method);
• Why? (cause);
• Where? (place);
• From where? (place of origin);
• To where? (destination);
• Through what? (intermediary route);
The achieved classification starts with two main categories of relations, namely:
1. logical concept relations as direct relations between concepts. Also designated as abstract
relations, categorial relation, genus-species relation and generic relations;
2. ontological concept relations as relations arising indirectly between concepts. Logical con-
cept relations are divided according to two different criteria:
• the concept positions in the concept system and;
• concepts intension (concept formal definition) and extension (concept range of appli-
cability)4.
Figure 2.14: Logical concept relations (Nuopponen, 2005)
Ontological concept relations by their turn were divided according to:
4Concept intension means all characteristics that make up a concept. Concept extension means all the objects to
which a concept refers. In ISO/FDIS 1087-1:2000 (Terminology work: vocabulary)
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1. Spatial and temporal contiguity;
2. Influence relations (which encloses a causal component
Figure 2.15: Ontological concept relations (Nuopponen, 2005)
According to the picture bellow, concept relations of contiguity cover relations that are based
on some contact in space or time between concrete or abstract phenomena. By other words, that
means the relation between A and B must not occur by means of a third concept C.
Figure 2.16: Concept relations of contiguity (Nuopponen, 2005)
Nuopponen (2005) continues with her classification proposal according to the next figures.
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Figure 2.17: Influence relations (Nuopponen, 2005)
Figure 2.18: Functional relations (Nuopponen, 2005)
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Figure 2.19: Inter actional relations (Nuopponen, 2005)
Other classifications are synthesized by Madsen et al. (2001), within two different fields,
namely lexical semantics and terminology. Here we present two classifications used in EuroWord-
Net (was an EU-project with the aim of building a multilingual lexical database with wordnets
for the following European languages) and SIMPLE (Semantic Information for Multifunctional
Plurilingual Lexica – another EU project)
The UMLS (Unified Medical Language System) classification is also referred to as a ’classifi-
cation of semantic relations’, although it was designed to model concepts of the medical domain.
UMLS - version of 2010 - has two types of relations: the isa relations and the associated_with
relations.
2.3.4 Cognitive models (cognitive semantics perspective)
The main theories of cognitive semantics are (Evans and Green, 2006): categorisation and ide-
alised cognitive models (ICMs) (Lakoff, 1990), conceptual metaphor theory (Johnson and Lakoff,
1980), mental spaces theory and conceptual blending theory (Fauconnier and Turner, 1998).
From these, categorisation is one of the oldest and simplest with regard to structured organisa-
tion of knowledge, which was started by Aristotle. Wordnet lexical database defines categorisation
as the "basic cognitive process of arranging into classes or categories", as Rosch and Lloyd (1978)
state that “categorisation provides maximum information with the least cognitive effort”, which
"is achieved if categories map the perceived world structure as closely as possible". Following
this, we focused essentially in the categorisation and idealised cognitive models (ICMs) in par-
ticular. Still, categorisation itself, dives into several theories of which the following stand out:
i) classical theory; ii) conceptual clustering (refines classical approach based on set theory) and;
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Table 2.4: Semantic relations in EuroWordNet (Madsen et al., 2001)
Semantic Relation in Euro WordNet Example
SYNONYMY ANTONYMY
near_synonym (not in same synset) tool <> instrument
antonym good <> bad
HYPONYMY
has_hyponym vehicle > car
has_hyperonym car > vehicle
PART-WHOLE RELATIONS
has_meronymy (for underspecified cases such as: has as parts)
has_holonymy (for underspecified cases such as : is a part of)
has_mero_part hand > finger
has_mero_member fleet > ship
has_mero_made_of book > paper
has_mero_portion bread > slice
has_mero_location desert > oasis
has_holo_part finger > hand
has_holo_member ship > fleet
has_ holo_made_of paper > book
CAUSE RELATIONS
is_caused_by (for underspecified cases)
causes (for underspecified cases)
results_in to kill > to die
for_purpose_of to search > to find
enables_to vision > to see
SUBEVENT RELATIONS
is_subevent_of to snore > to sleep
has_subevent to sleep > to snore
INVOLVED/ROLE RELATIONS
involved_agent to bark > dog
role_agent dog > to bark
involved_patient to teach > learner
role_patient learner > to teach
involved_instrument to paint > paint-brush
role_instrument paint-brush > to paint
involved_location to swim > water
role_location water > swim
involved_source_direction to disembark > ship
role_source_direction ship > disembark
involved_target_direction rincasarse > casa
role_target_direction casa > rincasarse
involved_result to freeze > ice
role_result ice > to freeze
involved_manner shout > loudly
role_manner loudly > shout
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Table 2.5: Semantic relations in SIMPLE (Madsen et al., 2001)
Semantic Relations In SIMPLE Examples
FORMAL RELATIONS
is_a (yacht, boat)
CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS
is_a_member_of (senator, senate)
has_as_member (flock, bird)
is_a_part_of (head, body)
has_as_part (airplane, wings)
instrument (paint, brush)
relates (kinship, brother)
resulting state (die, dead)
is_a_follower_of (marxist, marxism)
made_of (bread, flour)
is_in (oasis, dessert)
has_as_colour (lemon, yellow)
constitutive activity (bird, fly)
produces (bird, egg)
produced_by (honey, bee)
property of (intelligence, intelligent)
concerns (hepatitis, lever)
contains (wineglass, wine)
quantifies (bottle, liquid)
measured_by (temperature, degree)
related_to (second, two)
successor_of (two, one)
has_as_effect (storm, thunder)
typical_of (distemper, dog)
causes (measles, fever)
TELIC RELATIONS
indirect_telic (eye, see)
purpose (send, receive)
object_of_the_activity (book, read)
is_the_activity_of (doctor, heal)
is_the_ability_of (painter, pain)
is_the_habit_of (smoker, smoke)
used_for (crane, lift)
used_by (lancet, surgeon)
used_against (chemoterapi, cancer)
used_as (wood, material)
AGENTIVE RELATIONS
result_of (loss, loose)
agentive_prog (pedestrian, walk)
agentive_experience (fear, feel)
caused_by (infection, bacterion)
source (law, society)
created_by (book, write)
derived_from (petrol, oil)
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Figure 2.20: Current relations in UML semantic network
iii) prototype theory (which explores the family resemblance). According to the classical theory,
categories are entities characterised by a set of properties shared by its members. Following this
way to define categories it is impossible to find its typical elements. This gap is filled by prototype
theory in which categories are formed by means of a typical model. Prototypes already includes
the notion of mental images and provides some insight into the way we conceive certain ideas/ob-
jects but, no artefacts are provided to create and understand categories. Riemer (2010) synthesises
the main drawbacks of prototype theory, namely: i) attributes can often only be identified after
the category has been identified; ii) attributes are highly context-dependent and iii) there are many
different alternative descriptions of the attributes of a given category. Afterwards, Idealised Cogni-
tive Models (ICMs) emerged inspired by prototype theory aiming to explain the prototype effects
upon categorisation. This was intended by means of image- schema diagrams which "allow a
rich description of meaning that seems to make contact with perceptual and cultural aspects of
language – aspects which are easily left out in other types of analysis" (Riemer, 2010).
ICMs, proposed by Lakoff (1990), structure mental spaces (conceptual ‘packets’ of knowl-
edge constructed during ongoing meaning construction). As Lakoff observes, a mental space is
a medium for conceptualisation and thought and ICMs provide the background knowledge that
structures those mental spaces.
Categorisation could be implemented through ICMs which provide the general principles on
how to organise knowledge. In order to deal with categories we may use cognitive models of five
kinds: 1) propositional models, which specify elements, their properties and relations among them;
2) Image-schematic models, which specify schematic images; 3) Metonymy models, which map
an element of a model to another; 4) Metaphoric models, which map from a model in one domain
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to a model in other domain and; 5) Symbolic models. Each ICM model comprises one or more
schema, which provide a specific structure through which we understand the world. From these
models, image-schemas (from image schematic models) are the most basic and concrete of all,
intimately linked to both bodily and linguistic experience on knowledge structures construction.
As asserted by Riemer (2010), image schemas are usually represented diagrammatically and
are particularly useful as representations of the meanings of prepositions. Hereupon, ICMs are
especially suitable to withstand graphical knowledge representation, providing the basic constructs
to build and understand conceptual structures.
Despite of ICMs, throughout image schemas, provide sufficient valuable arguments to support
the construction of conceptual models, there could be ambiguity of diagrammatic representations
as it could happen when drawing informal concept map to model a domain. We could fall into the
situation in which we have the same representation for two different meanings, even using ICMs.
The view outlined here, is that ICMs won’t be the ultimate solution for conceptual modeling
but they could provide common structures of visual representation (non-textual) of knowledge
from which we could extract relations types among structures of meaning, and define a catalog of
conceptual relations regarding its in conceptual modeling of several different domains.
According to “Specialisation of form hypothesis”, which is described by Lakoff (1990) it is
possible to find specific conceptual structures associated to ICMs: "Strictly speaking, the Spatial-
ization of Form hypothesis requires a metaphorical mapping from physical space into a ‘concep-
tual space’. Under this mapping, spatial structure is mapped into conceptual structure. More
specifically, images schemas (which structure space) are mapped into the corresponding abstract
configurations (which structure concepts). The Spatialization of Form hypothesis thus maintains
that conceptual structure is understood in terms of image schemas plus a metaphorical mapping."
Table 2.6 summarises the exercise of of making the correspondence between cognitive models
and its associated structure and enclosed relation type, according with the Specialisation of form
hypothesis.
Table 2.6: Cognitive models associated structure and relation type
Cognitive model Associated structure Type of
conceptual relation
Container Is_A hierarchy Taxonomy
Container Nested hierarchy Class inclusion
Part-whole Has_A hierarchy Partonomy
Front-back Radial
Center-periphery Radial Participation
Source-path-goal Linear hierarchy/Non-branching hierarchy Interface
Link Non-hierarchical ER
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2.3.5 Ontological perspective to conceptual relations elicitation
Although the specification of conceptual relations have been approached according to different
theoretical perspectives, of conceptual relations still as a relevant and interesting research topic,
though hard to approach. The interest on relations specification is increasing within the research
community when conceptualizing a specific domain, either for creating knowledge base systems
or upper-level ontologies.
A closer look into the literature revealed that ontology engineering together with the develop-
ment of knowledge bases form the main research topics in what regards to the representation of
knowledge, wherein terminology plays a base role. Among the reported research, the elicitation
of conceptual relations is addressed with variable emphasis and in different forms. There are sev-
eral researches addressing the construction of ontologies grounded in terminology (Gillam et al.,
2005; Yu-Liang, 2007; Buitelaar et al., 2009) . In Gillam et al. (2005), terminology plays the role
of term system provider which act as input for the construction of the ontology. The authors pro-
pose an automatic process to identify a tree of lexical related terms, which constitute a candidate
conceptual structure. Yu-Liang (2007) motivated by the lack of reference models in the process
of building ontologies, presented a three step process, grounded in extraction techniques and tex-
tual corpus analysis, comprising: i) recognize terminology in text (using statistical analysis and
association rules created using TexAnalyst software, plus semantic network analysis, in order to
overcome the problem of ignoring the terms with a low frequency) ; b) name tags in terminology
(in order to face the synonyms or variance issue. Repertory Grid Technique was used); c) derive
hierarchies (using Formal Conceptual Analysis). His stance is that "linguistic perspectives should
be considered while building ontologies". Further he underlines the need to develop a ’lightweight
ontology’ which "is a schema like taxonomy which comprises a conceptual system used to model
knowledge. Consequently, ontology editors must first construct a conceptual system, after which
editors should identify hierarchical structures among concepts".
Buitelaar et al. (2009) argue - once again - that ontologies should be grounded in linguistics.
The goal was to enrich current formalisms such as RDFS/OWL to include linguistic information
such as “part-of-speech metadata of the lexical items”, morphological information and variations,
expressed as RDFS/OWL properties.
One of the main areas where terminology interacts with ontology engineering is that of ontol-
ogy learning. As mentioned by (Buitelaar et al., 2009) “Term extraction is a prerequisite for all
aspects of ontology learning from text”. However we consider that the use of terminology within
knowledge representation contexts is wider than the use given by ontology learning field, that is,
mainly corpus tagging for information extraction. Learning ontological relations is the most recent
target in the scope of ontology learning. This is a fact that the identification of relations between
concepts has a significant importance in the creation of artefacts to represent a specific domain.
Other authors place conceptual relations as the core issue either on developing ontologies (Alvarez
et al., 2007; Faber et al., 2009) or in representing a conceptual system in general (Elsayed, 2009;
Auger and Barriere, 2010; Storey, 2005).
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2.3.5.1 Foundational ontological analysis
As mentioned by Gruber (1993), an ontology is a "formal, explicit specification of a shared con-
ceptualisation". Additionally, he states that “an ontology is a description of the concepts and
relationships that can formally exist for an agent or a community of agents”. Citing (Arvidsson,
F. and Flycht-Eriksson), an ontology "renders shared vocabulary and taxonomy which models a
domain with the definition of objects and/or concepts and their properties and relations". More
recently, Klein and Smith (2010) provided a definition of ontology, towards an effort for a consen-
sual terminology for ontologies, in the context of the development of domain specific (technical)
terminologies. The authors considered an ontology as "a representational artifact, comprising a
taxonomy as proper part, whose representational units are intended to designate some combina-
tion of types, classes, and certain relations between them". It is quite evident, within scientific
community, that relations are a fundamental component on building ontologies. This section aim
at find out answers for the following questions:
• How relations are treated when building an ontology?
• Is there a set of fundamental ontological relations which could be used in the construction
of any ontology despite of its domain?
Hence, it was followed a study on the main foundation/upper-level ontologies. The basic
idea was that, such as ontologies describe the very general concepts that are the same across all
knowledge domains, it would be possible to get some insights about a set of domain-independent
relations to be used. "Ontologies are often equated with taxonomic hierarchies of classes, class
definitions, and the subsumption relation" (Gruber, 1993), however the goal was to identify other
than only these.
According to Guizzardi (2005) a reference ontology (foundational ontology) could be used to
help the representation of a conceptualisation in an explicit and formal way. The concept of formal
ontology was initially defined by Edmunf Husserl. A formal ontology deals with formal ontolog-
ical structures, namely: the theory of parts and wholes, types, instantiation, identity, dependency
and unity.
The issues related to knowledge representation are addressed by scientific community, within
informatics engineering domain for decades (Brachman, 1983; Sowa, 2000). However its foun-
dations are much older, based on philosophy, and come from one of the oldest (if not the oldest)
ontology, developed by Aristotle: Aristotle’s categories. The main goal of an ontology is to rep-
resent or to support the representation of a certain reality by providing a set of basic categories.
According to Hjorland (2007) "the most commonly used semantic relations have resemblance with
lists of categories," either grammatical or with for example, Aristotle’s 10 categories:
• substance (fundamental entities)
• quantity
• qualification (quality)
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• a relative (relation)
• where (place)
• when (time)
• being-in-a-position (position)
• having (state)
• doing (action)
• being-affected (affection
After Aristotle several other authors presented their view about a system of ontological cat-
egories (Thomasson, 2012). One of them was Lowe (2005). He argues that are exactly four
categories namely object, modes, kinds and attributes (as is the next list). These are related in
such a way in what Lowe calls ’the ontological square’.
• Entities5
– Particulars6
* Objects
· Substances7
· Non-Substances8
* Modes9
– Universals10
* Kinds
* Attributes
The Arstotle’s ontological square summarises and provides a categorical schema, recurrently
used in foundational ontologies for representing a reality and its entities. This four-categorial
scheme is obtained by crossing two formal distinctions which underpin conceptual modelling lan-
guages and top-level ontologies alike: that between universals (or types or kinds) and particulars
5An entity is the top-level or root category of the things that exist.
6Particulars refers to a specific object in the real world. Particular means being an individual. Particulars are also
called instances or tokens or simply objects.
7Substances are also called constituents or endurants corresponding to the entities that exist independent from time.
8Also known as occurrent or perdurant or accident it refers to the entities that partially exist on a certain time-frame
moment (e.g. a process or an event)
9Modes (or moments) are instances of attributes, that is, the combination between an attribute and its bearers. Also
called individual accidents
10Universals are the kinds of things that exist in real world, that is, recurrent entities sharing some characteristics that
could be instantiated or exemplified by more than one particular thing. Universals could be seen as abstract entities and
we may think about universals as concepts (Earl, D., 2005) representing a certain view of a particular reality. Universals
are also called types.
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(instances or objects or tokens) on the one hand, and that between features11 (characters), and
their substrates14 (or bearers) on the other hand. "Thus the Ontological Square consists of par-
ticular substrates, called substances, and universal substrates, called kinds, as well as particular
characters, called modes or moments, and universal characters, called attributes." (Schneider,
2009).
Figure 2.21: Ontological square sort of things. (Schneider, 2008)
Following this, there are some basic relations that could be obtained among entities in the
ontological square, namely (Lowe, 2005) :
• Modes (Individual accidents) inhere in objects (individual substances);
• Attributes (non-substance universals) characterize Kinds (substance universals)
• Objects (individual substances) instantiate kinds (substance universals);
• Modes (individual accidents) instantiate attributes (accident universals);
• Objects (individual substances) exemplify attributes (accident universals);
In his book ’The Four-Category Ontology’ Lowe (2005), grounded on the ontological square,
goes further and identify some formal ontological relations12, in the context of an account of
ontological categorization. The author considers that at least the following different relations need
to be invoked: identity, instantiation, characterization, exemplification, constitution, composition
and dependence.
Kless (2011) on his presentation at the 10th European Networked Knowledge Organisation
Systems (NKOS) Workshop, gives an interesting summary on foundational ontology relationships,
depicted below (see figure 2.22.
Schwarz and Smith (2008), continue with a characterisation of the relations among entities in
those categories at the level of universals, which, according to the authors are the ones with more
interest for ontologies. Either due to temporal dimension issues or due to the way that, sometimes,
the relations between generic terms despise the way that in reality the instances (particulars) relate
each other, Ulf Schwarz and Barry Smith found the need of a more rigorous and unambiguous
definition of a basic set of ontological relations applied to generic terms. The most basic onto-
logical relations (considered primitive and domain-independent), were typified by the authors as
following:
11The features of something (universals or particulars) are called characters or simply properties/attributes.
12Formal ontological relations are a set of basic relations between entities belonging to the same or different onto-
logical categories.
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Figure 2.22: Fundamental Ontology Relations. (kless, 2011)
• subsumption (subtype);
• parthood (part-whole);
• participation and;
• class-inclusion.
For each one of these relation types, a way of expressing/naming it, together with its definition
was provided by the authors:
• subsumption (subtype) relation could be expressed by “instance_of ”;
• parthood (part-whole) relation could be expressed by “part_of ”;
• participation relation could be expressed by “has_participant”, and;
• class-inclusion could be expressed by “located_in”
The authors also distinguish between primitive relations and logical relations, being the last
ones, the transformation of the first, according to its inverse specification:
• subsumption (subtype) has “has_subclass” as logical relation and;
• parthood (part-whole) has ”has_part” as logical relation;
These short ontological notions are commonly used in foundational ontologies, hereupon, it
were considered the main upper-level ontologies, namely: CyC13, BFO14, GFO15, UFO (Guiz-
13http://www.opencyc.org/
14http://www.ifomis.org/bfo
15http://www.onto-med.de/ontologies/gfo.html
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zardi, 2005), SUMO16, COSMO17, DOLCE18, PROTON19 and Sowa’s ontology, in order to gather
a common basic set of ontological relations.
In Sowa’s ontology there is only one primitive relation - the relation ’Has’. But, when entering
in a more detailed analysis of these ontologies it was found a considerable difference between
their conceptual structures (regarding the size and content). COSMO Ontology, for instance, has
over 700 relations and 6400 Classes and its conceptual structure is translated into hierarchical
relations. BFO is much smaller but contains only taxonomic relations. Yet, GFO and even UFO,
provide a more interesting conceptual structure that goes beyond a taxonomy. Other issue on this
study was the fact that some of these ontologies overlap each other. COSMO uses elements from
CyC, SUMO, BFO and DOLCE. BFO, for example, overlaps DOLCE and SUMO. By its turn, the
second version of UFO combines elements from DOLCE. A more detailed catalog of the relations
which each ontology uses, could be found in the annex accompanying to this report.
To fully approach "upper-level" ontologies, GOL must be considered. GOL, stands for General
Ontology Language. It is a modeling language containing the set of ontologically basic categories
aiming at provide a system of formalized and axiomatized top-level ontologies which can be used
as a framework for building more specific ontologies. GOL consists of a syntax, and of an ax-
iomatic core which captures the meaning of the introduced ontological categories. GOL shares
some of its development history with BFO but currently it is a complete independent project (De-
gen and Herre, 2001). Once GOL is a language for building ontologies grounded on a set of
ontologically basic categories, then, its syntax could give some clues on the set of basic formal
ontological relations. The figure below illustrates both the symbols and relations available in GOL
language (figure 2.23).
Figure 2.23: Symbols for binary and ternary basic relations (Degen et al., 2001)
A closer look at the figure above, three main categories could be identified, one per line. It
could be said that membership, instantiation and inherence share the same root. All of them
establish relations of dependence. The second line, following a top-down reading, contains re-
lations connecting parts and wholes, whether the parts exist or not apart from the wholes. The
next group (framing, foundation and is contained in) share a containment dependence root. At
the end, a location or spatial dependence is the common part of occupies, ass. to and is exten-
sion relations. Identical conclusions were achieved by Gangemi et al. (2001). The authors have
focused on top-level ontologies, and identified a set of primitive formal relations towards a sys-
16http://www.ontologyportal.org/
17http://micra.com/COSMO/
18http://www.loa.istc.cnr.it/DOLCE.html
19http://proton.semanticweb.org/
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tematic methodology for selecting general ontological categories to be used for multiple practical
purposes. Accordingly, the following formal relations were identified:
1. Instantiation and membership;
2. Parthood;
3. Connection;
4. Location and extension and;
5. Dependence;
Summarising, and considering the review of the literature the following ontological categories
of formal relations were selected: constitution and containment dependence, existential depen-
dence, generic dependence, historical dependence (Thomasson, 1999). In this work it will not be
considered the Existential Dependence since it has to do with relations between entities and its
examples and the intent, at this level (conceptualization), is to avoid mixing classes (concepts)
with its instances. But, in fact, the individuals which belongs to a specific category should be
known in order to a new category/concept be added accurately. Constitution and Containment
dependence was detailed as a Part-Whole conceptual relation as it is more common across lit-
erature. Following the same purpose, generic dependence was detailed into the Generic-Specific
category. Historical dependence is related with temporal location relations. These kind of relations
are treated differently (in terms of each taxonomy of categories used) in the available upper-lever
ontologies. Historical dependence could have a space or time boundary considering physical or
non-physical objects respectively, hence it was decided to detail it into two more specific concep-
tual relations, namely: Temporal Conceptual Relation and Spatial Conceptual Relation. Inspired
mainly by GFO, it was decided to include Participation relation. Participation could be considered
as an extension of historical dependence relation, however, in the context of collaborative networks
of organizations, participation relation has an important role on offering an orthogonal view of an
event or process. It can also offer a brief overview on the social interaction network around an
event or process. Finally it was also considered the Cause-Effect Conceptual Relation. Casualty
could easily be associated to space and time relations to describe events and consequently con-
sidered as not adding value for the current purpose. However, Cause-Effect Conceptual Relation
is fundamental to add some dynamicity to conceptual representations on describing phenomenons
and agents of change within some process or event or object state. Finally, it was achieved the
following taxonomic:
• Constitution and Containment Dependence
– Part-Whole Conceptual Relation
– Containment Conceptual Relation
• Generic Dependence
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– Generic-Specific Conceptual Relation
• Time and Space Dependence
– Spatial Conceptual Relation
– Temporal Conceptual Relation
• Cause-Effect Conceptual Relation
• Participation Conceptual Relation
• Usage Conceptual Relation
Chapter 3
Research design
"Though this be madness, yet there is method in it!"
Shakespeare in Hamlet
Research design comprises a plan to conduct a study to tackle a specific scientific problem,
detailing how to acquire the knowledge to develop innovative artifacts "through which the analy-
sis, design, implementation, management, and use of information systems can be effectively and
efficiently accomplished" (Hevner et al., 2004).
Research design is common to all scientific domains enclosing several approaches, either fol-
lowing natural or artificial studies. "Whereas natural science tries to understand reality, design
science attempts to create things that serve human purposes. It is technology-oriented. Its prod-
ucts are assessed against criteria of value or utility."(March and Smith, 1995).
"Design science is fundamentally a problem-solving paradigm. It seeks to create innovations
that define the ideas, practices, technical capabilities, and products through which the analysis,
design, implementation, and use of information systems can be effectively and efficiently accom-
plished." (Hevner and Chatterjee, 2010). The research challenge raised in this thesis is artificial
as opposed to natural phenomena and calls for novel IT artefacts (methods and/or processes and
tools) to assist a set of identifiable human needs, . Accordingly, this research thesis embraces a
design science paradigm to address the formulated research problem, whose characteristics are
artificial and technological based. Thus, this section explains how the research was conducted and
how its outcomes analysed and validated following a design science research approach.
3.1 Design science research overview
Within design science scientific domain, Hevner et al. (2004) argue that there are two kinds of
approaches to deal with IS research: behavior science and design science. According to the au-
thors, behavior science "seeks to develop and verify theories that explain or predict human and
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organisational behavior", whereas design science "seeks to extend the boundaries of human un-
derstanding of human and organisational capabilities by creating new and innovative artifacts.".
The main difference is that "While behavioural IS research aims at ’truth’ i.e., at the exploration
and validation of generic cause–effect relations, IS design science research aims at ’utility” i.e.,
at the construction and evaluation of generic means–ends relations." (Winter, 2008).
This thesis does not fit into the explanatory principles of research, seeking to discover new
theories or explain a particular phenomenon, nor it is an engineering solution for a specific design
problem. The awareness of current research (from literature review) push this research project
beyond the theories, on pursuit of innovative artifacts for a specific type of unsolved problem.
In fact, there are already some theories explaining collaboration strategies for information and
knowledge management within networked organisations, however, the methods and the tools to
support the underlying social processes leading to a shared conceptualization, still scarce.
Focusing on design science research, Hevner (2007) discusses an approach based on a com-
plementary 3-cycle model: (1) relevance cycle; (2) design cycle and; (3) rigor cycle.
Figure 3.1: Design Science Research cycles (Hevner et al. 2007)
As figure 3.1 portrays, design science applies to a socio-technical perspetive from where the
requirements for the research come and to where the design artifacts should be returned. This is
ensured by this 3-cycle approach:
Relevance cycle DSR acquire knowledge from the environment, in order to develop an innovative
artifact, thus "good design science research begins by identifying and representing oppor-
tunities and problems in actual application environments". The relevance cycle initiates the
design science having as input the requirements for the research, that means, problem to be
addressed (Hevner and Chatterjee, 2010).
Rigor cycle the rigor cycle is where the outcomes are grounded according to scientific theories
and methods and the contributions are discussed, enriching the scientific knowledge base.
Design cycle "Iterates between the construction of the artifact, its evaluation, and subsequent
feedback to refine the design further." (Hevner and Chatterjee, 2010).
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Figure 3.2 depicts how DSR principles and methods were instantiated in the course of this re-
search.
The research process begins by identifying a scientific problem, continuing to its characteri-
zation (i.e., challenges and opportunities). Based on this, the research problem and research ques-
tions were formulated. Afterwards, the justification and definition of the scope research strategy
is provided, both to answer the posed research questions and to validade the formulated problems
and objectives. This was achieved by the literature review together with experience coming from
previous research. After the closure of the relevance cycle, the focus was given to a specific part
of the literature, in order to identify the class of artifacts that will meet the aims and goals of
this research project. The information is synthesized and the design of the artifact starts. At this
particular stage it is very important to start defining the evaluation strategy.
Figure 3.2: Followed design science research design
The evaluation strategy in design science research is focused in two main components:
1. the evaluation criteria
2. the process
Therefore, while the design cycle is concerned about the evaluation criteria (i.e., the "what"),
the rigor cycle is focused on the evaluation process and its methods (i.e., the "how").
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In what regards to the first component, a set of criteria, inspired on semiotics were selected,
namely:
• Usability and completeness, related to the use (pragmatics level).
• Easiness to understand and interpretability, at the semantic level.
• Consistency, in relation to the representation structure.
These criteria are based in the Helfert et al. (2012) approach based on semiotics where they
discuss a set of criteria for each semiotic level (pragmatic, semantic and syntax) (see the table of
the figure 3.3).
Figure 3.3: Design evaluation framework (Helfert et al. 2012)
These criteria correspond to quality attributes required for all the conceptual representations
that result from typical conceptualisation process. This research aims to ensure these quality
attributes, by developing a set of artifacts that will be available to domain experts during their
conceptualisation activities. Thus, each artifact built under this thesis, might contribute differently
but in a complementary way for conceptual representations’ quality. The selected criteria, the
artifacts contributing to them and the way they contribute, are explained in more detail in the next
section (section 3.2.1).
Regarding the second component (i.e., the process), Hevner et al. (2004) discuss around meth-
ods and the corresponding evaluation processes, mapping them as the table 3.1 shows.
Table 3.1: DSR: Evaluation processes and methods (Hevner et al., 2004)
Method Evaluation process
Observational Case or study filed
Analytical Static analysis, architecture analysis, optimization, Dynamic
Experimental Controlled experimental
Testing Functional (black box), structural (white box)
Descriptive Informed argumented scenarios
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Therefore, in the perspective of the processes and the underlying methods, current research
project follows, mainly, observational methods focusing on qualitative evaluation approaches. Ob-
servational methods are considered the most suitable having into account the fundamental research
assumptions, whose basis is grounded in socio-semantic principles. The research problem state-
ment itself is focused on "what" and "how" research questions, rather than "how many". In other
words, the main interest is on the semantic processes and tools that provide the adequate support to
the social construction of conceptual representations, ensuring: a) its effective use in real IS con-
texts and; b) its reusability, either for reconceptualisation purposes or information management
purposes.
3.2.1 Relevance and rigor
The main DSR challenge is to maintain the consistency of the relation between the relevance of
the research problem and the application of rigorous methods in both construction and evaluation
of the design artifact. Meanwhile, the aims and goals should not be neglected, but rather used to
mediate the research flow towards answering the posed research questions.
For Winter (2008), "IS DSR aims at ’utility’,i.e., at the construction and evaluation of generic
means–ends relations" to achieve certain goals in order to satisfy some relevant research needs.
Establishing these relations could be a way of attaching the three research cycles to the same path.
Figure 3.4 shows, generically, how to map in this thesis the means and the ends according to the
DSR framework.
Figure 3.4: Ensuring rigor through means-ends relations: overview
3.2.1.1 The need
Figure 3.4 describes, briefly, the central need debated in this thesis, identifying explicit shared
conceptual representations as the main desired output of a collaborative conceptualisation pro-
cess. The need to develop means to produce such an artefact implies to know its fundamental
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characteristics. As shown in figure 3.5, conceptual representations refer to a specific and con-
crete domain model, containing the concepts and the relations between concepts, and providing an
understanding about a concrete situation. These representations should be agnostic as to the rep-
resentation formalisms, and agreed (shared) within a community. This requires that the concepts
and the relations that form and combine the conceptual structures, towards the final conceptual
representation, to be explicit defined, i.e., the concepts do not exist in isolation, but interconnected
by means of a set of meaningful relations and attached to a particular context.
Figure 3.5: Explicit shared conceptual representations
3.2.1.2 The means
In general terms, conceptualisation is the abstract means to create, interprete and communicate
signs and/or symbols through conceptual representations. Thus, conceptual representations them-
selves, might be seen as a specific case of semiotics, since it corresponds to a system of shared
symbols by which a group of social actors communicate within the same context. In this partic-
ular case the sign is a term that designates (or simbolizes) a specific concept of the real world.
Thus, considering that: a) a conceptual representation is both a domain model and a semiotic sys-
tem, and; b) the quality of a conceptual representation indicates to which extent it is useful and
reusable; semiotics principles could be seen as the umbrella that houses the theoretical framework
(the concrete means) that leads to the construction of the research artefact(s). In fact, and consid-
ering the work done by Krogstie et al. (2006), semiotics might contribute to understand quality
in conceptual representations, considering already the conceptual representations quality criteria
(the what).
Krogstie et al. (2006), in his semiotic quality framework, defines several quality aspects con-
sidering the relationships between a model, a body of knowledge, a domain, a modeling language,
and the modeling activities. The framework was initially developed grounded on Peirce’s semi-
otics view and extended later according to the Stamper’s semiotic Ladder including three more
layers: the physical world, empirical and social layer (Stamper, 1996), wherein each layer identi-
fies a specific semiotic quality to evaluate conceptual models.
Hereupon, the generic description about the means, i.e., the theoretical framework employed
in this thesis to design and evaluate the research artefact(s) can be posed as follows:
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The construction of useful and reusable conceptual representations, through collaborative con-
ceptualisation processes, requires socio-semantics approaches based on semiotics principles and
mediated by methods of terminological analysis and knowledge representation. Moreover, the
cycle of development and evaluation of the artefact will follow qualitative evaluation methods
combined with qualitative measures, builtin a comprehensive action-research approach.
The aforementioned theoretical overview might be better understood through the following
representation (figure 3.6), which depicts the generic "means and ends relations" aiming at utility
and reusability.
Figure 3.6: Theoretical framework for design cycle: means-ends relations
Semiotics is the common basis wherein current multidisciplinary theoretical approach makes
sense and is understood, connecting the means to the ends. The table 3.2 synthesizes how semiotics
contributes to achieve quality conceptual representations through concrete artefacts designed in a
twofold perspective, combining knowledge representation and terminology in general.
3.2.1.3 The validation
On tying means-end relations, and in order to validate and refine our results, an hybrid approach
will be followed combining qualitative and quantitative approaches. On one hand it was conducted
qualitative research studies, to be carried out in different applications scenarios: (1) a transnational
research project, and; (2) with a group of researchers, whose high level of expertise is well known
in the domain of production planning and scheduling. On the other hand, it is intended to evaluate
quantitatively the experiences and case results according to specific quality requirements. Ad-
ditionally, a third experiment was considered in order to test and validate a specific part of the
designed artifacts related to the use of specific terminological methods to aid conceptualisation
activities.
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Table 3.2: Contribution of semiotics to conceptual representations’s quality
Semiotic Description Artefact Theoretical lens
quality (underlying theory)
Primary qualities
syntatic quality
degree of correspondence
between the model and the
language
Conceptual
Relations
Reference
Model
Knowledge repre-
sentation (ontology
engineering) and termi-
nology
Semantic quality
degree of correspondence
between model and domain,
i.e., what is expressed in the
model?
Competency
Questions
Knowledge representa-
tion (conceptual graphs)
and terminology (Query
types and patterns)
Pragmatics quality
degree of correspondence
between the domain model
and the domain experts in-
terpretations
KR templates
Knowledge Representa-
tion
Secundary qualities
Physical quality
reusability (the ultimate
goals); how a model is
represented, stored and
retrieved, i.e., its life-cycle
CG1 Engine
Knowledge Representa-
tion and Semiotics
Empirical quality
readability of the domain
model
CG Engine,
transforming
semi-informal
KR to con-
ceptual
graphs
Knowledge Representa-
tion
Social quality
degree of agreement, i.e., is
there a common agreement?
This is a transversal
quality or the ultimate
goal
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The evaluation of the research is detailed in the Section 6.1. Basically the evaluation is divided
in two approaches (reflecting two complementary evaluation stages): the verification and valida-
tion. The validation approach is focused on the produced artefacts (conceptual representations)
whereas verification is concerned with the process. For the validation it was adopted a qualitative
approach. The verification was qualitative based on action-research (AR) methods.
AR consists in a holistic approach of problem solving where knowledge is learned by working
in a context of action and where people try to work together to address key problems in their
organisations. Typically an AR based project involves more or less systematic cycles of action
and reflection: in action phases co-researchers test practices and gather evidence; in reflection
stages they make sense together and plan further actions.
The qualitative approach consists of gathering a set of metrics from the analysis of the concep-
tualisation results carried out during the case studies. Those metrics will be used to determine to
which extend a conceptual representation satisfies the aforementioned quality requirements (i.e.,
utility and reusability).
3.3 Conclusion
This thesis is concerned with developing and evaluating new instruments and processes to ensure
the involvement of the domain specialists in conceptualisation activities in producing useful and
reusable conceptual representations. With this emphasis on producing artefacts that are useful to
domain experts, it is argued that the most suitable research design is one adopting Design Science.
Behavioral or explanatory research offers the best fit for a social science basis of this kind of
research. The model of Design Science outlined by Hevner et al. (2004) is appropriate for this
thesis purposes and so it was adopt their terminology and guidelines.
More concretely, the relevance phase was conducted by a review of relevant literature to justify
the relevance of the problem. At the design phase, besides the literature, the experience and the
scientific feedback conducted the design of the artifacts in a multidisciplinary approach. The
justify/evaluate phase proceeds with an hybrid approach combining qualitative methods based
on action-research study, followed by a quantitative evaluation examining the conceptualisation
results produced in the case studies.

Part II
Design and Implementation
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Chapter 4
Conceptual design of the research
artefacts
"Design is a plan for arranging elements in such a way
as best to accomplish a particular purpose."
Charles Eames
It was evidenced earlier in this thesis the importance of the conceptual relations in the con-
ceptualisation process since they influence the organisation and, consequently, the interpretation
of the conceptual structures, decreasing the probability of reusability and utility of the produced
conceptual representations. For this reason, designing an artefact to assist the domain experts elic-
iting conceptual representations is the main research topic of this thesis. Following this, in this
chapter it is discussed how to support conceptual relations elicitation, discussing the Conceptual
Relation Reference Model (CRRM). Furthermore, a framework providing a structured and mul-
tidimensional view over the conceptualisation process, combining terminological and knowledge
representation processes is described. Then, the Conceptual Graphs (CGs) formalism is reviewed,
emphasizing how it is used to process and manipulate conceptual representations as well as to as-
sist the definition of competency questions. Meanwhile it is reported how the role of terminology
enhances the conceptualisation process results. The designed artefacts described in this section
were accommodated in a technological platform, whose functional description was included to
better understand the artefacts themselves and how they interact to provide an effective support to
the conceptualisation.
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4.1 ConceptME functional overview
ConceptME1 is a technological platform where groups of users can find tools and resources to
collaboratively develop conceptual representations (e.g., concept maps). The platform was de-
signed to allow multi-domain modeling, conducted by activities characterized by social interac-
tion, holding a twofold perspective commitment, aligning terminology and knowledge representa-
tions within technological collaborative spaces.
The conceptME started to be developed under the CogniNet2 project in order to implement the
ColBlend method (Pereira et al., 2013), designed to support the conceptualisation process. The
artefacts designed in the scope of this thesis contributed to enhance the conceptME support on
domain conceptualisation, both at knowledge representation and terminological level. Figure 4.1
depicts the functional architecture of conceptME, designed to manage the conceptualisation life
cycle (CLC).
Figure 4.1: ConceptME functional overview
Inspired by ColBlend method, CLC comprises the following activities:
• Planning activities, which encloses structuring a conceptualisation project and defining its
goals through competency questions.
1htt p : //www.conceptme.pt
2The cogniNet was a project funded by the Fundação para a Ciência e Tecnologia under the contract PTDC/EIA-
EIA/103779/2008
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• Individual conceptual modeling, where the parties (groups) involved in the conceptualisa-
tion project, individually, build their proposal. A proposal is a conceptual representation,
which might be published in a shared collaborative space and made available to all the other
parties. On publishing an individual conceptual representation, the domain expert should
inform about which of the existing competency questions are addressed in the shared pro-
posal.
• Collective modeling. At this stage, all parties are involved. The main difference between
collective modeling and individual modeling is on the negotiation features available. At the
shared space there are features such as: specific discussion spaces (e.g., semantic forums)
and a semantic similarity workflow, in addition to the terminological specific features.
• Discuss and Share. Discuss and Share and Collective modeling occurs in an incremental
and iterative manner. The intention (or proposal) of any group to add or delete a conceptual
structure, or to merge or detach conceptual representations, implies a discussion/negotiation
cycle.
ConceptME follows a modular architecture based on services (as described in Section 5.2) and
the modules are categorized as showed in Figure 4.1. In general the conceptME platform contains
four main packages, described bellow:
Terminological package Terminological package implements the methods for term extraction,
lexical pattern discovery and corpus management, allowing to carry out the following activ-
ities:
• Resource collection - allowing the domain expert to add and pre-classify new resources
(e.g., documents, web page, . . . ) to the platform.
• Concept organisation - when adding new conceptual structures, terminological meth-
ods are used, either to assist the identification of term candidates in corpus, or to re-
trieve the context of a specific term within the current conceptual representation, (e.g.,
to get clues on possible new concepts and relations). Term contexts can also support
the discussion phase, justifying the use of a specific term, by showing evidence about
that term’s occurrence in the corpus.
Terminology is also in the basis of CRRM specification, together with knowledge represen-
tation discipline.
Knowledge Representation package Knowledge representation (KR) package implements the
methods for visual graph representations (e.g., concept mapping), graph manipulation (i.e.,
functions to build and edit conceptual structures) and graph transformations. In addition
it has implementations for CRRM usage and CQ specification) The KR methods endow
conceptME with:
• a graphical-driven approach to the construction of conceptual representations;
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• a user-friendly interface to interact with the produced content;
• a better navigation over the content, which might the aided through the conceptual
representations themselves;
• mechanisms to ensure (at the end of the conceptualisation process) the formalisation
of the conceptual representations.
Project management package Project management package is based on a structure driven by
virtual spaces (or collaborative spaces):
a) the input spaces, which are private collaborative spaces where each group, involved
in the conceptualisation process, models their conceptual representations proposals.
Typically, there are as many input spaces as the number of involved groups;
b) the collective spaces, where each group shares its proposal. Typically there is one
common space by project.
Furthermore, there are a space where it is possible to acquire and organise specific domain-
related resources. Resources are collected either internally or from external sources and
uploaded into a common repository, where they are classified using specific classification
schemas (Barros et al., 2012).
Negotiation package Negotiation package implements a baseline to help domain experts reach-
ing consensus around a particular conceptual representation. ColBlend method provides the
process through which it is possible to ease reaching consensus.
4.2 On supporting conceptual relations elicitation
Representing a common conceptualisation requires an iterative and incremental process of build-
ing and organising conceptual structures, ensuring that they can be used and reused. For this, the
conceptualisation process was decomposed in order to unveil its core needs. From the description
of those needs (cf. Section 2.2) and according to the literature (cf. Section 2.3), conceptual rela-
tions are commonly understood as the cornerstone for building up the IT artefats that will provide
support for the construction of explicit shared conceptual representations, e.g., lightweight on-
tologies. Hereupon, a Conceptual Relations Reference Model (CRRM) was developed providing
a common baseline for conceptual representations construction. CRRM is an ontology used to
build and assess conceptual representaions.
Figure 4.2 shows the conceptual view of the CRRM, according the conceptual relations study
in Section 2.3. Figure 4.3 shows its implementation in Protégé, but the full ontology could be
found in appendix A.
CRRM artefact includes the following information:
1. a taxonomy of conceptual relation types (or classes);
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2. a taxonomy of classes of terms (e.g., Part, Whole, Generic, Specific, Cause, Effect, Local,
. . . );
3. a taxonomy of conceptual relation templates - one for each conceptual relation type. Each
instance of a template encloses a conceptual structure in the basic form of "concept - relation
- concept";
Beyond that, CRRM was built according to a threefold purpose:
1. to contribute, directly, to the conceptual relations elicitation, providing a common baseline
for the creation of basic conceptual structures by means of the pre-defined templates;
2. to help on the definition of the conceptualisation goals, i.e., specifying the requirements or
questions to which the final conceptual representation should provide an answer;
3. to provide a set of metrics for conceptual representations (i.e., the conceptualisation result)
evaluation;
Figure 4.2: CRRM conceptual view
In CRRM, each conceptual relation is defined by: i) an intent; ii) a set o competency questions,
and; iii) a linking phrase (derived from a linguistic marker) that designates and represents an
instance of a conceptual relation. The intent is the goal or "usage scenario" of a certain type of
relation, whereas the competency questions purpose is to define the scope of a conceptual relation.
In this case it is possible to define more than one question.
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Figure 4.3: CRRM implementation in Protégé
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CRRM assists users along the conceptualisation process through templates. A template con-
sists of a specific type of a conceptual relation and two distinct terms, allowing users to instantiate
new conceptual structures.
In practice CRRM is intended to be a baseline model which could be extended either by adding
new linking phrases to designate conceptual relations or detailing the model adding more specific
types of conceptual relations.
Additionally, and besides the class taxonomy (and each class restrictions), CRRM also in-
cludes a set of Object Properties3 and SWRL4 rules (see Table 4.3). Object Properties are used
to describe Conceptual Representations for its evaluation rather than its construction. Still in a
perspective of evaluating a conceptual representation, there is a sub-set of Object Properties that
allow, through inferred rules (using SWRL), to discover new knowledge used to determine if con-
ceptual relations carry ambiguity or inconsistency. In this scenario it is assumed that the evaluated
conceptual representations were created based on CRRM.
Summarising, the procedure is as follows:
1. Conceptual representations are built by the domain experts and the conceptual structures are
loaded into CRRM ontology (Table 4.1) and described using a set of Object Properties.
2. Through the reasoner engine, the SWRL rules are executed and extra knowledge is gathered
(Table 4.2).
3. Simultaneously the SWRL rules try to identify relationships that are ambiguous or incon-
sistent. According to the example presented in Table 4.1, the "is a part of " linking phrase
contains some ambiguity since it is both a descendant and a part of "Engine". So, the "is
a part of " linking phrase is classified as AmbiguousRelations, according to the following
rule:
• LinkingPhrase(?x), Term(?y),Term(?z), (not(Generic−Speci f ic))(?x),
hasSource(?x,?y), hasTarget(?x,?z), isTypeO f (?y,?z)→AmbiguousRelations(?x)
4. Additionally, SWRL also helps to identify the incompatible terms. Two terms are incom-
patible if they have ambiguous incoming and outgoing conceptual relations.
At the end, the total number of terms, relations, linking phrases classified as Ambiguous Rela-
tions and the number of incompatible types of terms are the metrics used to determine the reusabil-
ity degree of the conceptual representation (c.f. Chapter 6).
CRRM example: Let us consider a simple conceptual representation as depicted in the first
column of the Table 4.1. Loading the conceptual representation into CRRM ontology implies
defining a set of assertions using the existing ObjectProperties, as shown in the second column
3Object properties are relations between instances of two classes
4Semantic Web Rule Language
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of Table 4.1. Afterwards, a reasoner (pellet5) is triggered and additional knowledge is gathered
(Table 4.2).
Table 4.1: Load a conceptual representation in CRRM
Conceptual Representation Asserted facts in CRRM
hasSource("is a kind of", V8 Engine)
hasTarget("is a kind of", Engine)
hasSource("is a kind of", Spark Engine)
hasTarget("is a kind of", Engine)
hasSource("is a kind of", V6 Engine)
hasTarget("is a kind of", Spark Engine)
hasSource("is a part of", V6 Engine)
hasTarget("is a part of", Engine)
Table 4.2: Inferred a conceptual representation with CRRM
Concepts Inferred facts
Engine
precedes V6_Engine
precedes Spark-Engine
precedes V8_Engine
hasType V6_Engine
hasType Spark-Engine
hasType V8_Engine
relatesTo V6_Engine
relatesTo Spark-Engine
relatesTo V8_Engine
V6 Engine
follows Engine
follows Spark-Engine
isTypeOf Engine
isTypeOf Spark-Engine
relatesTo Engine
relatesTo Spark-Engine
V8 Engine
follows Engine
isTypeOf Engine
relatesTo Engine
5htt p : //clarkparsia.com/pellet/
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Table 4.3: CRRM SRWL rules
CRRM SWRL rules
1. LinkingPhrase(?x), Term(?y), Term(?z), Usage(?x), hasSource(?x,?y)→ isUsedBy(?y,?z)
2. inkingPhrase(?x),Term(?a),Term(?b),Usage(?x),hasSource(?x,?a),hasTarget(?x,?b) →
isUsedBy(?a,?b)
3. Term(?a),Term(?b),startedBy(?a,?b)→ isUsedBy(?b,?a)
4. Term(?a),Term(?b),concludedBy(?a,?b)→ isUsedBy(?b,?a)
5. Constituition_and_Containment(?x),LinkingPhrase(?x),PartHood(?x),Term(?y),Term(?z),
hasSource(?x,?y),hasTarget(?x,?z)→ isPartO f (?y,?z)
6. LinkingPhrase(?x),Spatial(?x),Term(?y),Term(?z),hasSource(?x,?y),hasTarget(?x,?z) →
isLocationO f (?z,?y)
7. CauseE f f ect(?x),LinkingPhrase(?x),Term(?y),Term(?z),hasSource(?x,?y),hasTarget(?x,?z)→
isCauseO f (?y,?z)
8. GenericSpeci f ic(?x),LinkingPhrase(?x),Term(?y),Term(?z),hasSource(?x,?y),hasTarget(?x,?z)→
isTypeO f (?y,?z)
9. Containment(?x),LinkingPhrase(?x),Term(?a),Term(?b),hasSource(?x,?a),hasTarget(?x,?b)→
isContainedBy(?a,?b)
10. CauseE f f ect(?y),LinkingPhrase(?x),LinkingPhrase(?y),Term(?a),Term(?b),
(_and_Containment or GenericDependence or Participation or Spatial orusage)(?x),
hasSource(?x,?a),hasSource(?y,?a),hasTarget(?x,?b),hasTarget(?y,?b)→ AmbiguousRelations(?y)
11. CauseE f f ect(?y),LinkingPhrase(?x),LinkingPhrase(?y),Term(?a),Term(?b),Term(?c),
(CauseE f f ect orGenericSpeci f ic or PartHood or Participation or Temporal)(?x),hasSource(?x,?a),
hasSource(?y,?b),hasTarget(?x,?b),hasTarget(?y,?c),relatesTo(?c,?a)→ AmbiguousRelations(?y)
12. CauseE f f ect(?x),LinkingPhrase(?x),Term(?a),Term(?b),Term(?c),Term(?d),Term(?e),
f ollows(?e,?a),hasSource(?x,?a),hasTarget(?x,?b), isLocatedIn(?a,?c),
isLocatedIn(?b,?d), precedes(?e,?b)→ AmbiguousRelations(?x)
13. CauseE f f ect(?y),LinkingPhrase(?x),LinkingPhrase(?y),Term(?a),Term(?b),Term(?c),
(not(CauseE f f ect))(?x),hasSource(?x,?b),hasSource(?y,?a),hasTarget(?x,?c),hasTarget(?y,?b),
isCauseO f (?a,?b)→ AmbiguousRelations(?y)
14. LinkingPhrase(?x),Term(?y),Term(?z),(not(Generic−Speci f ic))(?x),hasSource(?x,?y),
hasTarget(?x,?z), isTypeO f (?y,?z)→ AmbiguousRelations(?x)
15. Containment(?x),LinkingPhrase(?x),Term(?y),(hasTarget min 2 Term)(?x) →
AmbiguousRelations(?x)
16. isContainedBy(?a,?b), isContainedBy(?b,?a)→ incompatibleTypes
17. Term(?x),Term(?y), isPartO f (?x,?y), isPartO f (?y,?x)→ incompatibleTypes(?y,?x)
18. Term(?x),Term(?y), isTypeO f (?x,?y), isTypeO f (?y,?x)→ incompatibleTypes(?y,?x)
19. Term(?x),Term(?y), isUsedBy(?x,?y), isUsedBy(?y,?x)→ incompatibleTypes(?y,?x)
20. Term(?a),Term(?b), isTypeO f (?a,?b)→ precedes(?b,?a)
21. Term(?a),Term(?b), isCauseO f (?a,?b)→ precedes(?a,?b)
22. Term(?a),Term(?b), isPartO f (?a,?b)→ precedes(?a,?b)
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In CRRM ontology a relation is considered ambiguous if it violates at least one of the following
conditions (see line 10 to 15 of the Table 4.3):
• if there is a CauseEffect relation among two terms (a cause and an effect respectively), then,
no other relation between those terms may occur, except a temporal relation.
• if there is a CauseEffect relation linking two terms (a cause and an effect respectively), then
the Effect cannot be linked to other concepts connected to the Cause through the following
conceptual relations: PartHood, GenericSpecific, CauseEffect, Participation or Temporal.
• if there is a CauseEffect relation linking two terms (a cause and an effect respectively), then
the cause always precede the effect.
• If there is term that is a specialization of another term, then the specific term cannot be
linking by a CauseEffect relation to the generic term.
• if there is a Containment relation that does not meet the "one-to-one" cardinality between
the part and the whole. It means that in a Containment relation the part can only be linked
to a single whole, which calls for a nested relationship.
Furthermore, two term are considered incompatible when in the CRRM ontology (see line 16
to 19 of the Table 4.3) :
• it is found that a term is both a part and a whole.
• it is found that a term is both te container and the content.
• it is found that a term is both a generic and a specific.
• it is found that a term is both a means and a end.
However, in order to determine the ambiguity of a relation or the incompatibility of terms, a
set of facts must be inferred. In Table 4.3 there are rules that define the conditions under which,
from the stated facts, it is possible inferred:
• two terms related through an isUsedBy Object Property (see line 1 to 4 of the Table 4.3);
• two terms related through an isPartOf Object Property (see line 5 of the Table 4.3);
• two terms related through an isLocationOf Object Property (see line 6 of the Table 4.3);
• two terms related through an isTypeOf Object Property (see line 8 of the Table 4.3);
• two terms related through an isCauseOf Object Property (see line 7 of the Table 4.3)
• two terms related through an isContainedBy Object Property (see line 9 of the Table 4.3);
• two terms are related through an precedes Object Property (see line 20 to 22 of the Table
4.3)
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Nevertheless, if generic conceptual relations can ease the conceptualisation process to identify
the nature of the relation among the top-level concepts of a domain, it is not so easy to find the
appropriate naming for such relation. For that, a set of linking phrases were collected according
to upper-level ontology analysis and made available to the user. Yet, the user might not agree with
the provided standard options to name a conceptual relation, in which case he/she could use the
“text” (i.e., using terminological methods over an existing corpus) to get clues about new possible
labels for a conceptual relation. Following this, let us consider the existence of a domain corpus,
specifically from the urban rehabilitation domain, gathered in the scope a the H-Know 6 project.
Additionally, let us consider two terms: Diagnosis and Observation, obtained by "inspecting" the
domain corpus, more specifically the following retrieved text snippet:
"The diagnosis consists essentially in the process for identification or determination of the
nature and the cause of the anomalies, through observation and investigation, using several tests,
historical research and the expert opinion." In H-Know Project corpus.
So far the user has been assisted by terminological extracting services to identify two candi-
date terms, but then the challenge is on building the conceptual structure itself, that is, linking the
collected terms properly together. Here, the templates can guide the users to complete the process
of concept organization. Browsing through the templates available, the user is informed about the
context of use (intent) of each template. Part-Whole, for instance, has the following intent: “Used
to represent relations between concepts in which a concept has another concept as its constituent
forming a whole, which could be dependent or independent from its parts.” Accordingly, it is ac-
ceptable to consider that Part-Whole template is suitable to link diagnosis and observation. Having
identified the appropriate template, the next step is to check the feasibility of the proposed link be-
tween the terms, through the verification of a set of competency questions. Thus, considering
the terms under analysis (Diagnosis and Observation), the correspondent competency questions
should look like what follows:
1. (Is) Observation a component/constituent or is attached to Diagnosis?
2. (Are) Observation and Diagnosis nested?
3. (Are) Observation and Diagnosis physically engaged?
By confirming the questions the user is able to select the appropriate linking phrase between
the terms. In this particular case, the selected questions could point to different sets of linking
phrases. For example, if the user agrees with questions 2 and 3, the resulting conceptual structure
could be: "Diagnoses includes Observation". On the other hand if the user agrees with question 1
and 3, the resulting conceptual structure could be: “Observation isPartOf Diagnosis”.
CRRM, as described, might be useful from the perspective of a knowledge engineer, but it is
quite complex considering a regular domain expert using it during his conceptualisation activities.
6H-KNOW was an European research project in the area of building rehabilitation, restoration and maintenance,
particularly in the cultural heritage domain. The project objective was to develop an ICT solution, to support SME’s
collaborative networks in integrating collaboration, knowledge and learning in the RR&M field (htt p : //h− know.eu)
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Therefore, CRRM was included in a more comprehensive framework towards its implementation
on an IT platform. The next section presents and describes the conceptualisation framework.
4.3 Conceptualisation framework (CF)
The CF depicted in Figure 4.4 provides the conceptual overview of the model tailored to support
a build-to-reuse approach of conceptual representations.
Figure 4.4: Conceptualisation framework (CF)
According to this framework a conceptualisation process is divided into five phases – goal
definition (preliminary phase), concept elicitation, concept organisation, concept discussion and
concept sharing, whose execution depends on a set of supporting workflows (processes). Typi-
cally, the phases run in several iterations until some conditions are verified, as Table 4.4 briefly
systematizes.
In the CF two sets of processes are considered: terminological processes and knowledge rep-
resentation (KR) processes. Generically, the terminological processes encompass methods for
identifying/selecting lexical resources and their classification, as well as terminological extrac-
tion techniques. Additionally, they are also used to assist the negotiation activities during concept
discussion. KR processes encompass activities to assist the production of well-defined concep-
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Table 4.4: Transition criteria among the phases during the conceptualisation phases
Phases
Goal Concept Concept Concept Concept
definition elicitation organisation discussion sharing
Are all the
Competency
Questions de-
fined?
There are the
necessary and
sufficient domain
terms?
All Conceptuali-
sation proposals
were shared?
There is consen-
sus around the
final conceptual
representation?
Is the conceptual
representations
formalized? Is
the degree of
reusability above
a predefined
threshold?
tual structures. Terminological processes support concept elicitation, overcoming the difficulties
related to concept identification (such as naming, meanings, contexts of use). In order to accom-
plish domain structuring, users could resort to available templates; however each domain has its
own specificities, which asks for specific relations. As the detail level of the domain description in-
creases, it calls for real-time term contexts where some words or compound words are highlighted.
Those highlighted terms could be used to detail existing representations, either to designate new
concepts or new conceptual relations.
The research focus of this thesis was both in the design of the CF and its implementation in
a prototype tool. However, the efforts were concentrated in just some of the enumerated work-
flows and phases as indicated by the checkboxes in figure 4.4. Moreover, not all the supporting
artefacts were designed and implemented. From the list depicted in Figure 4.4, the following were
considered:
• CRRM;
• Competency Questions (CQ) and CQ patterns;
• Lexical Pattern Discovery (LPD);
• Conceptual Graphs (CG) Engine;
The workflows may be triggered throughout the conceptualisation process making use of spe-
cific artefacts to assist/support the execution of their inclosing activities. The following tables
(from table 4.5 to 4.11) detail each of the conceptualisation supporting workflows.
The CF presents a dual perspective combining terminology and knowledge representation. The
approach discussed in this thesis assumes that some kind of transformation of semi-informal con-
ceptual representations (built by the domain experts) into more rigorously defined and computer-
readable conceptual representations. The definition of the core formalism for knowledge represen-
tation is crucial to ensure the CF’s feasibility. During the the next section, conceptual graphs (CGs)
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Table 4.5: Collect and classify workflow
Collect and Classify workflow
Purpose: To gather relevant informational items in a shared repository.
Assumptions: There is a common list with the needed metadata attributes to describe the identified
informational resources (e.g. a subset of the DublinCore vocabulary).
Limitations: It is advisable to have a list of metadata descriptors.
Inputs: Classification schemas.
Outputs: Domain corpus
Main artefacts used: a) classification schemas; b) NLP services; c) Indexing and search engine.
Basic flow
are explained and presented as the formalism for conceptual representations formal definitions and
processing.
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Table 4.6: Content-based Retrieval workflow
Content-based Retrieval workflow
Purpose: Retrieve all sentences from all available resources, which contain at least one concept
from the current model. Each lexical pattern identified within a sentence is highlighted.
Assumptions: There is a domain corpus.
Limitations: A domain corpus is needed.
Inputs: Index domain corpus.
Outputs: The annotated context for each concept is obtained.
Main artefacts used: a) Term extractors; b) NLP services; c) Lexical pattern discovery rules; d)
Indexing and search engine.
Basic flow
Table 4.7: Terminological extraction workflow
Terminological Extraction workflow
Purpose: To retrieve candidate terms.
Assumptions: There is a domain corpus.
Limitations: Corpus main language.
Inputs: Domain resources (e.g. uploaded documents or other URIs).
Outputs: List of candidate terms.
Main artefacts used: a) Term extractors; b) Indexing and search engine.
Basic flow
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Table 4.8: Semantic Interlinking of domain terms workflow
Semantic Interlinking of domain terms workflow
Purpose: Build and interlink conceptual structures. The minimum granularity of a conceptual struc-
ture is a triple in the form of “Concept-Relation-Concept”
Assumptions: NA
Limitations: No CRRM available.
Inputs: Candidate terms and conceptual relations to link concepts.
Outputs: Conceptual Structure(s).
Main artefacts used: a) CRRM; b) Term Extractors.
Basic flow
Table 4.9: Identify and Select candidate terms workflow
Identify and Select candidate terms workflow
Purpose: Selection of the fundamental domain candidate terms.
Assumptions: There is a domain corpus.
Limitations: NA
Inputs: List of candidate terms; List of domain resources.
Outputs: List of domain concepts.
Main artefacts used: a) Lexical Pattern Discovery; b) Term Extractors.
Basic flow
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Table 4.10: Conceptual Structures Representation workflow
Conceptual Structures Representation workflow
Purpose: To ensure that the developed conceptual structures are computational-ready and well-
formed (that is, compliant to a well defined representation schema).
Assumptions: NA
Limitations: NA
Inputs: Informal Conceptual Structures.
Outputs: Semi-formal and formal Conceptual Structures.
Main artefacts used: a) CQ patterns; b) CG Engine.
Basic flow
Table 4.11: Conceptual Structures Consistency Check workflow
Conceptual Structures Consistency Check workflow
Purpose: Verify the semantic consistency of the available conceptual structures.
Assumptions: The conceptual relations were properly categorized.
Limitations: Available CRRM rules.
Inputs: Known conceptual structures.
Outputs: List of ambiguous conceptual relations and incompatible terms.
Basic flow
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4.4 Conceptual graph theory
Conceptual Graphs (CGs) model emerged within the artificial intelligence (AI) scientific domain
by John Sowa, but its foundations come from several areas such as: natural language processing,
semantic networks, databases and logics, especially the existential graphs of Pierce, which form a
diagrammatical system of logics (Chein and Mugnier, 2008). CGs have been used as a paradigm
of reference for knowledge representation, greatly due to its design principles7, which "empha-
size the requirements for a cognitive representation: a smooth mapping to and from natural lan-
guages; an ’iconic’ structure for representing patterns of percepts in visual and tactile imagery;
and cognitively realistic operations for perception, reasoning, and language understanding. The
regularity and simplicity of the graph structures also support efficient algorithms for searching,
pattern matching, and reasoning" (Sowa, 2009).
Following this, a set of characteristics are found in CGs which make them well suited to broad-
scope knowledge representations 8 purposes.
• Conceptual graphs could be seen as a semiotic system - CGs uses a specific notation to
create symbolic models for knowledge representation, whose elements are considered as
signs. Through the use of "symbolic diagrams", a CG communicates the knowledge of a
particular worldview.
• Conceptual graph forms models with logical consistency - CGs are a system of logic with
a graph-based formalism, allowing the creation of models in the logical sense of structures
for which some set of axioms are true (Sowa, 1979).
• Conceptual Graphs claim to have great expressive power - "The design goal for con-
ceptual graphs is a balance between the simplicity of Peirce’s existential graphs and the
flexibility, adaptability, and expressive power of natural languages." (Sowa, 2003). Its aim
is "to express meaning in a form that is logically precise, humanly readable, and computa-
tionally tractable" (Sowa, 2003). CG graph-based formalism, can be expressed in FOL 9
and by means of a graph notation, it is possible to capture sentences into conceptual graphs
(Mineau et al., 2000).
• Pragmatic functionality - According to De Moor et al. (2002) CGs are well suited to
model evolving knowledge structures of different levels of detail, but retaining the idea
from Peirce’s existential graphs of which "complex ideas can be expressed with repeated
application of a small number of primitives" (Sowa, 2003).
4.4.1 Conceptual graph model
The conceptual graph model is composed by an ontology and the graph itself (Laudy et al., 2007).
The ontology defines the graph vocabulary in what regards to the different types of concepts and
7Expressivity; Simplicit; Readability
8Domain independent. Not committed to a particular domain
9First Order Logic
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conceptual relations, forming a hierarchy of types and type labels. Concept types and conceptual
relations types (or just relation types) are two partially ordered sets. The partial order is interpreted
as categorical generalisation relation: T1  T2 meaning that T2 is a specialisation of T1 (or T1
is a generalisation of T2, T2 is a subtype of T1, T1 subsumes T2, T2 is of type T1). For the
construction of conceptual graphs (the graph itself) it is assumed that concept types and conceptual
relation types are given.
A CG is a graph with two kinds of nodes (or vertices) - concepts and conceptual relations
- and edges (or arcs) linking the nodes. From the graph-theory perspective, a CG is a bipartite
directed graph with labelled nodes, which means that edges connect two nodes of two disjoint
sets (concepts and conceptual relations), ordering them to denote edge orientation. The nodes
should be labelled (e.g., an identifier), thus, all edges either go from a concept to a conceptual
relation or from a conceptual relation to a concept. Graphically, concepts and conceptual relations
are represented by two different shapes: boxes and ovals respectively. Inside boxes goes the
information defining a concept, which is composed by the following entities:
• Concept types, denoted by a concept type label. Example: [INDIVIDUAL], [SAND],
[STONE], etc.
• Referents, denoting individuals, values or sets. Example: ’Gravel’, ’1978’, ’Alfredo’. And
could be represented as follows: [INDIVIDUAL: Alfredo], [STONE: gravel].
Figure 4.5: Concept type hierarchy. An excerpt produced in H-KNOW10project
10H-KNOW was an European research project in the area of building rehabilitation, restoration and maintenance,
particularly in the cultural heritage domain. The project objective is to develop an ICT solution, to support SME’s
collaborative networks in integrating collaboration, knowledge and learning in the RR&M field (htt p : //h− know.eu)
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Figure 4.6: Type of referent with examples, denoting the set of individual markers
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 represent a concept type hierarchy and the different types of ’referents’,
respectively.
Regarding conceptual relations, they are represented, graphically, as "ovals" and have the fol-
lowing associated entities:
• Relation types, denoted by a relation type label. Example: [PartWhole], [Cause-Effect],
etc. (Figure 4.6)
• Valence, denoting de number of arcs belonging to each relation type.
• The Signature, which defines the orientation of the relation and the type of concepts al-
lowed or involved in that same relation. Let us consider the following representation of the
belongsTo relation signature: <ENGINEER, ORGANISATION>, which denotes that the
first arc should have a concept as its origin, whose type is Engineer or a subtype of Engi-
neer, and the second arc should have another concept as its target, whose type is organisation
or a subtype of organisation.
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Figure 4.7: Relation type hierarchy (based on conceptual relations catalog)
A CG is assumed complete when its structure is compliant with the example depicted in Figure
4.7. However, CGs may take a more descriptive representation called linearized form, as portrayed
by Figure 4.8.
Figure 4.8: Typical conceptual graph (graphical representation)
According to the generic description of the CG model, it was shown a set of information
that is assumed to exist, in order to be feasible the representation of knowledge based on CG
formalism. That set of information is here designated by "CG knowledge Base", and its structure
is systematised in the concept map in Figure 4.10.
CG formalism may be considered with more or fewer elements, providing a family of lan-
guages based on CGs, each one enclosing slight differences. For the purpose of the current work,
we will consider only the basic CG elements, which form what is called Basic Conceptual Graphs
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Figure 4.9: Typical conceptual graph (linear representation)
(BGs) or Simple Conceptual Graphs (SGs) (Chein and Mugnier, 2008).
The aim of our approach is to design artefacts to allow the representation, in the conceptual
graph model, of lightweight formal ontologies, nevertheless we might not have access to any
hierarchy of types of concepts, but we do provide a conceptual relation classification (Sousa et al.,
2012). Hence, the interest is focused on gathering and organising knowledge around the domain
concepts, which, ultimately, may result in a taxonomic hierarchy of concepts (Chein and laure
Mugnier, 1992) (Baget, 2003).
4.4.2 Conceptual graph formal definition
Beyond the principles stated by Sowa (1979) the CG model is also "a declarative model encoding
knowledge in a mathematical theory, namely labelled graph theory, which has efficient computable
forms, with a fundamental graph operation on the encodings to do reasoning, projection, which is
a labelled graph morphism." (Chein and Mugnier, 1995).
Let us consider Figure 4.11, portraying a labelled bipartite directed graph. The displayed struc-
ture could be seen as a CG representation from the graph-theory perspective, where the relations
are denoted by a diamond and labelled as ri j, and concepts are denoted by a circle and labelled
as Ci. Edges are connecting concept nodes and relation nodes, where e1 and e2 are indicating the
connection from r4,1 to C1 and from r4,2 to C2 respectively. Note that edges are only allowed to
connect two different types of nodes.
As mentioned previously, CGs require a set of information that will support their creation and
manipulation. The most important part of this information is denominated vocabulary, which,
as shown in Figure 4.10, might have more or less elements. Considering its basic elements, a
vocabulary might be defined as follows:
Definition 4.1 (Vocabulary). The basic vocabulary of a CG is a triple (TC, TR, I), where:
• Unlike the CG’s classical theory, in which TC is set of concept types partially ordered by a
specialisation relation (cf. Figure 4.5), here TC = "concept". That means TC is composed by
a single concept type designated by the term: concept;
• TR = set of relation types. It is partially ordered by the specialisation relation (cf. Figure
4.5). Here, TR corresponds to the CRRM;
• I = set of individual markers, which are disjoint of TR and TC. Moreover, M = I∪∗, which
denotes the set of individual markers (where * is a generic marker) and it is ordered as
follows: "* is greater than any element in I and elements in I are pairwise disjoint". In
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Figure 4.10: Conceptual Graphs knowledge base
our approach, I = t1, t2, . . . tn is considered as a set of conceptual markers, whose elements
correspond to domain terms that may be used to designate specific concepts.
Beyond these basic elements, a third element could be included in the CG knowledge base, the
relation symbol signatures, where symbol is here considered as a label designating the conceptual
relation.
Definition 4.2 (Relation Signatures). Relation signatures, are formally defined by a mapping ∂ ,
which associates types of relations to types of concepts, such as:
• ∀r1,r2 ∈ TR j ,r1,r1 ≤ r2→ ∂ (r1)≤ ∂ (r2) meaning that, when a symbol (label) of a relation
r2 is specialised in a relation label r1, its arguments could be specialised but nor gener-
alised.
For a better comprehension let us considerer the following conceptual relation labels: partOf,
belongsTo, usedIn and resultsIn. The respective signatures for these relations would be: partOf
(Individual, Organisation), belongsTo(Engineer, Organisation), usedIn(Construction Resource, Con-
struction Process), resultsIn(Construction Process, Construction Result). From the relation type
hierarchy (Figure 4.7), the term belongsTo is a relation’s label specialisation of partOf. Accord-
ingly, it is allowed to specialise the arguments that compose the conceptual relation signature, but
generalisation cannot be performed. Following this, it is possible to define a conceptual graph as
follows.
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Figure 4.11: Labelled bipartite directed graph
Definition 4.3. Assuming the vocabulary defined earlier, a conceptual graph is defined as a 4-
tuple CG=(C, R, E, λ ), where:
• C = finite non-empty set of concept nodes c1, . . . ,cn;
• R = finite non-empty set of conceptual relations r1, . . . ,rn;
• E = set of edges which connect two different type of nodes;
• λ , is a labelling function such as:
– a concept node c is labelled as: (type(c), marker (c)), where type(c)∈ Tc and marker(c)
∈ I∪∗
– a relation r is labelled as λ (r) ∈ TR, which is the same as type(r)
– an edge labelled i between a relation r and a concept c is denoted (r, i,c). According
to Figure 4.11, the edge indicating the connection from r4,1 to C1, is designated e1 =
(r4,1,′ 2′,C1). Accordingly, the set of the edges adjacent to each conceptual relation
r ∈ R is numbered from 1 to degree(r), and Ci(r) denotes the ith concept node c ∈C
adjacent to r.
4.4.3 CGs’ operations definitions
Introduced the formal definition and main assumptions associated to the creation of CGs, we move
forward in order to understand how it is possible to ensure that the conceptualisation process is
driven by a "build to reuse" approach, that is, to build conceptual representations towards its
retrieval and reutilisation in a simplified way. To cope with this stance, we considered the six
canonical rules proposed by John Sowa, which allow any operation on CGs. Canonical rules act
as a graph grammar, enforcing selection constrains in CGs. The fundamental principle is simple
and each rule could be applied according to one of the following four possibilities:
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1. Creating a new graph v, following the specialisation of an existing graph u, preserving the
logical equivalence between v and u.
2. Creating a new graph v, following the generalisation of an existing graph u, preserving the
logical equivalence between v and u.
3. Creating a new graph v, through an exact copy of an existing graph u, preserving the logical
equivalence of v and u.
4. Creating a new graph v, by changing the form of an existing graph u, preserving the logical
equivalence of v and u.
Canonical rules come in three blocks of two rules: copy and simplify; restrict and unrestrict;
join and detach; allowing specialising, generalising or simply copying an existing CG. In each
pair, any operation performed by one rule can be reversed by the other rule. Basic CG operations
are found synthesised in Figure 4.12.
Figure 4.12: CGs’ operations summary
From these rules it is possible to derivate new graphs among which is possible to define gener-
alisation/specialisation relations. According to Sowa (1984), "a conceptual graph has no meaning
in isolation. Only through the semantic network and its concepts and relations linked to context,
language, emotion and perception.". This means that it only makes sense to create domain asser-
tions, upon the existence of an ontology with the generic knowledge of a domain (cf. definition
4.3). From our approach, it might happen that such artefact does not exist. Moreover, and as
mentioned earlier, it may happen that the output of the conceptualisation process is actually a con-
cept type hierarchy. Even so, we keep the view that CGs are still interesting media-independent
formalisms to represent expert’s conceptual representations in a formal way. For that the way to
perform some of the elementary CG operations was redesigned and adapted for our specific pur-
poses and context. The main change is to focus on conceptual relations rather than on concept
hierarchy, together with concept and relation designations and categories, edge orientation and
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concept neighbours. Following that, let us considered the specialisation rules: simplify, restrict,
join and detach.
• Simplify: Simplify is a rule that applies to conceptual relations. It consists in removing
duplicate relations in a CG. Given two relations r and s of a graph G, r and s are considered
duplicate if they share the same type and neighbors. Removing s or r implies removing its
edges.
Figure 4.13: Simplify rule
• Restriction: Typically, restriction is a rule that applies both to concepts and conceptual
relations. It consists in decreasing the label of a concept or conceptual relation. For any
concept c in a graph G, type(c) may be replaced by a subtype (Figure 4.16). If c is generic,
its referent may be replaced by an individual marker (Figure 4.15). Additionally, for any
relation r in a graph G, type(r) may be replaced by a subtype (Figure 4.16).
Restriction rule is grounded on subsumption principles, whose criteria are given by an existent
concept lattice (concept type hierarchy). For concept restriction and in the absence of a concept
lattice, new criteria were defined based on conceptual relations. For any relation r of arity one,
indicating subsumption between concepts c and d, belonging to graph G, it is possible to obtain
a graph H by removing c and r, and linking to d all edges of conceptual relations that had been
connected to c (Figure 4.17).
• Join: Join is a rule that applies to concepts. Whenever two concept nodes from two different
CGs are identified as identical, the concepts are joined in a single concept, but keeping all
edges. If a concept c in a graph G is identical to a concept d in H, then it is possible to
obtain a graph W by deleting d and linking to c all edges of conceptual relations that had
been connected to d.
In our approach, two concepts are said to be identical or similar according to their designation
and structure, that means, two concept are similar if:
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Figure 4.14: Typical concept restriction
Figure 4.15: Concept restriction with referent
Figure 4.16: Relation restriction (Note that H and H’ are equivalent
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Figure 4.17: Concept restriction (subsumption based on conceptual relations)
• the concepts are syntactically equivalent;
• the concepts share the same number of concept neighbours, connected by the same number
of edges of conceptual relations;
• the concepts belong to the same category (inferred by the CRRM ontology).
For each of the aforementioned criteria, it is possible to measure the similarity between two
concepts, given by a value in the interval [0,1], where 0 means not similar and 1 highly similar.
Two concepts are syntactically similar if they share the same designation. Syntactical simi-
larity is calculated after normalising the concept designations (tokenize, stemming, etc, . . . ). On
the other hand, the calculation of the structural similarity measure is inspired in the Dice similar-
ity (Montes-y Gómez et al., 2000). Dice measure is calculated considering twice the number of
common neighbours divided by the sum of the degree of the vertices 11. The result is a pairwise
similarity value, as shown by the following equation:
sim(c,d) =
2∗nN(Gc,Hd)
deg(Gc)+deg(Hd)
(4.1)
According to our approach, it is considered that the number of common neighbours depends on
the relation similarity, that is, the count of neighbours will only consider those that are connected
from the current vertex through the same kind of relation. The type of relation could be obtained
by CRRM.
Let us consider the example depicted in Figure 4.18, where:
11The degree of a vertice corresponds to the number of incoming and outgoing edges
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• G′ corresponds to the sub graph of G containing the direct neighbors of vertex a.
• H ′ corresponds to the sub graph of H containing the direct neighbors of a′
Accordingly, the number of common neighbors between vertex Ga and Ha′ , given by the func-
tion nN(Ga,Ha′), is equal to two. From the three possible common neighbors, there are only
two vertices in G connected to Ga and two vertices in H connected to Ha′ that share the same
relation type. After determining the value of nN(Ga,Ha′), it is calculated the vertex degree of
Ga and Ha′ , then it is possible to obtain the similarity between vertex a of G and vertex a′ of
H : Sim(Ga,Ha′) = 0,66(. . .).
Figure 4.18: Concept join (example)
• Detach: detach is a rule that applies to concepts. It consists on deriving H from G making a
copy of d from concept node c ∈ G and detaching one or more incoming arcs of conceptual
relations that had been attached to c, and attaching them to d.
In the sequence of the foregoing descriptions, not all CG operations apply to all kind of nodes
(concepts and conceptual relations), the challenge is not to find which operation applies to which
node, but to find the appropriate sequence of possible operations to retrieve a new conceptual
structure that satisfies the expert’s needs. In order to discover a generic workflow to perform the
CG operations, these were classified according to their scope and granularity in relation to a graph.
Whereas scope could be internal or external, vertex granularity could refer to an element-level or
to a structure-level. The following table summarizes the adopted CG operations classification
schema.
Having the classification schema as a baseline (Table 4.12), it was defined a process (see
Figure 4.19) through which it is possible to extract new CGs from existing ones, applying some
of the defined CG’s operations. The process adopts a bottom-up approach; firstly by applying
those operations classified as internal with an element-level granularity, to operations classified as
external, which may occur both at element and structure-level.
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Table 4.12: CGs’ operations classifications
Scope
Internal Operations performed within the graph
external Operations considering more than one graph
Granularity
Element-level Operations performed in isolated concepts
Structure-level Operation considering more than one concept
Figure 4.19: Derivation process of new graphs, from existing ones and supported by CG operations
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The depicted process (Figure 4.19) was designed to act as a support workflow for the collab-
orative conceptualisation process, aiming at, on one hand, reusing existing conceptual structures
when creating new conceptual representations and, on the other hand, helping to reach consensus
during the discussion of conceptual representations. So, the current process supports both the ac-
tivities of individualized creation of new conceptual representations, and activities inherent to the
"shared spaced" of the conceptualisation process, such as the merge operations. Accordingly, the
depicted process (Figure 4.19) encloses the following main activities:
• Normalization and;
• Internal and external syntactic and structural analysis;
The Normalization activity follows a language-based approach using NLP algorithms such as
stemming and tokenizing to normalize concepts and conceptual relations designations. It occurs at
element-level within a graph. After normalization, users may choose to specialize or generalize a
CG by performing graph reduce or graph extend operations respectively. These operations occur
both at element-level and at structural-level within a graph, wherein graph reduce includes simplify
and restrict CG operations and graph extend encloses unrestrict CG operations. Finally, users may
proceed to external natured operations, applicable either to element-level or structure-level. Graph
join and graph detach are the operations associated to this stage of the process.
On despite of relying on several mechanisms to conduct the process, experts keep all the
main decisions even on how to begin. After normalization it is possible to, manually, identify
the conceptual structures to start working with, or let it be done automatically. In this case, the
choice on which node to start analysing the model (concept map) will follow on the leaf with
less incoming edge or on the node with less incoming and outgoing edges. After that, the model
is transversed and conceptual structures are annotated according to the conceptual relations type.
All relations denoting a generic-specific connection between two or more concepts are highlighted,
according to the following conditions:
• ∀r ∈ R∃r′ : r′ = f (r)→ r′ ≤ r∧ r.r′ ∈ TR, where:
– r is a relation from a set of conceptual relations R with and image (correspondence) on
CRRM;
– r′ is a specialisation of r;
– f () is a specialisation function for r;
The experts are invited to choose from "graph reduce" or "graph extend", applying one of
these operations to each of the annotated conceptual structures. After the internal analysis, from
which may result a new conceptual model, it is possible to move further combining the achieved
results with other models. At this stage it is possible to find similarities between elements from
two different models forming a common one by running "graph join" operation (see Figure 4.18).
Similarly, a model may be split into one or more components or sub-models, if the following
condition is met:
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• Let c be a concept node (vertex) of a connected conceptual graph G= (C,R,E,λ ) identified
by the domain expert, then:
– ∃c ∈C : cut_vertex(c)→ G\c = G′ is disconnected.
That means, if removing c and detaching its boundary arcs of conceptual relations from G,
then G without c is disconnected. So, c is a cut_vertex of G.
4.5 Establishing the conceptualisation objectives
The process of establishing the conceptualisation objectives by the stakeholders is fundamental for
the conceptualisation success. This process is unstructured by nature, being a continuum from the
initial discussion of the purpose to the first agreed conceptual representation. The inherent (inter)
subjectivity of the process and its outcomes, together with an excessive informality are perhaps the
reasons for being overlooked in the literature. This thesis proposes an approach integrating com-
petency questions (CQ) and conceptual graphs to the support of domain experts and knowledge
specialists in defining the purpose and fundamental conceptual commitments of the conceptual
representations to be developed.
Conceptual representations, due to its informal basis, allow poor computational processing
and only have non-inferable constructs, which means there is not a complete axiomatic definition
of domain concepts and relations (e.g. an ontology). To fully axiomatize a conceptual represen-
tation there is the need to formalized it using, for example, OWL12 and using DL13, which is not
affordable for a domain experts (DE). They can only provide the relevant conceptual knowledge.
Moreover, the need for a formal conceptual representations i.e., an ontology, in the sense of being
fully axiomatized, is not the case in many situations (e.g. for structuring and maintaining knowl-
edge bases information). So, the fundamental problem debated in this thesis (i.e., how to assists
DE to produce useful and reusable conceptual representations?), encloses two challenges from the
outset: 1) the conceptual representations must conform to the intended needs and; 2) the concep-
tual representations must be rigorously defined, which means they must be computational-ready
and well-formed (compliant with a well defined representation scheme).
Typically, the exact statement of the particular needs to be satisfied by the conceptual rep-
resentations might be addressed by the concept of competency questions (CQ). In fact, several
research works have been investing on CQ-based approaches not only for ontology validation but
also for building them from scratch (Bezerra et al., 2013; Zemmouchi-Ghomari and Ghomari,
2013; Fernandes et al., 2011; Malheiros and Freitas, 2013; Ren et al., 2014). Despite valuable,
they tend to focus on knowledge engineers or ontologists rather than DE (Bezerra et al., 2013;
Zemmouchi-Ghomari and Ghomari, 2013), or it requires previous knowledge of specific semi-
formal knowledge representations (Fernandes et al., 2011). Others (Malheiros and Freitas, 2013),
12Ontology Web Language
13Description Logic
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beyond focusing on the ontology axiomatization, are using CQs but in an ad-hoc manner (us-
ing natural language). Some works share our vision that CQs “can have a clear structure and
relatively simple syntactic pattern” (Ren et al., 2014), however their approach is too focused on
creating OWL ontologies and are deeply committed to this particular application, violating one
of the Grubber’s conceptualization principles (Gruber, 2008). Our CQ based approach can be
distinguished from others in 4 main aspects:
1. CQs are used not only for conceptual representations specification and validation, but also
as an aid to its initial building;
2. the formulation of the CQ itself, is keyword-based rather than natural language-based. The
experts are invited to, wittingly, think about the more appropriate keywords to formulate
the questions (typically associated to candidate concepts and relations), rather writing CQs
according to his own writing standards (or habits) and interpretations. A CQ catalog was
implemented where a mapping between CQ’s structure and the underlying semi-formal con-
ceptual representations was defined based on the conceptual relations that each CQ type
comprises. This calls for DE to double check the intended meaning for a given CQ;
3. CQs are “internally” represented according to the conceptual graphs (CG) structure (Sowa,
1992), and;
4. the achieved CQ’s conceptual representations, which define the conceptual representations,
are further extended towards its completion by means of terminological methods.
4.5.1 Building conceptual representations based on competency questions
For a conceptual representation to be useful and reusable it is necessary to find a tradeoff be-
tween its commitment with the real world and the experts’ vision, in order to avoid either its under
specification or over specification (Gruber, 2008). In other words, building useful conceptual
representations means that they should be specified at the knowledge level (Uschold, 1998) and
represent what was initially intended to. Furthermore, for conceptualisations to be reusable they
should not be too complex or overcommitted to a particular application (Shotton et al., 2010) and
its structure should be rigorously defined. On pursuing straightforward mechanisms to stimulate
DE involvement in the conceptualisation process to build conceptual representations, an approach
was designed, aiming at producing (re)usable conceptual representations for knowledge organiza-
tion purposes (e.g. to capture, organize, categorize and maintain knowledge base information).
Generically, the process runs as follows:
1. CQs are formulated by means of the set of templates available in the CQ catalog and;
2. a transformation operation occurs, in order to convert CQs into semi-formal conceptual
representations (e.g. concept maps);
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3. DE validate the CQ's graphical representations, which are then represented (internally) un-
der the CG formalism. After the formulation of the CQs and its acceptance by the DE, the
resulting conceptual structures can be extended with more concepts and relations by means
of terminological services, namely:
• extracting relevant terms from a previously organised corpus and;
• retrieving contextual information according to existing concepts and queries (using the
corpus). This aims at discovering new concepts and/or conceptual relations through
specific lexical patterns.
CQs, should be easy to specify and clear to understand. Thus, in order to commit the experts
to the task of specifying the goals for the conceptual representations, fostering the development
of concept-based queries, it was followed a template-based approach to assist the formulation of
each objective, based on typical query types and underlying patterns (Cao and Mai, 2010). The
identified patterns can be associated to the form of the following query types: i) what; ii) why;
iii) how and; iv) where. For each query type, one or more formulation patterns can be derived,
corresponding to a typical abstract syntactic structure through which a CQ statement is obtained.
This set of patterns is made available through the CQ catalog in the form of templates used by DE
to provide the fundamental keywords instead of a complete formulation of the CQ. This allows
building simpler and unambiguous CQ sentences. From the CQ analysis is possible to establish a
connection between query types and conceptual relation types, which each CQ purpose encloses
(Nuopponen, 2005).
Table 4.13: Query type vs. query purpose vs. conceptual relation (CR) type
Query Type Purpose CR Type Examples of CR
What/Which Used to represent or claim about the
"types and sub-types" or "parts and
wholes" of an entity that has a certain
interaction with another specific entity.
Generic/specific rela-
tion or containment
relation
type of, part of, in-
cluded, in, . . .
How Used to represent or claim about what
might be used to accomplish an action
or function.
Usage relations used by, . . .
Why Used to represent or claim about what
might be the cause (reason or moti-
vation) through which some entity (or
agent) accomplishes/realizes some ac-
tion/function.
Causal relations result of, caused by,
. . .
Where Used to represent or claim about what
might be the local where a specific in-
teraction between two entities occurs
Spatial relations located at, next to, in,
. . .
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Furthermore, for each query type it was identified its typical structure - here called pattern -
and the corresponding formal representation by means of conceptual graphs.
4.5.1.1 What/Which query type
The “what/which” query type, has the following pattern:
• What/Which < entity >< objectProperty|”part of” > ∗< entity > ∗, where:
a) all data presented between “< >” is provided by domain expert when formulating the
CQ;
b) objectProperty – refers to a possible relation phrase, linking the object to another ob-
ject. Typically corresponds to a verbal form. Users may choose from a predefined set
of linking phases;
c) entity - refers to an entity of the domain of the discourse. Typically corresponds to a
noun;
d) the "*" symbol means mandatory input and;
e) the "|" symbol means a logical or. That is, either the user provides an arbitrary object-
Property, or it chooses specifically the "part of" label;
The typical CG representation of the what/which pattern is depicted in Figure 4.20, and it
can be read as follows: which kind of entities interact by means of objectProperty with a specific
domain entity?
Figure 4.20: Conceptual graph view of the CQ What/Which pattern
In a CG linear form (textual) and according to the information provided by the DE, the
“what/which” pattern may assume other two conceptual structures:
• [concept :? ]→ (Kind o f )→ [concept : entity]→ (part o f )→ [concept : entity], and read
as follows: which kind of parts (entity) a whole (another entity) holds?
• [concept :? ]→ (Kind o f )→ [concept : entity], and can be read as follows: what sub-types
an entity holds?
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Let us consider the CQ query example (Q.1.) and the correspondent CG representations of the
Figure 4.21, which considers the existence of a domain concept type hierarchy; or as depicted in
Figure 4.22, where there is not such hierarchy (which is the scenario discussed in this thesis).
Q.1. Which supplier provides sand?
Figure 4.21: CG representation of a CQ What/Which pattern considering the existence of a con-
cept type hierarchy
Figure 4.22: CG representation of a CQ What/Which pattern considering the absence of a concept
type hierarchy
The first scenario (Figure 4.21) depicts the most common case found in the literature for build-
ing CGs. In the second scenario there is no support of a concept type hierarchy. In this case, every
entity is of type concept and the linking phrase between two entities is a conceptual relation. The
CG of the figure 4.22 could be read as follows: Which is the specific supplier that supplies sand? .
Further examples on this document about the CQ patterns will only consider that there is no
concept type hierarchy available.
For the second pattern, it was selected an example (Q.2) where the experts provide the key-
words corresponding to the objectProperty and only to an object, leading to a simpler representa-
tion, as showed in Figure 4.23.
Q.2. What is the contractor responsible for?
Table 4.14 synthesizes all the CQ types and the corresponding patterns and the CG represen-
tations.
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Figure 4.23: CG representation of a second CQ What/Which pattern
Table 4.14: Synthesis of CQ patterns and conceptual structure
Query Pattern and (Conceptual)
type CG form structure
What Pattern What|Which < entity >< objectProperty|”part of” > ∗< entity > ∗
CG form [concept :? ] → (Kind o f ) → [concept : entity] → (part o f ) →
[concept : entity]
[concept :? ]→ (Kind o f )→ [concept : entity]
How Pattern How < entity >< objectProperty > ∗< entity > ∗
CG form [concept :? ]→ (usage relation)→ concept : ∗]→ (ob jectProperty)→
[concept : entity]
[concept :? ] → (usage relation) → [concept : entity] →
(ob jectProperty)→ [concept : entity]
Why Pattern Why < entity >< objectProperty > ∗< entity > ∗
CG form [concept : ∗] → (ob jectProperty) → [concept : entity] →
(causal relation)→ [concept :? ]
[concept : entity] → (ob jectProperty) → [concept : entity] →
(causal relation)→ [concept :? ]
Where Pattern Where < entity >< objectProperty > ∗< entity > ∗
CG form [concept :? ] → (spatial relation) → [concept : ∗] →
(ob jectProperty)→ [concept : entity]
[concept :? ] → (spatial relation) → [concept : entity] →
(ob jectProperty)→ [concept : entity]
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4.5.1.2 How query type
The “how” query type, has the following pattern:
• How <"many" | "much"> <entity> <objectProperty | dataProperty >* <entity>*, where:
– dataProperty refers to an entity attribute or characteristic. Typically corresponds to an
adjective.
However the following configurations (or forms) were disregarded:
1. "How much" . . . ;
2. "How" followed by an abjective (e.g., How tall?);
3. "How many" . . . ;
The first, for instance, is related to an amount of something, regarding its value or importance,
whereas the second is related to a specific characteristic of an object/entity/concept. Both try to
represent specificities that are not considered at the conceptual level of knowledge representation,
i.e., the identification and representation of concepts and their relationships. As for the "how
many", its intention is focused in counting the number of specific concepts of the most generic
concept (named as object). The interest of this variant is focused on the after conceptualisation
activities for typical search purposes. Its interest as a competency question to define the goals of
the conceptual model is limited.
For better understanding let us consider the following CQ query example (Q.3.), which might
be represented as illustrated in Figure 4.24:
Q.3. How are Construction materials Shipped ? Or, How to ship Construction Materials?
Figure 4.24: CG representation of CQ How pattern
The CG query depicted in Figure 4.24 may be read as follows: Which is the concept (method)
that is used by some other generic concept that ships construction materials? Note that, concep-
tually, a usage relation is able to represent what may be used, but not how it is used specifically.
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That would imply to axiomatize the conceptual representation to constrain their intended specific
interpretation. For a better understanding, current conceptual vision over the usage relation is
similar to the usage relation in UML.
The exception for these patterns occurs when the objectProperty token refers itself to a usage
relation. In those cases the pattern correspond to the "What/Which pattern" in its simpler form, as
the following textual representation indicates:
[concept : object]→ (objectProperty)→ [concept :? ]
Example: What/Which uses construction materials?
[concept : construction materials]→ (usedBy)→ [concept :? ]
4.5.1.3 Why query type
The "Why" query type, has the following pattern:
• Why <entity >< objectProperty >* < entity >*, denoting two different configurations or
forms (cf. Table 4.14).
Implicitly, the "why" question refers to a cause, that is, it seeks to identify the concept rep-
resenting the motivation (reason) through which some other generic concept accomplish/realize
some action/function. This encloses a cause-effect relation between the concept representing the
cause and the concept that executes some action/function (objectProperty) over a specific concept
(object). So, the interpretation for this pattern is as follows:
• There is an object, corresponding to the effect or result;
• There is a specific object ([concept:?]), corresponding to the cause;
• There is an agent of change, corresponding to some generic concept/object, ([concept:*]);
• There is an objectProperty, corresponding to the function or action;
For a better understanding let us consider the following CQ query example (Q.4.), which might
be represented as illustrated in Figure 4.25:
Q.4. Why construction industry (can) produce (some) constructions results?
Thus the pattern could be read as follows: There is an agent (construction industry) (capable
of) performing some action (to produce) over an object, which has a specific concept as root
cause/motivation/justificaton.
Similar to the previous pattern, it can arise the case in which the objectProperty token refers
itself to a causal relation, and, in that case the pattern is, again, reduced the "What/Which" pattern.
The corresponding textual representation goes as follows:
[Concept : object]→ (objectProperty)→ [Concept : object]
Example: What is the cause of construction result production?
[concept : constructionresult]→ (causedBy)→ [concept :? ]
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Figure 4.25: CG representation of Why CQ
4.5.1.4 Where query type
The "Where" query type, has the following pattern:
• Where < entity >< objectProperty >*< entity >*, denoting two different configurations
or forms (cf. table 4.14).
Implicitly, the where question refers to a space, that is, it seeks to identify the concept repre-
senting the physical location where two objects interact according to the defined objectProperty.
This encloses a spatial relation as shown in Table 4.14.
Let us consider the following CQ query example (Q.5.), which might be represented as illus-
trated in Figure 4.26 and the expected retrieved after a CQ-driven conceptualisation process in
Figure 4.27
Q.5. Where are Construction Materials stored ?
It may happen that object Property encloses itself a spatial relation and, in this case, the pattern
reverts to a "What/Which" pattern. The corresponding textual representation goes as follows:
[Concept : object]→ (objectProperty)→ [Concept : object]
Example:what/which is the location of construction materials?
[Concept : construction materials]→ (locatedAt)→ [Concept :? ]
4.5.1.5 CQ graph structure formalization
As mentioned earlier a CQ can be represented as a CG and thus, described in a formal way.
Definition 4.4 (CQ Vocabulary). CQ vocabulary is composed as:
• a single concept type designated by the term : concept;
• a set of conceptual relations (TR) corresponding to CRRM;
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Figure 4.26: CG representation of CQ Where pattern 1
Figure 4.27: CG representation of a retrieved CQ Where query
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• a set of unordered query types , TQ = ”what”,”how”,”why”,”where”;
• a set of conceptual markers I = t1, t2, ..., tn, whose elements correspond to specific domain
terms that can be used to designate specific concepts.
Definition 4.5 (Assignment Relation). Assignment relation is a surjective relation given by func-
tion θ , which associates types of conceptual relations(r) to types of CQ queries (q), such as
θ : TR −→ TQ, where:∀r ∈ TR,∃q ∈ TQ,θ(q) = r
Definition 4.6 (Competency Question). A competency question (CQ) is a CG corresponding to a
4-tuple (C,R,E,λ ), where:
• C, is triple of concept nodes c1,c2,c3;
• R, is a tuple of relations r1,r2;
• E, is a set of edges e1,e2,e3,e4 connecting two disjoint sets C and R;
• λ , is a labeling function, such as:
– A concept node c is labeled as: (type(c),marker(c)), where type(c) is always ”concept”
and marker(c) corresponds to: i) the specific concept1 we are focused on, in case of
concept c1, and; ii) a domain term from I, in case of c2 and c3, where c3 is explicit
indicated by experts and c2 may be any term from domain terminology represented by
a generic concept.
– A relation r is labeled as λ (r) ∈ TS ⊆ TR (which is the same as type(r)), according to
a source query q, whose type is given through the label function λ (q) ∈ TQ (which is
the same as type(q)), where:
∀q,∃r1,r2 : θ(λ (r1))=

GENERIC_SPECIFIC_TY PE i fλ (q) =WHAT
CONTAINMENT _TY PE i fλ (q) =WHAT
USAGE_TY PE i fλ (q) = HOW
CAUSE_EFFECT _TY PE i fλ (q) =WHY
SPAT IAL_TY PE i fλ (q) =WHERE
∧
λ (r2)∈TR
– an edge labelled i between a relation r and a concept c is denoted (r, i,c). The concep-
tual structure is given by the edge labeling function and the underlying edge orienta-
tion, which depends, by its turn, on the CQ type and the underlying CG form. So, for
the CQ query of type "WHY", it goes as follows:
* e1 = (r2,′ 1′,c2), indicating the connection from c2 to r2;
* e2 = (r2,′ 2′,c3), indicating the connection from r2 to c3;
* e3 = (r1,′ 1′,c3), indicating the connection from c3 to r1;
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* e4 = (r1,′ 2′,c3), indicating the connection from r1 to c1;
– whereas for the other CQ query, it goes as follows:
* e1 = (r1,′ 1′,c1), indicating the connection from c1 to r1;
* e2 = (r1,′ 2′,c2), indicating the connection from r1 to c2;
* e3 = (r2,′ 1′,c2), indicating the connection from c2 to r2;
* e4 = (r2,′ 2′,c3), indicating the connection from r2 to c3;
4.6 Corpus-based elicitation of conceptual representations
Over the last decade, along with the maturity level of NLP 14 tools and a multidisciplinary view on
knowledge representation, corpus-based approaches for conceptual modelling have gained proem-
inence in the literature, whether by new methodologies/frameworks (Aussenac-Gilles et al., 2000)
or information extraction algorithms for knowledge discovery (Sarawagi, 2008). Despite their
quality, existing extraction algorithms usually require a large customisation effort as mentioned in
(Baroni et al., 2010). Within this thesis it was designed a terminological approach to provide to
domain experts artefacts that were almost exclusive to computational linguistic experts.
The idea is based on the assumption that some linguistic patterns could be found in texts,
denoting the existence of a domain concept or a relation. A verb or a verb plus a pronoun, for in-
stance, could indicate a possible designation for a conceptual relation, while a noun could indicate
a a term candidate. Moreover, the pattern < noun >< verb >< noun >, within a sentence, could
indicate a brand new conceptual structure. During the artefact design a special effort was made to
ensure: a) term context and metadata retrieval from unstructured data, and b) derived facts taken
from achieved conceptual representations. At this level, contexts are equivalent to the sentences
extracted from the several resources made available for the CCP project, in relation to a specific
term.
As mentioned earlier, the CCP requires an organised domain corpus as it could be used to
validate the use of specific terms within conceptual representations. This pre-required activity
includes tasks such as collecting, describing, storing and classifying provided resources. The
main objective is to describe a specific resource regarding its bibliographic properties and later
to classify it according to terminological characteristics. Upon creating the corpus, the resources
should be indexed. Afterwards, and at any time during the conceptualisation process, term contexts
could be immediately retrieved in order to obtain clues on new possible concepts or relations
linked to the current concept and to the corresponding conceptual representation. Moreover, term
contexts could additionally support discussion around a specific concept, justifying its use by
showing evidence of term occurrence in a corpus or inferring on concept semantic metadata (e.g.,
by using an RDF 15 triple store), or even highlighting patterns (< noun >< verb >< noun >)
14Natural Language Processing
15Resource Description Framework
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within the text where at least one of the terms in the pattern is already in use. This suggests that
the overall conceptual structure is incomplete.
To identify patterns in the retrieved term contexts, a simple method is proposed. It depends on
pre-processing tasks, such as sentence split, resource indexing and part-of-speech tagging. This
requires a set of services to support the pre-processing tasks associated to index the resources
of the domain corpus (see collect and classify workflows on Table 4.5) and to interact with the
indexing engine in order to return the contexts associated to a specific term (see Content-Based
Retrieval workflow on Table 4.6).
The Collect and Classify workflow (Table 4.5) encloses activities to support users in collect-
ing relevant resources related to the intended conceptualisation goal. For each textual resource
attached, the sentences are identified and the document is converted to a standard format (XML)
and indexed. The Content-Based Retrieval workflow (Table 4.6) encloses activities to support
the search, identification and retrieval of the context related to each term/concept in the current
model.
The Content-Based Retrieval workflow works as follows: for each term found, the sentence
containing the term is tagged. At the end, the context is retrieved and specific words/compound
words are highlighted (coloured) according to the tagged value (e.g., Noun, Verb, Adverb. . . . ).
This retrieving task could occur at several stages of the conceptualisation process according to
the following scenarios: a) any time a concept is identified and collected, its context could be
retrieved and viewed; b) when linking two concepts, a possible linking phrase (conceptual rela-
tion) is suggested, if the terms co-occur; c) at any time during the construction of the conceptual
representation the user may call for neighbor terms of a certain concept, thus making it possible to
collect possible related concepts; d) at any time during concept discussion on finding new concept
variances.
The method for identifying and extracting patterns in the retrieved contexts calls for the afore-
mentioned workflows and it is proposed as illustrated in table 4.6.
For a context C retrieved for a term t, all numeric values D, punctuations P and other special
characters and words from the stop-words list L will be eliminated from the context. Moreover,
a stemming task will be performed. The resulting cleanedcontext C′ will be segmented into text
snippets S according to the following rules R:
1. S must contain exactly one occurrence of t and another term whose tag denotes a noun n
2. between t and n there should be at least a verb or verb-phrase v
3. the maximum length of S is w word
4. S could contain t at the beginning, middle or at the end of the text snippet. S will then be
ranked according to the frequency of each S: f (Si)
5. f (Si) is calculated by counting how many times the term t co-occurs with other term either
present in the model or in C in each S. (see Figure 4.28).
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Figure 4.28: Ranking patterns
4.6.1 Illustrative Experiment
An experiment was conducted illustrating a possible scenario where the approach presented here
could support the collaborative construction of conceptual representations. The objective was to:
i) qualitatively assess the relevance of the description and understanding of the facts behind the
approach; and ii) to legitimise the approach as a means to improve the creation of an agreed con-
ceptualisation with a group of domain experts. Therefore, the illustration example started to be
outlined as part of the H-Know (htt p : //www.h− know.eu/) project. H-know was an European
project (FP7-NMP-2007-SME-1) in the area of old building restoration and maintenance, particu-
larly in the cultural heritage domain. It was a large project involving 15 partners from 5 countries
and 7 work packages. Our research group has participated as an RTD partner, responsible for the
work package 2, whose goal was to specify the methodology, ontology framework and the services
for the H-Know solutions. This revealed to be a fitting backdrop to apply our approach, taking
advantage of an existing domain corpus. The corpus was comprised by scientific, technical, juridi-
cal and didactic texts according to a predefined typology that took into consideration the domain’s
communicative and professional specificities. It had 532 000 tokens.
The scenario that would underpin the example was established, selecting two specific groups
(G1 and G2) from two different partners (P1 and P2). There was a third group acting as moder-
ators/observers (the author). Due to the very short time-frame available, and restrictions of the
several partners’ agendas, only two groups were invited. The approach was explained to both
groups, but while G1 had complete access to the context-based features developed so far, the ac-
cess to those features was denied to G2. Additionally, three documents selected from the urban
rehabilitation corpus were indexed using the Solr server 16. While the groups were performing
their modelling tasks, their actions were being monitored. Along the conceptualisation process
(CP), users added concepts and relationships between concepts, either on their own using extrac-
tion services or available templates. After releasing a term (here referred to as concept) on the
16http://lucene.apache.org/solr/
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IT tool canvas, several tasks may follow: a) providing a definition to the concept; b) completing
the structure adding another term (concept) and a linking phrase between two terms (concepts).
Context-analysis could be helpful on both tasks.
Still in the scope of urban rehabilitation, at a certain stage of CP, the conceptual structure
started being defined around the concept of moisture control. The task was initiated by adding
the moisture control term. After that, the main challenge was on finding how and to which term
moisture control should be linked to. For G1 the solution was achieved after analysing the contexts
by identifying terms (nouns) that co-occur with the added term (moisture control) and possible
linking phases connecting them. The linking phases are typically verbs or expressions that match
the following lexical patterns:
1. a verb preceded or followed by a preposition or subordinating conjunction;
2. a verb preceded or followed by a coordinating conjunction;
3. a verb preceded or followed by a “TO”;
4. verb preceded or followed by a determiner;
5. a verb preceded or followed by another verb.
The information retrieved by the contexts related to moisture control provided the following
information:
However, good moisture control design depends on {pattern} a variety of param-
eters {noun} such as climate conditions {noun} and construction type {noun} which
changes {verb} from region {noun} to region noun.
The tags indicating if a word is a noun, a verb or other lexical pattern such a candidate linking
phrase, were added to the example for information purposes only. According to the context re-
trieved, it is possible to see that “moisture control depends on climate conditions and construction
type”, since climate conditions and construction type co-occur with moisture control mediated by
the lexical pattern "depends on".
Additionally, the following context was also retrieved:
Effective moisture control has to {pattern} respond to {pattern} the exterior as
well as the interior moisture loads {noun} acting on {pattern} building constructions
{noun}.”
From this context it can be understood that “moisture control responds to moisture loads,
where: moisture control and moisture load are two candidate terms linked by the linking phrase:
responds to.
G2 started a discussion on the possible terms and linking phrases when browsing the available
documents, while G1 was indeed faster in finding the appropriate term with a high level of agree-
ment as the achieved conceptual structure turned out to be justified by the information that came
from the contexts.
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After analysing the context, G1 added the following propositions:
a) Moisture control depends on climate conditions;
b) Moisture control depends on construction type;
c) Moisture control responds to moisture loads.
The same approach was used for the “moisture load” term, which led to the following asser-
tion: “Construction moisture is a moisture load.” The process continues for “construction mois-
ture” until the conceptual structure is achieved.
This test scenario was based on the simple observation of the process of creating conceptual
representations, with or without a specific variable. In this case, the variable was the presence
or lack of specific features related to the retrieval of term contexts and pattern identification. The
results from the described example showed that the presence of such a corpus-based approach is an
interesting and promising add-on to assist groups of users in creating conceptual representations.
4.7 Formalisation stack: Formalising semi-formal conceptual repre-
sentations
To ensure that a group of experts is able to represent a sharable view of a domain, there must be
available, both informal and formal knowledge representation formalisms. On one hand DEs are
reluctant in using technical formalisms outside their domains, but on the other hand the conceptual
representations should be rigorously defined in order to be machine-readable. So, a kind of for-
malisation stack allowing to go from an informal conceptual level to a more formal representation
of knowledge is needed.
Figure 4.29: Formalisation Stack
According to Figure 4.29, the first step towards explicit knowledge might be through the spec-
ification of CQs (see Section 4.5). This structured-based approach to CQs specification allows to
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move from a highly expressive but ambiguous knowledge representation (the natural language), to
a semi-formal knowledge representation.
After structuring the domain knowledge (using CQs), it is possible to convert the resulting
conceptual assertions into a generic semi-formal representation such as concept maps. The last
step consists in transforming the semi-formal conceptual representations into a formal knowledge
representation such as CGs.
4.7.1 Transforming semi-formal in formal knowledge representations
There are similarities between semi-formal and formal conceptual representations, namely:
• Both are represented as graphs (i.e., have nodes and arcs and edges);
• Both have concepts;
• Both have relations;
• Both can be translated into FOL (First Order Logic).
A concept map could be seen as a direct labeled graph (Figure 4.30), whose basic elements
are the concepts, and the relations (labeled links connecting two or more concepts).
Figure 4.30: Concept map as labelled direct graphs
Considering the Figure 4.30, the concepts and relations of a concept map can be represented
in FOL as follows:
• A concept c is an unary predicate named concept and with one variable as argument.
Example: concept(ni) = ni is a concept;
• A relation r is a 2-ary predicate and t1, t2 are terms, where the order of the arguments
indicates the direction of the relation.
Example: a1(n4,n1) = a1, is directed from n4 to n1.
• The predicate name is the labeled arc and the arguments are α(a1) and β (a1).
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Definition 4.7. A labeled direct graph is defined as a 5-tuple CM = (N,A,α,β ,λ ), where
• N = finite non-empty set of nodes representing concepts n1, . . . ,nn
• A = finite non-empty set of arcs representing relations a1, . . . ,an
• α amd β are mappings from arc a ∈ A, with:
– α(a) ∈ N as the source of a and
– β (a) ∈ N as the target of a
• an arc ai is labelled by λ (ai)
• ∀ai[λ (ai)→ τ(n)], where τ(n) is a tuple (ordered list) of nodes (concepts)
Definition 4.8. Additionally let us consider and define the concept of edge as triple E =(α(a),a,β (a))
containing the source node, the arc and the target node. The set of edges of a concept map are
denoted by SECM{(α(a),a,β (a)}
Example: According to Figure 4.31, the triple (n4,a1,n1) is here considered an edge.
Figure 4.31: Labeled direct graph: edge definition
Concept maps and conceptual graphs are semiotically similar since both can be viewed as a
set of nodes and arcs representing a conceptual view of a particular domain. In that sense it its
possible to define a direct mapping between the two graphs.
Definition 4.9. The complete transformation between a concept map and a conceptual graph is
given by the function f : GCM → GCG in which:
• GCM : A conceptual model represented as a concept map graph
• GCG : A conceptual graph represented as a graph
The first step towards transforming GCM to GCG is to separate node and edge transformation,
where:
• A node transformation specifies which elements of GCM are represented as a node of GCG
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• An edge transformation defines which elements relate the nodes
The transformation function f : GCM → GCG encloses two partial transformations functions
and an operation, namely:
• function f n : GCM(N1)→GCG(N2), corresponding to the transformation between a concept
of concept map and a conceptual graph concept node, such as:
– ∀n ∈ N1,λ (n1) = λ ( f n(n1))
• function f r : GCM(A)→ GCG(R), corresponding to the transformation between a concept
map arc to a conceptual graph relation node, such as:
– ∀a ∈ A,λ (a) = λ ( f r(a))
• Edge addition operation EA[GCG,SECM], such as:
– ∀e1 ∈ SECM,∃e2,e3(e2 = ( f r(a),′ 1′, f n(α(a)))∧ e2 = ( f r(a),′ 2′, f n(β (a)))),
considering that
– set of edges of a concept map is denoted by: SECM = {(α(a),a,β (a)}
– set of edges of a concept graph, incident to a relation r : SECG = {(r, i,c)}, where i= 1
and c is a source concept
4.8 Short Conclusion
In conclusion, it seems legitimate to approach the conceptualisation process according to a holistic
perspective in order to better support the socio-technical phenomenon behind it. This has been the
purpose of this chapter through the design of the CF and its supporting specific artefacts, allowing
its implementation in an IT tool. As planned, the artifacts described herein have their foundations
shared between the terminology and knowledge representation. This "symbiosis" allowed to bring
domain experts to participate in a process traditionally exclusive to knowledge engineers and / or
terminologists. The design of the artefacts was done iteratively and under the observation of the
domain experts themselves. The preliminary results showed to be promising in order to carry out
research towards a more rigorous evaluation.
In this chapter it was discussed:
• how to enable domain experts to elicit conceptual representations requirements in a struc-
tured way, through the use of Competency Questions;
• how to organise and represent conceptual structures easing sharing, through CRRM;
• how to transform semi-formal conceptual representations into computer-readable ones, us-
ing a graph-based approach to convert conceptual representations in formal conceptual
graphs.
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• how domain resources (e.g., documents) help to discover new domain knowledge (e.g.,
terms and linking phrases), following a corpus-based approach.

Chapter 5
Build-to-reuse conceptual
representations in ConceptME
"The number one benefit of information technology is that it empowers people to do what they
want to do. It lets people be creative. It lets people be productive. It lets people learn things they
didn’t think they could learn before, and so in a sense it is all about potential."
Steve Ballmer
The challenge related to the identification of the concepts and conceptual relations, as well as
their intelligible graphical representation, requires a multidisciplinar approach, which is config-
ured in a technological environment around the conceptualisation process. A theoretical binomial
based on knowledge representation and terminology, was incorporated in the conceptualisation
framework (CF), which describes the model to support the conceptualsation process. The CF, by
its turn, was designed to address both the domain expert’s and the computational processing per-
spectives on producing useful and reusable conceptual representations. Hereupon, in this chapter,
it is discussed the technological approach to implement the CF and its supporting artefacts.
5.1 Technological environment
Conceptual modeling encloses the main activities inherent to the conceptualisation process. The
way those activities are executed depends on the technological availability of the artefacts de-
scribed in the previous section. The figure 5.1, defines the necessary environment to implement
the vision portrayed by the CF.
During the different conceptual modeling stages, the domain experts must have available the
appropriated means to:
• structure a set of questions (CQs), to which the final conceptual representation should pro-
vide an answer, easing the initial conceptualisation steps;
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• collect and organise relevant information of the domain and identifying term candidates;
• graphical organise the concepts and relations through a set of templates based on CRRM
towards the definition of meaningful conceptual structures.
The result of conceptual modeling activities is a semi-formal model, whose "shareability" and
reusability depends on its formalisation. The CG Engine allows the transformation of a semi-
formal conceptual model (e.g., concept map) into formal conceptual graphs.
Figure 5.1: Tehnical Environment
The environment described in Figure 5.1 was assembled in the conceptME platform., whose
architecture is described here.
5.2 conceptME architecture
As described earlier in this thesis, the conceptME started to be developed under the CogniNet
project in order to support the conceptualisation process. The platform is based on semantic tech-
nologies and started to offer a set of basic functionalities to manage (create, read, update and
delete) conceptual models and conduct discussions around them. Meanwhile, further develop-
ments were required in order to cope with the pragmatic properties of conceptual representations
(i.e., short-term validity, contextual and situational dependency), seeking to ensure the double
commitment between informal and formal conceptual representations, implementing the formali-
sation stack. Therefore, specific methods were designed to be accommodated into service libraries
within conceptME, supporting the synthesis of the domain experts knowledge towards the devel-
opment of fully interoperable conceptual representations.
At its core, conceptME is a wiki-based platform joining semantic technologies with content
and metadata management. Within conceptME, the conceptual models are mapped into wiki
pages, creating a semantic repository of wiki articles. Figure 5.2 shows the correspondence be-
tween the typical organisation of the conceptual structures built in conceptME and the organization
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of that information in MediaWiki. Accordingly, both concepts and relations correspond to wiki
pages belonging to a specific category. In order to extend MediaWiki base model to accommodate
conceptual structures, a set o categories were created: Concept and Relation categories.
Figure 5.2: ConceptME to Mediawiki metamodel
Regarding the interface with the user, there was the concern to enrich the user experience
adding a more friendly layer to ease the interaction with the wiki and its semantic features. This
was achieved combining SemanticForms1 and a set o templates using Smarty framework2. Hence,
the technological stack was assembled as portrayed in Figure 5.3, i.e., on top of a standard Medi-
aWiki3 installation, there is the Semantic MediaWiki extension4, adding semantic capabilities to
the standard MediaWiki platform (e.g., tagging, content organisation around semantic properties,
export wiki pages to RDF format, facet browsing, advanced search mechanisms, . . . ). Addition-
ally, SemanticForms together with specific developed templates enhanced the user interface.
Additionally, a set of specific extensions (named as ConceptMEXtensions), complete the con-
ceptMEngine as described in Figure 5.3). Four extensions were designed:
• conceptMExtract;
• conceptMEXport;
• conceptMEVis;
• conceptMENegotiation.
These extensions implement the baseline workflows to support the CF and the underlying
conceptualisation process in a collaborative way. However, specific operations associated to each
module are available through a service library, following a service-oriented architecture paradigm.
The provision of services is made by the WSO2 Server5. Finally an Apache Solr6 server is be-
1http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:Semantic_Forms
2http://www.smarty.net
3http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/MediaWiki
4https://semantic-mediawiki.org
5http://wso2.com/products/enterprise-service-bus/
6http://lucene.apache.org/solr/
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ing used for indexing purposes, allowing rapid attainment of the indexed information about the
documents. The obtained information is used during term context retrieval (as described in 4.6).
The components that are implemented in the service bus environment (WSO2) and decoupled
with the conceptME basis tool, are:
• Terminological service, including both term extraction an NLP7 services ( e.g., stemming,
POS tagging, Sentence Split, tokenize, . . . )
• CRRM services, which assist conceptual relations elicitation, feeding the templates used to
add new conceptual structures.
• CQ services, used to define the goals of a conceptualisation process project and to build
goal-oriented conceptual structures.
• Transformation services, converting: i) semi-informal conceptual structures in semi-formal
representations and; ii) semi-formal conceptual representations in formal conceptual graphs.
• Graph operations services, used to derive new graphs from existing ones.
Figure 5.3: ConceptME architecture
ConceptMEXtract ConceptMEXtract module implements the workflow that allows the execu-
tion of the terminological methods needed for term extraction from one or more resources. The
terminological extraction service implements the GaleXtract8 as it delivers results from documents
7Natural language Processing
8http://gramatica.usc.es/ gamallo/gale-extra/index2.1.htm
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in the Portuguese, English and French language (Barros et al., 2012). However, given its limita-
tion in not allowing the extraction of mono-terms (terms with a single word), the extraction service
was extended with implementations of AlchemyApi9 and FiveFilters10, providing more extraction
opltions to the user.
ConceptMEXport Semantic MediaWiki extension has already specific features for RDF im-
port/export, but it exports all the content of a wiki page. According to the conceptME metamodel
5.2, a wiki page refers only to a particular concept or relation. The export module allows to export
all wiki pages related to a particular conceptual representation to RDFS11 format, considering only
the concepts and conceptual relations and excluding all specific wiki content.
ConceptMEVis In ConceptME, conceptual modeling activities follows a graphical-driven ap-
proach in order to provide more interactivity when dealing with models, facilitating their naviga-
tion and reading. The model that supports the development of conceptual models, despite being
simple and providing the wiki pages with semantic integration capability, does not have a hy-
pertext model to support browsing and manipulating the several models, concepts and relations.
The absence of such model requires the browsing among several pages to depend on the graph-
ical models represented in conceptME. The graphical modeling capabilities of conceptME allow
that the (hyper)textual descriptions (concept and relation definition, model discussions, etc.) de-
veloped are semantically integrated. Moreover, it allow the users to add concepts (represented
as circles) and edges (represented as arrows) connecting concepts, directly to the canvas12. The
graphical modeling environment was designed to provide, in a single space, all the tools and re-
sources necessary for the creation and manipulation of conceptual models, allowing users to focus
on modeling activities. In fact, users can enable the full screen mode of the modeling space hiding
all wiki like features and keeping just what is needed to build a conceptual model proposal (see
Figure 5.4).
CoceptMENegotiation This module provides a negotiation baseline enclosing a set of basic
features such as:
1. suggestion mechanisms;
2. discussion forums with automatic linking (i.e., when somebody writes a term in a discussion
post that corresponds to the designation of an existing concept , then an hyperlink to that
concept is automatically incorporated in the forum post);
3. auto-complete;
9http://www.alchemyapi.com/
10http://fivefilters.org/term-extraction/
11RDF Schema (htt p : //www.w3.org/T R/rd f − schema/
12Canvas is an HTML element designed to enclose an area for dynamic graphics rendering
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Figure 5.4: ConceptME modeling layout
4. possibility to define alias and term definitions. This module provides the interface and
environment conditions, allowing to connect other advanced negotiation mechanisms, such
as, the argumentation-based conceptual negotiation approach described in (Pereira et al.,
2012).
Furthermore, the conceptME allows a complete managing of the collaborative conceptual
modeling projects. The conceptual structure depicted in Figure 5.5 allows to support the major
collaborative conceptual modeling activities envisaged by the conceptualization process.
Since conceptME includes in its core an SMW instance, each instance of a project, collabora-
tive space, model, concept or relation, corresponds to a wiki page belonging to a specific category.
The pages are semantically integrated, either by the taxonomy shown in Figure 5.5, or through
a predefined list of metadata (properties) associated with each informational item created in con-
ceptME. Thus, and as an example, it is possible to know to which model a certain concept or
relationship "belongs" and to which project belongs the respective model. Even though this model
is considered suitable for content browsing, it demands efficient visualization and manipulation
mechanisms to streamline the creation, organisation and discussion of the models, without the
need of the expert to lose track of collaborative workspace or "interrupt" his system thinking pro-
cess of to navigate in the content.
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Figure 5.5: conceptualisation project metamodel: the conceptME approach
5.2.1 Modeling conceptual graphs in conceptME
Revisiting the main research goals of this thesis, the reusability of conceptual representations is at
the core of the CF requirements. Thus, from a technological point-of-view, the persistence of the
developed models is of utmost importance. The design of the data layer for conceptME implies
the existence of two kind of data repositories: 1) a relational database for supporting the wiki
base model, and; 2) a graph database to support conceptual graphs processing (see Figure 5.3).
"Graph databases are optimized for the efficient processing of dense, interrelated datasets. In
these databases, the atomic entity is the graph as a whole. The typical data model is the property
graph 5.6. By supporting the interrelation of data, graph databases allow for fast traversals along
the edges between vertices. ". (Rodriguez and Neubauer, 2010).
A property graph, also known as general graphs, are "directed, labeled, attributed, multi-
graph. The edges are directed, vertices/edges are labeled, vertices/edges have associated key/-
value pair metadata (properties), and there can be multiple edges between any two vertices. (...)
The property graph is common because allow to express other types of graphs by simply aban-
doning or adding particular bits and pieces." (Rodriguez and Neubauer, 2010). With the imple-
mentation of a graph database it is possible to process conceptual representations more efficiently
without having to handle the wiki’s core and wiki’s database. Additionally, the platform benefits
from a more interoperability "cleanness" e.g., the models can be easily exported to other formats
such as OWL. However, there is not conceptual graph databases, and the native graph databases
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do not have such kind of support. For that reason it was used the Gremlin13 language, which is a
graph transversal language, implementing a property graph model. Through gremlin it is possible
to develop a domain specific language allowing to create conceptual graphs. Figure 5.6 represents
the DSL model to carry out conceptual graphs processing interacting with the graph database.
Figure 5.6: Property graph model (on the left) and CG DSL metamodel
Modeling CGs using Gremlin DSL implies to "emulate" a bipartite graph using the property
model features, so that all relationships and concepts become nodes and use edges to interlink the
two nodes. The edge label would indicate the arity of the conceptual relation. This approach,
compared to the use of the edge labels as conceptual relations, offers more reliability in what
regards to scalability, information retrieval performance and to model other types of graphs, e.g.,
UML 14.
According to the model depicted in Figure 5.6, anytime a CG is created, two vertex are defined:
concept vertex and relation vertex. During the edition of a CG, the creation of a new concept
implies to link that node to concept vertex node through an edge labeled as "is-a". Similarly, when
a new conceptual relation is added, it should be connected to relation vertex node by an edge
whose name is "is-a".
5.2.2 Specifying Competency Questions
Competency questions (CQs) are created during the configuration of a conceptualisation project.
The CQs define a set of claims that the resulting conceptual representations should address. For
that it was designed a four-step wizard domain experts (DE) are invited to create their claims.
Firstly domain experts specifies the claim type according to the CQ types defined in section 4.5.
13https://github.com/tinkerpop/gremlin/wiki
14Unified Modeling Language
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Next the DE choose which is the suitable pattern for the claim. To support the choice, DEs have a
set of simplified tips, whith the following information:
• an example of a claim;
• a short description of the pattern;
• the pattern structure and its main building blocks.
Figure 5.7: CQ prototype: query (claim) specification
In a third action step, DEs formulate the claim providing the required mandatory data. Af-
terwards the formulated claim (i.e., a semi-formal conceptual structure) is transformed in a semi-
formal representation ( see Figure 5.8). At this point the DE might validate or reject the proposed
representation. In case of acceptance the claim is associated to the conceptualisation process.
When all the parties involved in the conceptualisation process share their proposals, the DE
add information about which of the existing claims are addressed in the proposal. This information
is associated to the model to be published (or shared), and it might be used to enhance information
retrieval tasks, to define priorities during the calculation of semantic similarity between conceptual
representations (e.g., start to find similarities in the models addressing the same claims) or even
to use the unaddressed claims to query the domain corpus or other external repositories in oder to
complete the common conceptual representation.
The conceptME platform brings together in one place a wide range of features, designed for
the domain experts as the main modelers of their own knowledge and the technical knowledge
that shapes their domain. Although tools and methodologies for the collaborative development
of semantic artefacts (e.g., ontologies) have been emerging in the last years , there is no evidente
of such a comprehensive tool. Next is a list of the most similar tools with brief description and
evaluation:
• OntoShare (Davies et al., 2004) is based on On-To-Knowledge methodology and allows
users to collaborate in a virtual community, contributing for the growth of a shared ontology.
However it does not offer graphical modeling support nor discussion features. Moreover, it
is not focused on domain experts but in knowledge engineers.
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Figure 5.8: CQ prototype: semi-formal representation of a query (claim)
• NeOn Toolkit15 provides an extensive set of plug-ins (some very complex) covering a vari-
ety of ontology engineering activities, including annotation, documentation, and interaction
among other ontology editing features. It is so huge that it is necessary to be a NeOn expert
to use the tool.
• OntoWiki16 is semantic wiki more oriented for ontology management and creation of se-
mantic knowledge bases. Definitely is a tool for ontologist and not for regular users (i.e.,
domain experts) who may not have any knowledge in formal notations such as OWL17.
• MokiWiki (Ghidini et al., 2009) is another Semantic Wiki platform focusing in enterprise
modeling (specifically ontologies and business processes). It is based on Semantic Media
Wiki, like conceptME, and supports the collaboration in the development of enterprise mod-
els from an informal to a formal state. In fact Mokiwiki is an interesting tool, but it has a
less versatile visual modeling environment, it lacks terminological extraction features and
the reusability mechanisms are absent.
• CmapTools COE18 is presented under the slogan "ontologies for the rest of us...". It is
a graphical modeling environment based on concept maps (as conceptME). It follows a
graphical template-based approach for the creation of formal ontologies. However some
fundamental knowledge about OWL is needed to understand the meaning of each template.
Moreover it has no terminological features and the collaborative environment encloses some
limitations due to the platform architecture. Though useful, the focus questions functionality
offered by Cmaptools COE is not as evolved as conceptME competency questions. Indeed,
competency questions is one of the most valuable assets of ConceptME
15http://neon-toolkit.org/wiki/Main_Page
16http://ontowiki.eu/Welcome
17Ontology Web Language
18http://www.ihmc.us/groups/coe/
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Grounded on a multidisciplinary framework, conceptME offers tools and resources allowing
its usage in different domains and for different purposes (e.g., Building classification schemas
for information management; Rich enterprise each systems; Software engineering; New product
development; . . . ).
The main characteristics that distinguish ConceptME from other approaches mentioned in sec-
tion are: the use of integrated graphical representations for visualization of conceptual models, the
paradigm of continued support and collaborative development of shared conceptual models, con-
ception and association of semantic information and the automated support for the formalization,
integration and interoperability of conceptual models. Another important differentiating factor
lies in the generic nature of the platform, in which conceptual models can be modeled indepen-
dently of its domain and on the other hand, the possibility to customize the platform for specific
conceptualization processes (Sá et al., 2011).

Part III
Evaluation and Case Studies
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Chapter 6
Research evaluation
"Not everything that can be counted counts,
and not everything that counts can be counted"
Albert Einstein
6.1 Research evaluation approach
According to the principles of design science research (the research methodology followed in this
research ) the evaluation of the produced artefacts (whether methods and tools) is focused on the
examination of its usefulness in a given context situation, for which a specific evaluation method
is adopted. Generically, it seeks to evaluate the validity and reliability of the artefacts. The valid-
ity addresses the usefulness of the artefacts, whereas the reliability addresses the reproducibility
The main motivation driving the current research work is grounded on the challenge of devel-
oping an holistic approach to promote the involvement of domain experts in the production of
computer-ready, useful and reusable conceptual representations of a particular domain. Therefore,
the evaluation focus is to investigate to which extend the provided semantic processes contribute
to obtain high quality representational artefacts, i.e., conceptual representations endowed of the
characteristics mentioned above (computer-ready, useful and reusable). This means the evaluation
has a double purpose:
1. to validate de conceptual representations, and;
2. to verify the conceptualisation framework.
The validation approach is focused on the produced artefacts (conceptual representations) whereas
verification is concerned with the process. For the validation it was adopted a hybrid approach
combining quantitative and qualitative approaches. The verification was qualitative based on
action-research methods.
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6.2 Validation approach of the conceptual representations
Utility and reusability criteria (described within the next sections) are the major building blocks to
measure conceptual representations artefacts. Both utility and reusability requires that conceptual
representations can be described under some computer readable formalism such as XML-based
languages. We could say that formalisation is a pre-condition to measure reusability and also to
determine utility.
6.2.1 Utility Criterion
The utility criterion comprises: (i) qualitative indicators, which arise from an empirical evaluation
about the usage of the resulting conceptual representations, and (ii) quantitative indicators, related
to the answers of the formulated competency questions.
Assuming the existence of a set of competency questions, the ability to quantify the number
of questions to which a conceptual representation can provide an answer, is an indicator that
allows evaluating the utility of the result of the domain conceptualisation. Therefore, let’s consider
the following example of a semi-formal representation of a competency question (figure 6.1),
formulated bearing in mind the domain of the H-KNOW European project.
Figure 6.1: Competency Question example
The above representation (figure 6.1) might be formally represented in a query language such
as SPARQL1.
1 CONSTRUCT { ? x crrm : i sTypeOf crrm : S u p p l i e r }
2 WHERE {
3 ? x crrm : i sTypeOf crrm : S u p p l i e r .
4 ? y r d f s : l a b e l " p r o v i d e s "@en .
5 ? y crrm : h a s S o u r c e crrm : S u p p l i e r .
6 ? y crrm : h a s T a r g e t crrm : Sand .
7 }
Listing 6.1: SPARQL representation of a competency question
1SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language (http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-protocol/)
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Considering the existence of competency questions’ patterns, this transformation is easy to
accomplish, and the mapping process capable of being automated. Thus, once the model is com-
plete, SPARQL queries (corresponding to the formulated competency questions) may be triggered.
Therefore, the utility degree will depend on the number of queries returning a valid result.
Assuming that the developed conceptual representation was previously populated into CRMM
ontology in Protégé Ontology Editor, the result data of the SPARQL query are RDF triples,
where “Subject_A” and "Subject_B" represent the concepts, whose definitions are according to
the SPARQL restrictions, i.e., both “Supplier_A” and “Supplier_B” are types of suppliers, which
are able to provide Sand.
Subject Perdicate Object
Supplier_A isTypeOf Supplier
Supplier_B isTypeOf Supplier
(...) isTypeOf Supplier
Table 6.1: Example of the SPARQL result
Accordingly, the qualitative indicator for utility is given by the ratio between the number of
queries (obtained from the CQ), which returned a valid result (nQa), and the total number of
queries (nQ). So, the utility degree is given by the following formula: degutility = nQanQ .
The utility criterion is better illustrated in Section 7.2.2.1, during the case study discussion.
Note that a valid query result is a a non-null or non-empty result whose retrieved content
is as the domain expert expected. This aspect encloses que qualitative perspective of the utility
criterion.
6.2.2 Reusability criterion
Reusability criterion measures the extent to which a common conceptual representation might be
reused. A Conceptual Representation is prone to reusability if it is well-formed (computational
ready) and its terms and conceptual relations are defined unambiguously, that is, there is a common
understanding about the relations among terms. Considering a formalised conceptual representa-
tion, the reusability degree is expressed as a cumulative measure combining two components,
wherein one provides a value (degree) for (i) Conceptual Relations ambiguity (degCRa) and one
for (ii) Concept Type incompatibility (degCTi). Both (degCRa) and (degCTi) are determined with the
support of the CRRM ontology, which implements a catalog of conceptual relations. At a glance,
the process runs as follows:
1. The CRRM ontology is populated with the data from an existing conceptual representation
(or Lightweight ontology) developed by the domain experts;
2. A set of (SWRL) rules is executed and a small set of indicators are gathered;
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3. The indicators allow calculating degCRa and degCTi for a particular conceptual representa-
tion.
6.2.2.1 Conceptual relations ambiguity (degCRa)
For Conceptual Relations ambiguity (degCRa) let us consider a counting function µ , where:
• µ(Rt) = Number of existing relations in the LO (Lightweight Ontology) developed by the
domain experts;
• µ(Ra) = Number of ambiguous relations inferred (according to the SWRL rules);
• µ(Rθ ) = Number of uncategorized relations;
The values of µ(Ra) and µ(Rθ ) are then normalized, by scaling between 0 and 1, obtaining:
• Nµ(Ra), the normalized value of µ(Ra), calculated as follows: µ(Ra)/[µ(Rt)−µ(Rθ )]
• Nµ(Rθ ), the normalized value of µ(Rθ ), calculated as follows: µ(Rθ )/µ(Rt)
After normalizing these values, the conditions are met for calculating (degCRa), which is obtained
through the expression:
degCRa =
{
1 i fµ(Rθ ) = µ(Rt)
Nµ(Ra)×ωa+Nµ(Rθ )×ωθ i fµ(Rθ )< µ(Rt),where :
• ωa and ωθ , are weights reflecting the importance of Ra and Rθ respectively;
The Knowledge engineer might adjust the weight values, other wise it is used the default
weight scale tables, however the proper identification of ambiguous relations, requires its classifi-
cation through the CRRM ontology. Thereby, if µ(Rθ ) has a direct implication on µ(Ra), then the
value of ωθ should always be higher than ωa. Figure 6.2, shows an indicative scale of how ωθ can
evolve according to the variation of Rθ percentage, having in mind that the higher the percentage
of Rθ , the greater its weight (ωθ ) should be.
Figure 6.2: Weight scale of uncategorized relations
In short, the main restrictions for ωθ and ωa are:
• 0,51≤ ωθ ≤ 1∧0≤ ωa ≤ 0,49∧ωθ +ωa = 1
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6.2.2.2 Conceptual types incompatibility (degCTi)
For Concept Type incompatibility (degCTi), let us consider also a counting function µ , where:
• µ(T ) = Number of existing terms in the LO (Lightweight Ontology) developed by the do-
main experts;
• µ(Tθ ) = Number of uncategorized terms (by inference);
• µ(Ti) = Number of incompatible related terms;
The values of µ(Ti) are then normalized, by scaling between 0 and 1, obtaining:
• Nµ(Ti), the normalized value of µ(Ti), calculated as follows: µ(Ti)/[µ(T )−µ(Tθ )]
After normalization, the value for degCTi is equal to Nµ(Ti), only if µ(Tθ < µ(T ). Otherwise,
degCTi is impossible to calculate.
degCTi = Nµ(Ti), i fµ(Tθ )< µ(T )
Finally, and as aforementioned, the reusability degree results on the combination of degCRa
and degCTi, by multiplying each other, in order to keep the proportionality of both. However, the
two components might not have the same importance. Actually, degCTi is less relevant, because the
classification of each term depends on the classification of the relation that binds to it. Moreover,
even if there are no incompatible concepts, it is possible to calculate the reusability degree. The
opposite however: despite the proportionally of the cumulative measure (degR), it should not be
zero, even if degCTi is zero. The final expression for calculating the reusability degree is:
degR =
{
1−degCRa i fµ(Tθ ) = µ(T )
1− (degCRa× (ωa+ωt ×degCTi)) i fµ(Tθ )< µ(T ),where
• ωa and ωt , are weights reflecting the importance of degCRa and degCTi respectively;
Typically, domain experts might adjust the weight values for ωa and ωt as well, but there are
some boundaries. degCTi, is a secondary importance factor, its calculation depends on degCRa.
Actually, the reusability degree is always given by degCRa in the irst place. Afterwards, degCRa is
obtained in order to fine-tune the reusability degree. Based on this, the value for ωt obey to the
following assumptions:
• 0≤ ωt ≤ 0,5∧ωa+ωt = 1
• ωt = 0, i fµ(Tθ ) = µ(T )
Considering the assumptions listed before, figure Figure 6.3 presents an indicative scale of
how ωt can evolve according to the variation of of Tω percentage.
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Figure 6.3: Weight scale of uncategorized term types
6.2.3 Illustrative example for measuring reusability
In order to explain and demonstrate the reusability evaluation criteria, a simplification of the
SEON2 general concepts ontology was used and represented as shown in figure 6.4. A correspon-
dence was made between the SEON general concepts ontology and CRRM, where all relations
matched to some CRRM category were evidenced in the figure bellow with the CRRM prefix.
Figure 6.4: SEON ontology example
The above ontology was populated into CRRM (see figure 6.5). The pellet reasoner was started
up and the metrics gathered as summarized in table 6.2.
Table 6.2: SEON ontology reusability metrics
µ(Rt) µ(Rθ ) µ(Ra) µ(T ) µ(Tθ ) µ(Ti)
7 2 1 9 2 0
From the above metrics and considering the indicative weight scale from Figure6.2, it was
found that the value form Conceptual Relations ambiguity (degCRa) is 0,236. As for Concept Type
incompatibility (degCTi), the value is 0. From degCRa and degCTi and considering the indicative
2SEON stands for Software Evolution ONtologies and representes an attempt to formally describe knowledge from
domain of software evolution analysis and mining software repositories.
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Figure 6.5: SEON ontology populated in CRRM
weight scale depicted in figure 6.3, reusability degree is obtained as follows: degCRa = 0,236×
(0,51+0,49×0)) = 0,88
A degree of 0,88 means that 88% of the conceptual representation content is fully reusable.
In this context reusability means that the conceptual representation content can be formalised and
retrieved by other user, maintaining its intended meaning, since the employed relations belong
to the CRRM catalog. The results indicate that 12% of the conceptual representation content is
highly susceptible to misinterpretations when reused by others.
6.3 Approach to the verification of the conceptual representations
The verification approach relies on monitoring the conceptualisation process, investigating the
suitability of the conceptualisation framework on supporting domain experts to establish domain-
valid (i.e., useful within a particular community) conceptual commitments, through semi-formal
knowledge representations. In this case, we are concerned in understanding the experience of a
community during the development of the conceptual representations. According to the designed
research approach, the focus is on studying how the means (i.e., the conceptualization framework)
contributes to the ends (i.e., useful conceptual representations). For this, a qualitative evaluation
was followed, based on the principles of Action Research (AR).
AR consists in a holistic approach to problem-solving where knowledge is learned working
in a context of action and where people try to work together to address key problems in their
organisations. Typically an AR based project involves more or less systematic cycles of action and
reflection: in action phases co-researchers test practices and gather evidence; in reflection stages
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they make sense together and plan further actions (Reason and Bradbury, 2008). Often, research
approaches in this category are also referred as participatory AR (Baskerville, 1999; Flick, 2002;
Baskerville and Myers, 2004). What separates this type of research from general professional
practices is the emphasis on the scientific study, which is to say the researcher studies the problem
systematically and ensures the intervention is informed by theoretical considerations. Therefore,
much of the researcher time is spent on refining the methodological tools to suit the exigencies
of the situation, and on collecting, analysing, and presenting data on an ongoing, cyclical basis
(Reason and Bradbury, 2008).
AR offers a systematic and self conscious research design, data collection, interpretation and
communication, allowing to mitigate some of the problems associated with qualitative approaches,
including: i) research bias restrictions; ii) reproducibility scarcity; iii) lack of generalisability.
Moreover, the considered research cases were conducted with groups of people whose needs were
aligned to the conceptualisation phenomena under study, rather than inviting groups of people to
participate in a controlled experiment.
Chapter 7
Case Studies
"To acquire knowledge, one must study;
but to acquire wisdom, one must observe."
Marilyn Vos Savant
7.1 Case study I
7.1.1 Description
This case refers to a three years project on forest management decision support systems - FORSYS
(htt p : // f p0804.emu.ee/wiki/index.php/MainPage), and more precisely to its so-called knowl-
edge management system. The goal of the project was to provide an aggregate view about the Eu-
ropean experience with developing and applying decision support systems for forest management
as a solid foundation for technological innovation and collaboration between research partners.
The project was structured in 4 working groups, with 20 to 50 participants each from a wide range
of countries. The case studied in this thesis concerns WG1, holding 25 participants from 15 coun-
tries, whose major goal was to "develop a procedural framework, information standards and guide-
lines for the development, testing and evaluation, as well as the application of decision support
systems for forest management problems in multifunctional forestry". This involved "evaluating
innovative decision support systems for their potential to improve the efficiency and effectiveness
of forest management and promoting the use of these resources for enhanced decision-making".
The project developed an information management system using a wiki platform and, in their dis-
course, assumed it as the project’s knowledge management system. This system was developed
to support the aforementioned goals and to support knowledge sharing within a community of
practice (the project members and future users) dedicated to decision support systems for forest
management. The system would provide a repository on the subject of decision support in forest
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management, continuously evolving over time and serving as a reference for future projects on
decision support systems.
The first version of the wiki system provided an informational support (creation, organisa-
tion, storage) to the project operation and an informational structure to codify and organise the
knowledge created within the project’s community. This would cover the project duration as well
as after-project activities. The idea was to codify, organise and provide an efficient access to
the knowledge created around the concept of Decision Support Systems for forest management. It
would include information about Decision Support Systems - the central concept - and information
about related concepts such as: possible system structures, types of problems addressed, possible
techniques and decision models. Furthermore, other important concepts for this community such
as the lessons learned, social participation, and knowledge management would be included.
Regardless the proven usefulness of the wiki platform, the FORSYS community representa-
tives (developers and final users) identified limitations to the effective achievement of the goals
referred above. Two main problems affecting the efficacy of information retrieval were identified.
The lack of a common conceptual model of the domain, together with a poor strategy to develop
and maintain the content structure of the wiki system led to poor results - long wiki pages, lack of
advanced search feature, no semantic entailment among content and ad-hoc hypertext model - as
well as the inability to ensure the continuous growth and evolution of the content.
A more detailed conceptual model of the domain, shared by all the stakeholders, was needed.
This model aimed to increase the user’s capability for successfully undertaking project support
tasks such as organising, searching and retrieving information. An action-research project to im-
prove the platform’s knowledge organisation structure, involving as much as possible the FORSYS
community, was setup.
7.1.2 Method for the FORSYS KMS redesign
7.1.2.1 An action research approach
The redesign of the project’s wiki system was taken as an opportunity to investigate the practices
of knowledge organisation and representation of a specific scientific and technical community.
Therefore, the dual objective of this research project was: (i) to improve the knowledge organi-
sation of the FORSYS platform (problem solving) and (ii) to know more about the practices of
knowledge organisation and representation in technical communities (creation of scientific knowl-
edge). For this, the principles of Action Research were applied. Questionnaires and interviews
were used to collect preliminary data while the main data collection technique was participatory
observation (Reason and Bradbury, 2008). Content analysis was made by text interpretation (from
interviews transcriptions, observation notes), without codification. The findings were collectively
interpreted regarding the suitability of the results according to the users expectations. The valid-
ity of the results depends on (1) the degree to which the developed artefacts provide a common
understanding about the context in which the research was conducted; and (2) to which extent it
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provides the essential rational not only about how semantic categories are related, but how the
achieved models provide the gateways for FORSYS semantic wiki structure.
7.1.2.2 Overview and Characterization for the FORSYS knowledge management system
redesign
An iterative and incremental model was adopted for the research method. It resulted in a process
comprising 4 phases, each having its own specificities - number and type of roles, specific goals,
allocated time frame - requiring some adjustments to the action-research approach (see figure 7.1):
1. phase one, consisting in the analysis and feasibility study, from which an initial conceptual-
isation was obtained;
2. phase two, entailing the collaborative development of the model for the knowledge organi-
sation systems, based on the new conceptualisation; it uses the developed initial conceptu-
alisation as input and it was carried out following a participatory action-research;
3. phase three, including the implementation of a new model for knowledge organisation sys-
tems, and;
4. phase four, enclosing the design and implementation of a semi-automated linking mecha-
nism between conceptME and FORSYS’s knowledge management system.
Figure 7.1: Research method overview
Five project members were involved in the redesign of the project wiki, becoming the main
data source for the research part. Data was collected during the two phases by means of interviews,
observation and focus groups, as will be detailed bellow.
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7.1.2.3 The research process
In practical terms the process started with an initial iteration wherein a group composed by two
FORSYS representatives and two knowledge management specialists paved the way for the rest
of the process and produced a first conceptual representation of the Decision Support System
domain area. A proposal on how to address the improvement of the conceptual models for the
knowledge organisation system was outlined. The process continued to the second phase with
two iterations, which occurred in different action-research cycles. The first iteration of the second
phase involved two independent FORSYS expert groups debating the two other main domain areas
of the FORSYS project: Lessons Learned and Case Study. It resulted in two models that were the
inputs for creating a merged, agreed model in the second iteration. At the end of this second phase,
we were able to know more about the implicit conceptual relations structures used by the domain
experts.
The second iteration included the negotiation and agreement regarding the conceptual models
developed by the several groups in the first iteration.
The main result was a complete conceptual model of the FORSYS domain, agreed by the
stakeholders and improved for implementing the knowledge organisation system of the wiki plat-
form. At the end of this iteration (phase 2 - 2nd iteration), a proposal to conduct the elicitation
process of conceptual relations in conceptual modelling was completed. The goals and expected
results of each phase are systematized in table 7.5 in section 7.1.4 with the conslusions.
Phase 1 - The development of the initial conceptualisation. Phase 1 comprised a conceptual
analysis of the FORSYS categories and property model (which were available in a spreadsheet
document) and the "as-is" wiki implementation. Moreover, an experiment was conducted in or-
der to develop a "proof of concept" for the new FORSYS knowledge organisation. This experi-
ment was performed by a group of domain experts from five different partner institutions of the
FORSYS project. During the experiment the candidate took the role of observer, but providing
some technical support when needed. This group of experts, performed the conceptualisation ac-
tivities in the conceptME tool, giving focus to the definition of the wiki structure, accounting for
all the FORSYS working domain concepts (but focused on decision support system), reviewing
the wiki content and contributing to the identification of relevant queries. The result was a first
version of a shared model (the initial conceptualisation).
Once the approach has been validated, a new group of domain experts came into play to
collaboratively develop a new wiki metamodel (the model for the new knowledge organisation
system).
Phase 2 - Reconceptualisation. Phase 2 entailed the development of a common view on the
FORSYS conceptual model, with particular focus on the following concepts: decision support
system, lessons learnt and case study. This phase underwent some changes regarding the approach
followed in the previous phase, namely:
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Figure 7.2: FORSYS property list
1. the definition of new working groups;
2. the change of the research view (myself) role from simply "observer" to "participant" (fol-
lowing now a participatory action-research);
3. a major effort was made on framing the problem; and
4. some knowledge organisation guidance was provided beyond technical support, comprising:
• distribution of a set of common best-practices for creating good concept maps;
• a catalogue of conceptual relations, their common meaning and typical use cases (to
assist users on the specification of the appropriate relations among concepts).
Figure 7.3 depicts the adopted cycle model of action research. According to the action-
research cycle portrayed in figure 7.3, preliminary activities comprising information gathering
and the problem definition were performed before the action-research cycle began. Besides the
study of the domain (using the project documentation), a questionnaire was designed and it was
aiming at profiling the domain experts in their basic skills and goals regarding knowledge man-
agement and representation practices. From the analysis of the answers we became aware that,
unsurprisingly, the participants were comfortable with the forest management DSS concept, but
not so much with the current common shared view. Additionally, we verified that all participants
had information and knowledge management concerns in their daily activities and they revealed
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their preferences for graphical knowledge representations, despite of being aware of the difficulties
of building such representations.
Figure 7.3: Adopted participatory action-research cycle
The boundaries of the domain being conceptualised were specified by formulating a set of
focus questions (as shown above), to which the models should provide answers. The goal was, on
one hand, to frame de conceptualisation project and, on the other hand, to verify whether or not
the models answered all the posed questions, that is, if the models were or not "complete".
FQ1 what kind of lessons learnt exist? What caused/produced them?
FQ2 what kind of problem a lesson helps to solve?
FQ3 how should the lessons learnt be applied?
FQ4 what phase does it support? Which role(s) should participate?
FQ5 which methods/models could be used?
After the conclusion of this two initial activities the plan was outlined and a kick-off meeting
was scheduled. The objectives of the meeting were to: a) validate the roadmap; b) distribute the
guidelines for this study; c) share the goals; d) provide specific information about conceptME
platform (running according to the conceptualization framework) and perform a short demonstra-
tion; and e) the group formation. Afterwards, the process continued with two groups of domain
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experts (GE1 and GE2) with elements from 4 different partner institutions with different back-
grounds, but all of them specialized in the forestry management domain. The area of expertise of
the group members included: i) decision support systems for forest and natural resource manage-
ment; ii) forest process optimisation and; iii) geographical information systems. A third group of
non-domain experts (GF1 - the researchers) participated with the role of process facilitators and
as observers, collecting and registering all taken actions. GF1 domain of expertise is knowledge
engineering.
The planned actions were developed based on conceptualization framework (Sousa et al.,
2012) and inspired on the principles and assumptions of the ColBlend method (Pereira et al.,
2013) . Basically, this method proposes three steps: (i) the development of the individual propos-
als, (ii) publishing of the proposals and (iii) the discussion/negotiation/merging of the proposals.
Each step of the ColBlend method was performed in different iterations after which, a meeting
took place and the results were discussed based on the data collected, both from interviews and
direct observations, as well as data gathered from the conceptME platform. At this meeting the
next steps were also discussed with all participants and the "initial roadmap" reviewed according
to the progress of the conceptualisation process and a next iteration took place.
Phase 3 and 4 - New content organisation model and conceptME for FORSYS KMS semi-
automated linking. The last two phases (3 and 4) sought to find how conceptME and FORSYS
platforms could be used in a complementary way. A mapping between the conceptual models
developed in conceptME and the Semantic MediaWiki instance was defined. The goal was to
determine to what extent conceptME could serve as a modelling front-end to specify the meta-
model of the FORSYS wiki platform, replacing the spreadsheet currently specifying the FORSYS
properties model. Figure 7.4 depicts the metamodel, which matches the structure of concepts
developed in conceptME with the content structure (metamodel) of semantic mediawiki.
The conceptME platform runs itself on top of an instance of semantic mediawiki. This means
that every content (such as a specific instance of concept, relation or property) added to the plat-
form is a wiki page belonging to a specific category, namely a concept, a relation or a property.
The mapping between the developed models in conceptME and the semantic mediawiki follow a
simple set of basic rules:
r1 a concept within a conceptME model (represented as Concept "A" in the figure 7.4 above),
corresponds to a specific category in semantic mediawiki;
r2 a relation connecting two concepts within a conceptME model (represented as Relation "R" in
the figure 7.4 above), corresponds to a specific property in semantic mediawiki;
r2.1 a property (in semantic mediawiki) resulting from a relation between two concepts (from
conceptME) must be of the Page type and its value should be a wiki page;
r3 a concept within a conceptME property model (represented as Property "P" in the figure 7.4
above), corresponds to a specific property in semantic mediawiki;
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Figure 7.4: conceptME to semantic mediawiki metamodel
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r3.1 a property (in semantic mediawiki) resulting from a concept in a property model (from con-
ceptME) can be of any type except Page;
r4 a template to define new categories in semantic mediawiki should be defined to cope with
this rules and its member fields types should correspond to the properties translated from
conceptME model.
Additionally, and in order to maintain conceptME and some particular instance of semantic
mediawiki tied together in a kind of topic map approach, it was necessary to consider the following
additional rules in the transformation procedure described above:
i) for each concept in the final conceptual representation in conceptME, a default query is built
on the SMW instance in the form of {{#Ask: [[Category: concept]]}}. For this, it is assumed
that a specific conceptME semantic wiki property exists, and that it stores the Unified Resource
Identifier (URI) of the recently built semantic mediawiki query page.
7.1.3 Results and discussion
Given the action-research approach followed here, due to the intertwining between results and their
analysis, it makes more sense to join the description of the results and the discussion into a single
section, rather than having them separate, as usual. Thus, the results are analysed according to the
process followed and the models developed. Given the action-research approach, the discussion is
based on the data collected by the researchers through participatory observation and joint reflection
with the domain experts (acting as co-researchers).
The process. As described above, the process designed to improve the knowledge organisation
structure of the FORSYS platform (the problem solving part of the action-research) followed
the conceptualization framework, which is supported by the conceptME modelling environment.
Two groups of specialists addressed the same focus questions and independently developed a
concept map for them. Then, the groups debated the similarities and differences of the respective
outcomes and, supported by the model merging facilities of conceptME, negotiated a common
model (concept map).
The process and the underlying framework (the conceptualization framework) contributed to
achieve conceptual representations that were actually useful for domain experts in real applica-
tions. The resulting conceptual representations were effectively used for structuring information
for a community of practice (CoP) information system and to define a set of basic queries to inter-
act with the system. The CoP web application is available at htt p : //www. f orestdss.org/CoP/
From our observation, and from the reflection made with the experts, it was evident the ex-
istence of an initial difficulty in understanding entirely the concept maps produced by the other
group due to the lack of textual definitions for the concepts. This was overcome by the debate
and discussion between the two groups, albeit at the expense of more time to reach an agreement
(Stock, 2010). In fact, an extra effort to sustain and argue the conceptual structures was observed.
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The definition of focus questions was very useful as a pragmatic way to define the domain
boundaries as well as to assist in the validation of the completeness of the developed concept
maps. The early definition of different roles (ensuring the involvement of domain experts beyond
knowledge engineers) and the composition of the teams developing the models revealed to be
important both for the process and the quality of the results. The expert role was fulfilled with
people with different backgrounds, differences that contributed positively for the debate of the
different points of view when merging the concept maps. The facilitator role also revealed a
major importance. As in every social process involving collaboration, facilitation and leadership
are fundamental for the efficiency and effectiveness of the results. From the observations made
during the project, we conclude that it was beneficial that the facilitation encompassed both the
knowledge representation and the FORSYS domains.
The models. The following aspects of the resulting conceptual models were analysed:
1. the set of elicited concepts,
2. the differences between those and the set of concepts (categories and properties) extracted
from the existing metamodel,
3. the differences between the elicited concept sets from the two groups,
4. the set of elicited relationships,
5. the meaning of the basic conceptual structures (a concept and directly related concepts).
We will give particular attention to 4) the set of elicited relationships. The elicitation of con-
ceptual relations is recognized as one of the most difficult problems in a conceptualisation process
(Auger and Barriere, 2010; Elsayed, 2009). While the elicitation of concepts is close to the basic
cognitive process of categorisation (Rosch and Lloyd, 1978), the same is not true for the relation-
ships. In this case, additional ontological knowledge is needed.
In this project particular case, the conceptual relations elicitation was of great importance be-
cause of the need to transform part of the relatively big sets of concept properties into conceptual
structures. As explained before, this would lead to a better organised, less monolithic content
organisation in the wiki platform. A great part of the conceptual structures represented in the
models were not precise enough due to the use of the "has" relationship. In fact, this relationship
had already been amply used in the starting conceptual models (developed during the first phase).
Although at the beginning of the second phase (the reconceptualisation phase) the participants
have been invited to use a catalogue of predefined types of relations provided by conceptME,
and despite of reporting its usefulness, in most cases the groups tended to accept the conceptual
structures proposed during the first phase as final and stable. That means, the conceptual rela-
tions catalogue was mostly used to build new conceptual structures during the reconceptualisation
phase.
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Observing in detail those structures (i.e., the structures containing the "has" conceptual relation
label), the intention of their creators seem to have been to represent:
1. a chain of entities and their member fields;
2. a compound structure, in which an entity is composed or made up of other entities;
3. a containment structure, in which an entity belongs to another entity.
These results were expected as Shams et al. (2010) concludes that the "has" relation is a too
generic conceptual relation and most of the times it is used to represent a physical relation between
entities. In the same line, Nuopponen (2005) concludes that "has" is generally used to mean some
kind of contiguity engagement.
The confirmation of such assertion came form the domain experts themselves by completing
a questionnaire. For the questionnaire preparation it was collected (form the conceptualisation
result) a set of 42 conceptual structures 1, each of which containing a conceptual relation labelled
as "has". For each conceptual structure, domain experts should provide its intended meaning by
selecting one of the following options:
a) membership relation
b) compound relation
c) containment relation
d) "generic-specific" relation
e) other
Together with each of the options depicted above, a short explanation was provided. Further-
more, the questionnaire also included some conceptual structures that employed conceptual rela-
tions from CRRM ontology. Again, domain experts were invited to confirm the intended meaning
of those conceptual structures.
The questionnaire was sent to the five groups that participated in the reconceptualisation pro-
cess (the 2nd). Four of the five groups replied. The answers were collected and then analysed. It
was verified that, despite the domain experts having agreed upon the produced conceptual repre-
sentation, in fact we discovered that there was no consensus around the intended meaning of the
collected conceptual structures (c.f. appendix C). The exception were those conceptual structures
composed with CRRM conceptual relations.
As an example, let us consider the following conceptual structures in the final conceptual
representation of the the 2nd phase:
CS-1: Decision support technique has MCDM method.
1"Concept-Relation-Concept" structures
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CS-2: Decision support technique has Optimisation algorithm.
CS-10: DSS has Decision Support Technique.
CS-21: Forest management problems type has FORSYS problem dimension.
CS-24: Lesson Learned has Case Study.
CS-46: Knowledge source isSupportedBy Developer.
CS-47: Knowledge Map is-a Knowledge management technique.
CS-48: Case Study isTypeOf Source.
The answers provided by domain experts (considering the aforementioned conceptual struc-
tures) indicated that:
a) CS-1 had 3 different interpretations.
b) CS-2 had 3 different interpretations.
c) CS-10 had 2 different interpretations.
d) CS-21 had 2 different interpretations.
e) CS-24 had 2 different interpretations.
f) CS-46 was consensual.
g) CS-47 was consensual.
h) CS-48 was consensual.
Accordingly, for the first five conceptual structures (CS), there was no agreement on the under-
lying intended meaning, unlike the last three ones wherein it was verified a complete engagement
to its interpretation.
If, on one hand, domain experts were comfortable enough with the conceptualization result
(a necessary condition for its practical applicability), on the other hand, the ambiguity of some
employed conceptual relations raised reusability issues to the achieved conceptual representations,
eventually, to some other community of experts. So, after the last iteration of the the second phase
of the conceptualisation process, wherein domains experts expressed their agreement as to the
content, structure and completeness of the produced conceptual representation, the reusability
of such artifact was investigated. The conceptualisation output comprised a representation of a
conceptual model containing 52 terms and 79 conceptual relations, from which 23 terms and 45
relations were uncategorized. This can be explained due to the fact that during the first phase of
the process there was not available any sort of support to the elicitation of conceptual relations.
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Only at the second phase, the conceptualisation framework was introduced to the users (domain
experts). The framework included the conceptual relations catalog based on CRRM.
In order to evaluate the conceptual representation reusability, we took the facts expressed
through the conceptualisation process and uploaded them into CRRM ontology to gather further
metrics and determine the reusability degree of the conceptual representation.
The metrics collected are represented bellow (table 7.1).
Table 7.1: FORSYS - Reusability metrics of the final conceptual representation
Number of
Relations
Uncategorized
Relations
Ambiguous
Relations
Total
Terms
Uncategorized
Terms
Incompatible
Terms
µ(Rt) µ(Rθ ) µ(Ra) µ(T ) µ(Tθ ) µ(Ti)
79 45 0 52 23 0
From the metrics above, and according to the indicative weight scale from figure 6.2, it is was
calculated the Conceptual Relations ambiguity degree as follows:
• degA = Nµ(Rθ )×ωa+Nµ(Ra)×ωb = 0,427, where ωa = 0,75 and ωb = 0,25;
By its turn, Concept Type incompatibility is zero according to the expression:
• degCTi = Nµ(Tθ ) = 0,0
From degCRa and degCTi and considering the indicative weight scale depicted in figure 6.3,
reusability degree is obtained as follows:
• degReusability = degCRa× (ωa+ωt ×degCTi = 0,744), where ωt = 0,49 and ωa = 0,51;
If we have into account the output of the first phase of the conceptualization process, and
proceed with the same analysis, we get the results as shown in table 7.2.
Table 7.2: FORSYS - Reusability analysis of the initial conceptual representation
CR metrics degCRa degCTi degReusability
Initial version
µ(Rt) = 59
degCRa = 0,854 degCTi = 0 degReusability = 0,231
µ(Rθ ) = 56
µ(Ra) = 0
µ(T ) = 36
µ(Tθ ) = 32
µ(Ti) = 0
The same exercise was performed considering each of the answers provided by the different
groups of domain experts through a questionnaire, which aimed to clarify the meaning of the
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conceptual structures containing relations whose linking phrase (label) was "has". The results are
synthesized in the table 7.3 bellow .
Table 7.3: FORSYS - Reusability analysis according to the domain experts answers
CR metrics degCRa degCTi degReusability
Group I
µ(Rt) = 79
degCRa = 0,105 degCTi = 0 degReusability = 0,946
µ(Rθ ) = 14
µ(Ra) = 2
µ(T ) = 52
µ(Tθ ) = 7
µ(Ti) = 0
Group II
µ(Rt) = 79
degCRa = 0,045 degCTi = 0 degReusability = 0,977
µ(Rθ ) = 7
µ(Ra) = 0
µ(T ) = 52
µ(Tθ ) = 13
µ(Ti) = 0
Group III
µ(Rt) = 79
degCRa = 0,045 degCTi = 0 degReusability = 0,977
µ(Rθ ) = 7
µ(Ra) = 0
µ(T ) = 52
µ(Tθ ) = 13
µ(Ti) = 0
Group IV
µ(Rt) = 79
degCRa = 0,045 degCTi = 0 degReusability = 0,977
µ(Rθ ) = 7
µ(Ra) = 0
µ(T ) = 52
µ(Tθ ) = 13
µ(Ti) = 0
The interpretation of the results indicates that the more the catalogue of conceptual relations
was being used in the conceptualisation process, the more the reusability degree increases. Indeed,
the biggest increment on the reusability degree was verified when the relations from CRRM started
to be used in the process.
According to the analysis of the shared model and considering its low reusability degree, a
new proposal was developed and it derived from the merged one, while also trying to focus on
the mentioned gap. The intention was, on one hand, to clarify (in practice) the use of the "has"
conceptual relation and, on the other hand, to re-build the conceptual structures considering a
set of primitive relation types (Sousa et al., 2012). This remake had a reorganisation purpose,
maintaining the domain concepts and following the initial focus questions. Hereupon, for this
action, it was considered the conceptual structures linked by the "has" linking phrase, and their
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types were now discussed together with all groups. Table 7.4 presents some examples of the
exercise.
Table 7.4: Examples of the transformation of "has" conceptual relations
Conceptual structure (CS) Posed question New CS according to the answer
"Lesson learned has DSS" has Lesson learned a DSS as
Scope?
Lesson learned has-scope DSS
"Lesson learned has Source"
and "Case study is-type-of
Source
has Lesson learned a Case
Study as a Source?
Lesson learned has-source Case Study
The new proposal was submitted to the consideration of a second group of domain experts,
including an explanation of its rationale. At the beginning, the experts generally disagreed with the
proposed model. The reasons pointed for that were basically that the model seemed more complex
than necessary. This disagreement can be explained in part due to the fact that they were already
committed to a more logical view of the ’decision support system’ concept structure, regarding
the construction of the FORSYS wiki. Moreover, it can be easily observed that maintaining the
concepts but changing the relations can result in a substantially different perspective over the
subject. The relationships are, indeed, the dynamic part of the structures of knowledge.
Finally, the developed conceptual models were subjected to an assessment against the compe-
tency questions. The conclusion was that the models succeeded in answering all the competency
questions except one: "How should lessons learned be applied?", because it was considered, by
the domain experts, out of the scope of the project. Figure 7.5 depicts an extract of the final
conceptual model (2nd iteration).
Figure 7.5: Extract of the final conceptual model after the second iteration
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Table 7.5 synthesizes the whole research process in terms of goals and results, both for the
problem solving and the research dimensions.
7.1.4 Conclusions
In particular, the described case study demonstrated the utility of the conceptualisation frame-
work in a real case-scenario testing several of its valencies, in particular the conceptual relations
elicitation, term extraction and conceptual representations evaluation with CRRM.
In general the work performed in the scope of the FORSYS project, contributes to the scarce
literature on domain conceptualisation processes in the context of communities of experts. First, it
supported a community of forest planning experts in the creation of a shared conceptualisation of
the decision support systems for the forest management domain by debating and learning from the
joint construction of conceptual models. At the end of this process, the participants acknowledged,
both individually and in-group, the achievement of a higher level of conceptual understanding of
the domain. Second, the empirical findings achieved during the action-research cycles will shed
more light on the characterisation of socio-semantic processes involving knowledge representa-
tion. This knowledge was also valuable to improve the conceptME platform in a way that supports
more effectively the collaborative conceptualisation processes. In particular, the conclusions about
the identification and use of conceptual relations by the experts were of utmost importance.
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Table 7.5: Action and research goals and expected results
AR approach action goals action results research goals research results
Phase 1 (i) to define the re-
quirements for the
metamodel improve-
ment; (ii) to elaborate
a "proof of concept"
for the decision sup-
port system concep-
tual model.
(i) a strategy for
the improvement of
the metamodel; (ii)
a decision support
system conceptual
model; (iii) the deci-
sion support system
metamodel part
and FORSYS wiki
template structure.
(i) to characterise
a process of recon-
ceptualisation by the
FORSYS domain
experts in knowledge
representation ori-
ented to information
organisation and
retrieval.
(i) recommendations
on how to address
the improvement of
conceptual models
aimed at specifying
knowledge organisa-
tion systems.
Phase 2, 1st it-
eration
(i) to debate and
learn, individually,
about the lessons
learned and case
study conceptualiza-
tion.
(i) conceptual rep-
resentations of the
lessons learned and
case study areas of
FORSYS (one for
each group); (ii) a
better and shared
understanding of the
FORSYS domain
(partial).
(i) to characterise the
use of conceptual
relations by the
FORSYS domain
experts; (ii) to assess
the value of using
focus questions to
assist the collabora-
tive development of
the models.
(i) knowledge of the
implicit conceptual
relations structures
used by the domain
experts;
Phase 2, 2nd it-
eration
(i) to debate, learn
and agree about the
conceptualisation of
the main areas of
FORSYS: decision
support system,
lessons learned
and case study;
to complete the
FORSYS conceptual
specification of the
knowledge organisa-
tion system for the
wiki platform.
(i) a complete con-
ceptual model of
the FORSYS do-
main, agreed by
the stakeholders for
implementing the
knowledge organi-
sation system of the
wiki platform.
(i) to further char-
acterise the use of
conceptual relations
by the FORSYS
domain experts; (ii)
to improve the con-
ceptual negotiation
process centered
around the discus-
sion of conceptual
structures
(i) improvement of
the recommendation
process for concep-
tual relations elici-
tation in conceptual
modelling
Phase 3 and 4 (i) to specify the
semi-automated
linking between
conceptME and the
FORSYS wiki.
(i) validated spec-
ification of the
semi-automated
linking between
conceptME and the
FORSYS wiki.
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7.2 Case study II
7.2.1 Description
A group of researchers, whose high level of expertise is well known in the domain of production
planning and scheduling, was conducting a study towards the development of a decision-making
tool for the chemical-pharmaceutical industry. The development of a tool to support planning is
considered very challenging because of the complexity of the decision making process. In partic-
ular, the tool must integrate data sourced from distinct departments such as Sales, Research and
Development, Procurement, and Production Planning, posing problems of information organiza-
tion and retrieval. Information (or knowledge) organization models need thus to be understood and
used in the same way by all the stakeholders of the decision-support tool. Due to the complexity of
the decision and information models involved, decision-makers (DEs from our perspective) ended
up spending a significant amount of time trying to understand and explain each other (several
companies involved) the concepts and idiosyncrasies of the decisions and methods. This required
some sort of representation of the concepts associated with the problem solving methods i.e., a
conceptual model that could be used for the DEs to understand what methods are more suitable
for a given planning problem. In research terms, we saw the opportunity to face this particular
modeling challenge together with DEs by applying the approach described in this paper. The gen-
eral goal was twofold: first, to identify the relations between concepts, structuring the concepts
and developing a common comprehension of the existing knowledge; second, to harmonize con-
cepts targeting the generalization of the data structures to be used by the tool. DEs of this domain
have been involved and validated the approach.
To accomplish that, a participatory action-research (Baskerville and Myers, 2004) method was
followed.
Figure 7.6: Adopted action-research scheme
Figure 7.6 outlines how this study was structured and carried out. We call it an (agile) action
research approach, comprising a planning phase, as well as the action and result phase. During the
planning phase, it was defined how and when the group (DE and the researchers) would interact.
The objectives were collected and introduced into the planning structure. Thus, the "backlog"
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contains the guidelines for the development of this case study, wherein each "backlog" item cor-
responds to a specific goal. Later the "backlog" items are reorganized and distributed by several
iterations (or sprints). Each interaction contains one or more tasks in order to fulfill one or more
goals. Either the "backlog" or the iterations can be readjusted according to the performance of the
team during the action phase or the analysis of the results. This updates are represented by feed-
back loop A and B respectively. Feedback loop C occurs within each iteration. In this case, the
researcher, as an observer, is able to perceive if the specialist feels some resistance or difficulty on
performing his actions. Thus, some additional information to unblock the process is immediately
provided.
Three main goals were set for this real world experiment:
1. to validate the usefulness of the competency questions query patterns;
2. to validate the transformation rules that convert semi-informal assertions into semi-formal
conceptual representations, and;
3. to ascertain whether the designed method approach is capable of guiding experts onto the
specification and production of conceptual representations from scratch.
In order to evaluate these goals, four iterations were planned. In the first iteration the DEs
tried to formulate "what/which" CQs through a simple user interface. During the second iteration
the DEs were invited to formulate more complex questions such as "how" and "why" CQs. In
both iterations, for each formulated CQ, a conceptual representation (in the form of concept map)
with a short textual description was provided. It was the DEs’ function to accept or reject the CQ
after its analysis. This encloses a double check validation of the formulated queries. In a third
iteration, the DEs were confronted with the network of concepts created by the interconnection
of the formulated CQs. At this stage, the DEs validate or reject the proposed CQs’ interlinking.
The final iteration comprised the creation of a domain corpus with a short sample of documents
(mainly scientific articles). Afterwards, terminological methods were used to: i) extract domain
relevant terms and; ii) extract the contextual information for each concept within the network, in
order to identify and retrieve possible concepts and conceptual relations to complete the ontology.
7.2.2 Research results
During the real world experiment case study, a dozen of CQs were produced (see Table 7.6. After
the CQ formulation, only one was rejected when the DEs were invited to check CQ’s visual con-
ceptual representations. This is an indicator that the transformation rules are correct and aligned
with the structure of the different CQ types. Figure 7.7 depicts a subset of CQ conceptual repre-
sentations using the concept map notation. Note that the "which question" (e.g. "which means?")
designating some of the concepts in the next images, refers to a placeholder to be substituted by
the DEs.
Having formulated all the CQs, the common terms were identified and merged forming a
network of concepts.
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Figure 7.7: Sub-set of CQ conceptual representations (concept map notation)
Example: Figure 7.7 shows a subset of CQ conceptual representations. The 1st and the 2nd rep-
resentation share the same concept designation, i.e., "Planning Problems". So, syntactic
similar terms are merged forming a network of concepts.
The DEs made no rejections at this stage. Finally, DEs proceeded to complete the conceptual
model by retrieving the appropriate terms to designate the concepts initially represented by place-
holders (e.g. Which Characteristic?). Terminological methods supported DEs to find occurrences,
within domain corpus, that might indicate new concepts and/or conceptual relations to be included
in the model (c.f. evidenced bellow). The result is evidenced in the figure 7.8 bellow, where the
dashed boxes represent the concepts, whose designations were retrieved form corpus, indicating
types of characteristics.
Term context excerpt Within the domain corpus the following sentence was retrieved according
the terms in the conceptual representation:
This work deals with the optimal short-term scheduling of general multi-
purpose batch plants, considering multiple operational characteristics such as
sequence-dependent changeovers, temporary storage in the processing units, lots
blending, and material flows traceability.
In the retrieved context it is possible to get some clues about the types of operation charac-
teristcs. Accordingly, the conceptual representations could be extended to included the terms:
sequence-dependent changeovers; temporary storage; lots blending, and; material flows trace-
ability; as types of characteristics.
7.2.2.1 Utility
The usability of the developed conceptual representations is based on the utility criterion defined
before (see section 6.2.1). Accordingly, the utility criterion contains two indicators: the first is
related to the conceptual representation usage in a real world application, whereas the second is
concerned to the evaluation of the conceptual representations against the formulated competency
questions. The utility of the developed conceptual representation was validated qualitatively, based
in domain experts inputs, and quantitatively by checking if all requirements (competency ques-
tions) were satisfied. For that, we took the facts expressed in the conceptual representation and
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Figure 7.8: Final conceptual representation
uploaded them into the CRRM ontology. Afterwards, we executed all the competency questions
as SPARQL queries (as depicted in figure 7.9) and confirmed the output. It was verified that all
competency questions returned a result that was confirmed by domain experts as appropriated.
Table 7.6: Summary of the requirements (competency questions) validation
Competency It returned Was the output
question an output? appropriated?
Which are the types of Planing Problems? yes yes
Which kind of Characteristics are part of
Planning Problems?
yes yes
What kind of Methods ensure Optimal So-
lutions?
yes yes
What kind of planning problems can be
solved by MILP Methods?
yes yes
How to solve Planning Problems? yes yes
How does Industry perform Production
Planning?
yes yes
How do MILP Methods produce Optimal
Solutions?
yes yes
What kind of Problem Characteristics
are addressed by MILP Methods?
yes, as exemplified in
figure 7.9
yes
How to select Methods? yes yes
How does Manufacturing Industry apply
Methods?
yes yes
What kind of Disavantages are part of
MILP Methods?
yes yes
Where does Construction Industry use
MILP Methods?
yes yes
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Figure 7.9: Validating conceptual representation through competency questions
7.2.2.2 Reusability
To evaluate reusability there was the need to collect a set of metrics associated to the developed
conceptual representation. Following the procedure described in the section 6.2.2, the facts ex-
pressed in the conceptualization result were uploaded into the CRRM ontology (in protégé). A set
of metrics were then gathered (see 7.7), and the reusability measure calculated.
Table 7.7: Reusability metrics
µ(Rt) µ(Rθ ) µ(Ra) µ(T ) µ(Tθ ) µ(Ti)
26 4 0 28 2 0
Considering the indicative scales depicted in figure 6.2 and figure 6.3 the reusability degree
is 0.96.
The results shows that the conceptual representation has a high reusability degree. In partic-
ular, 96% of the conceptual representations content can be formalised without further processing
tasks. Moreover, it means that the conceptual representation content could be retrieved for being
reused in another conceptualisation project, maintaining its intended meaning (since its conceptual
relations are defined in CRRM ontology). On the other hand 4% of the conceptual representation
content is highly susceptible to misinterpretations when reused.
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Comparing the reusability of the conceptual representations developed in this case study and
the ones developed within the previous case study (see Section 7.1.1, it is clear that following a
CQ-based approach together with CRRM, increases the probability of creating conceptual repre-
sentations with a high reusability degree.
7.3 Conclusion
In particular, the described case study demonstrated the utility of the conceptualisation frame-
work in a real case-scenario testing several of its valencies, in particular the competency questions
approach, term extraction and conceptual representations evaluation with CRRM,
In general the work performed in the scope of this case study, showed evidence that our ap-
proach contributes for a systematic manner of guiding experts on establishing conceptual commit-
ments in the development of ontologies. In this action-research experiment we could observe that
the semi-informal specification of CQs can be effective in overturning the initial barrier to build
an ontology. This CQ-approach guides specialists through the knowledge-level of a conceptual-
ization, towards the development of “well-defined” conceptual representations. At the end almost
all CQ queries were answered and domain experts knew exactly what was needed to complete the
conceptual representations through the use of the terminological methods available in conceptME

Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
8.1 Summary
The quality of the domain conceptual models is a key challenge in designing and maintaining in-
formation systems in general. The involvement of domain experts in conceptualisation procedures
is essential, in particular to promote knowledge management and facilitate knowledge sharing.
This requires the development of semantic tools (e.g., thesaurus, taxonomies, ontologies, . . . ),
whose tasks are usually left on the hands of the knowledge engineers. The involvement of the
domain experts in the production of those kind of artefacts, poses new challenges. For that, the
developed conceptualisation framework (CF) offers a set of constructs to help building semanti-
cally enriched conceptual representations of a particular domain and to assess them. Further, CF
framework employs a 3-layered approach for conceptual representations definition (i.e., the for-
malisation stack), allowing domain experts to formally represent a domain model without the need
to commit to a particular formal knowledge representation formalism.
The research process followed a Design Science approach, employing qualitative research
methods underpinning by action-research, and complemented by a quantitative evaluation focused
on the produced conceptual representations. Here the CF was considered an abstract artifact with
utility and reusability as the goal. The artifacts were accommodated in conceptME platform and
domain experts were invited to use them in real-world contexts. Finally, the CF was successfully
evaluated against utility and reusability criteria from the field of Design Science.
8.2 Research Findings and contributions
Conceptualisation processes has been inspiring several studies in several disciplines. The notion
of conceptualisation shared in this thesis is grounded on cognitive semantics, and despite general,
it has been applied in an ontological perspective, underpinning collaborative knowledge represen-
tation (i.e., for the development of semi-formal ontologies’ representations).
In this field, few efforts were directed towards an holistic approach to conceptualisation (com-
bining terminology and knowledge representation), to which the major efforts should be put in the
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informal and/or semi-formal development of ontologies. Many of the approaches found in liter-
ature are focused on its formal specification, disregarding the early phases of the process, given
rise to conceptual misalignments, which could render useless and non-reusable representations of
ontologies. Other problems arise due to misunderstanding the information context.
Recently (Pereira et al., 2013), there has been a paradigm shift, focused on collaboration and in
the early stages of ontology development (the conceptualization phase), wherein domain experts
assume a leading role on producing semi-formal ontologies - here called conceptual represen-
tations. However, conceptual representations allow poor computational processing and it only
contains non-inferable constructs, which means there is not a complete axiomatic definition of do-
main concepts and relations. To fully axiomatize a conceptual representation there is the need to
formalize it using OWL and Description Logic (DL), which is not affordable for a domain expert.
They can only provide the relevant conceptual knowledge. Moreover, the need for a formal ontol-
ogy, in the sense of being fully axiomatized, is not the case in many situations (e.g. for structuring
and maintaining knowledge bases information). So, to produce useful and reusable conceptual
representations a tradeoff between informal and formal conceptual representations, in the sense
that (at the end) they are computational-ready and well-formed (i.e., compliant with a well defined
representation scheme) was approached in this thesis.
One of the most important key finding was that conceptual relations are recognised as an
important enabler of the conceptualisation activities within a collaborative environment. In fact,
the reusability of the conceptualisation results depends on the employed conceptual relations and
the way they are interpreted by the domain experts. However, as argued in this thesis, conceptual
relations relevance is proportional to the difficulty of its proper elicitation. From the domain expert
point-of-view, the elicitation of conceptual relations is not feasible without the adequate means to
facilitate the identification, selection and application of conceptual relations in a awareness-driven
process (i.e., the domain experts are aware of the context of use of a conceptual relations).
Another important finding is that the process of establishing the conceptualisation objectives
(shared by all stakeholders involved in a conceptualisation project) is fundamental for the success
of the conceptual representations. This process is unstructured by nature, being a continuum from
the initial discussion of the purpose to the first agreed conceptual representation. The inherent
(inter) subjectivity of the process and their outcomes together with an excessive informality are
perhaps the reasons for being overlooked in the literature. This thesis proposed an approach to
integrate competency questions (CQ) and conceptual graphs to the support of domain experts and
knowledge specialists in defining the purpose and fundamental conceptual commitments of the
semi-formal ontology to be developed.
In summary, the contributes of this thesis are offered by means of an abstract artefact , i.e., the
conceptualisation framework, which provides the necessary support for domain experts to build
reusable conceptual representations. Moreover, it was implemented in a collaborative technologi-
cal platform (i.e., conceptME) providing support to:
1. conceptual relation elicitation, through the Conceptual Relations Reference Model (CRRM),
which implements an ontology, allowing:
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• a template-based construction of domain conceptual structures;
• the assessment of the development conceptual representations, if they were built using
the CRRM;
2. the formulation of structured competency questions, specifying "claims" that conceptual
representations should address. In fact, conceptual representations could be built based on
the designed CQ approach.
3. term extractions feature, in order to find lexical pattern in corpus that could indicate new
term candidates;
4. formalise conceptual representations in conceptual graphs, empowering its computation ca-
pabilities, facilitating knowledge sharing and reusability.
Finally, the conceptualisation framework – comprising all the supporting artefacts – was eval-
uated against the reusability and utility criteria, as proposed in Section 6.1. The framework (as an
abstract artefact) was found to be a purposeful, innovative and a generic solution to the problem
of semi-formal knowledge representation reusability.
8.3 Further research
This work paved the way for new research challenges to be tackled in a near future. We envisage
to promote the continuation of current research considering several aspects:
New case studies Promoting new qualitative studies to obtain further feedback from domain ex-
perts in several distinct domains. The epistemological basis of domain experts vary consid-
erable according to the domain and it would be interesting to have empirical evidences from
a wider spectrum of domains on using conceptME and the conceptualisation framework to
build conceptual representations for different purposes.
Extending CRRM: mapping conceptual relations to ontological relations CRRM allow the iden-
tification and selection of top-level conceptual relations. It might be necessary to add more
specific relations to CRRM due to a couple of reasons:
1. the specificities and the level of detail needed to describe a particular technical domain
may require more specific conceptual relations, otherwise the concepts might remain
underspecified.
2. it might be necessary to understand the restrictions of the associations between two or
more concepts in order to fully axiomatize the conceptual representation.
Let us consider two terms (A and B). At the moment, the domain experts can easily
add (through CRRM) a "Part-Whole" conceptual relation between the two terms, but is
not possible, in a pragmatic way, to detail the "Part-Whole" relation in order to define
if term A is, for instance, a "proper part" of term B.
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Competency question could be used to cope with this challenge from de domain ex-
perts perspective.
Knowledge representation From a semiotic point-of-view and considering the graph model de-
veloped in this thesis, it would be interesting to extend the formalisaton stack to give users
the opportunity to use other representation formalism besides concept maps (e.g., UML
class diagrams, BPM, ER, . . . ). In fact the use of UML classes is already under study by the
author.
Incorporate linked data principles in conceptME In a more technological perspective, we are
convinced that the conceptME architecture could be extended according to the principles of
linked data and transform the conceptME platform in a global multi-domain repository of
conceptual representations.
In a final remark this thesis is closed with a vision of the future of conceptME in Figure 8.1.
Figure 8.1: The future of conceptME: overview
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CRRM ontology codified in OWL
1 <?xml v e r s i o n ="1 .0"? >
2
3
4 <!DOCTYPE Onto logy [
5 <!ENTITY xsd " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 1 / XMLSchema#" >
6 <!ENTITY xml " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org /XML/ 1 9 9 8 / namespace " >
7 <!ENTITY r d f s " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 / r d f schema #" >
8 <!ENTITY r d f " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 1 9 9 9 / 0 2 / 2 2 r d f syn t ax ns #" >
9 ] >
10
11
12 <Onto logy xmlns =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 2 / 0 7 / owl #"
13 xml : base =" h t t p : / / d i o n i s i o . i n e s c n . p t / o n t o l o g i e s / crrm "
14 xmlns : r d f s =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 / r d f schema #"
15 xmlns : xsd =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 1 / XMLSchema#"
16 xmlns : r d f =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 1 9 9 9 / 0 2 / 2 2 r d f syn t ax ns #"
17 xmlns : xml =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org /XML/ 1 9 9 8 / namespace "
18 o n t o l o g y I R I =" h t t p : / / d i o n i s i o . i n e s c n . p t / o n t o l o g i e s / crrm ">
19 < P r e f i x name ="" IRI =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 2 / 0 7 / owl #" / >
20 < P r e f i x name=" owl " IRI =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 2 / 0 7 / owl #" / >
21 < P r e f i x name=" r d f " IRI =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 1 9 9 9 / 0 2 / 2 2 r d f syn t ax ns #" / >
22 < P r e f i x name=" xsd " IRI =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 1 / XMLSchema#"/ >
23 < P r e f i x name=" r d f s " IRI =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 / r d f schema #"/ >
24 < P r e f i x name=" s w r l " IRI =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 3 / 1 1 / s w r l #" / >
25 < P r e f i x name=" que ry " IRI =" h t t p : / / s w r l . s t a n f o r d . edu / o n t o l o g i e s / b u i l t i n s
/ 3 . 3 / que ry . owl #" / >
26 < P r e f i x name=" s w r l b " IRI =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 3 / 1 1 / s w r l b #" / >
27 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
28 < C l a s s IRI ="# AmbiguousRe la t i ons " / >
29 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
30 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
31 < C l a s s IRI ="#Any "/ >
32 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
33 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
34 < C l a s s IRI ="# Cause " / >
35 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
36 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
37 < C l a s s IRI ="# Cause E f f e c t " / >
38 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
39 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
40 < C l a s s IRI ="# C a u s e E f f e c t _ T e m p l a t e " / >
41 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
42 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
43 < C l a s s IRI ="# C o n c e p t u a l R e l a t i o n " / >
44 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
45 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
46 < C l a s s IRI ="# C o n s t i t u i t i o n _ a n d _ C o n t a i n m e n t " / >
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47 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
48 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
49 < C l a s s IRI ="# C o n t a i n e r " / >
50 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
51 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
52 < C l a s s IRI ="# Conta inmen t " / >
53 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
54 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
55 < C l a s s IRI ="# Con ta inmen t_Templa t e " / >
56 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
57 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
58 < C l a s s IRI ="# C o n t e n t " / >
59 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
60 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
61 < C l a s s IRI ="# E f f e c t " / >
62 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
63 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
64 < C l a s s IRI ="# Ends " / >
65 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
66 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
67 < C l a s s IRI ="# G e n e r i c " / >
68 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
69 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
70 < C l a s s IRI ="# Gener ic Dependence " / >
71 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
72 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
73 < C l a s s IRI ="# Gener ic S p e c i f i c " / >
74 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
75 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
76 < C l a s s IRI ="# G e n e r i c S p e c i f i c _ T e m p l a t e " / >
77 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
78 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
79 < C l a s s IRI ="# L i n k i n g P h r a s e " / >
80 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
81 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
82 < C l a s s IRI ="# Loca l " / >
83 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
84 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
85 < C l a s s IRI ="# Means " / >
86 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
87 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
88 < C l a s s IRI ="# P a r t " / >
89 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
90 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
91 < C l a s s IRI ="# Par tHood "/ >
92 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
93 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
94 < C l a s s IRI ="# Par tHood_Templa te " / >
95 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
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96 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
97 < C l a s s IRI ="# P a r t i c i p a t i o n " / >
98 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
99 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
100 < C l a s s IRI ="# P a r t i c i p a t i o n _ T e m p l a t e " / >
101 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
102 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
103 < C l a s s IRI ="# S p a t i a l " / >
104 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
105 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
106 < C l a s s IRI ="# S p a t i a l _ T e m p l a t e " / >
107 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
108 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
109 < C l a s s IRI ="# S p e c i f i c " / >
110 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
111 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
112 < C l a s s IRI ="# Templa te " / >
113 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
114 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
115 < C l a s s IRI ="# Temporal " / >
116 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
117 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
118 < C l a s s IRI ="# Tempora l_Templa te " / >
119 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
120 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
121 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
122 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
123 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
124 < C l a s s IRI ="# Time Space_Dependence " / >
125 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
126 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
127 < C l a s s IRI ="# Usage " / >
128 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
129 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
130 < C l a s s IRI ="# Usage_Templa te " / >
131 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
132 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
133 < C l a s s IRI ="# Whole " / >
134 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
135 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
136 < C l a s s IRI ="# d e f a u l t L i n k i n g P h r a s e " / >
137 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
138 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
139 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="#
OWLObjectProper ty_154bc8e4_72d7_48d2_a89a_9141494a8914 " / >
140 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
141 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
142 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="#
OWLObjec tProper ty_198c01e3_d615_4f5f_b2bf_cc80c55c100b " / >
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143 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
144 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
145 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="#
OWLObjec tProper ty_4c4b67c7_35ec_4fec_ab9b_eb4293d4f30d " / >
146 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
147 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
148 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="#
OWLObjec tProper ty_51251faa_5158_44d7_beba_6b1eb77ad196 " / >
149 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
150 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
151 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="#
OWLObjec tP rope r ty_96c9f883_5df f_4bf9_a96b_4d1f5ccb258b " / >
152 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
153 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
154 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="#
OWLObjec tProper ty_e66f24b5_f9c5_49f8_8f31_9105044711eb " / >
155 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
156 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
157 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# d e s i g n a t e s " / >
158 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
159 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
160 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# f o l l o w s " / >
161 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
162 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
163 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s C o n c e p t u a l R e l a t i o n " / >
164 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
165 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
166 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s P a r t " / >
167 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
168 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
169 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s S o u r c e " / >
170 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
171 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
172 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s T a r g e t " / >
173 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
174 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
175 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# hasTempla t e " / >
176 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
177 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
178 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# hasTerm "/ >
179 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
180 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
181 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# hasType " / >
182 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
183 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
184 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i n c o m p a t i b l e T y p e s " / >
185 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
186 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
187 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i sCauseOf " / >
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188 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
189 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
190 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# isCausedBy "/ >
191 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
192 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
193 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i s D e s i g n a t e d B y "/ >
194 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
195 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
196 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i s L o c a t e d I n " / >
197 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
198 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
199 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i s L o c a t i o n O f " / >
200 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
201 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
202 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i s P a r t O f " / >
203 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
204 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
205 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# isTypeOf " / >
206 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
207 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
208 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# isUsedBy "/ >
209 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
210 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
211 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# p r e c e d e s " / >
212 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
213 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
214 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# r e l a t e s T o " / >
215 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
216 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
217 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# u s e s " / >
218 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
219 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
220 < D a t a P r o p e r t y IRI ="# hasCompetencyQues t ion " / >
221 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
222 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
223 < D a t a P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s I n t e n t " / >
224 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
225 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
226 < NamedInd iv idu a l IRI ="#
OWLNamedIndividual_058cd8c9_d267_4b33_9dcf_3171ba1aa410 " / >
227 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
228 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
229 < NamedInd iv idu a l IRI ="#
OWLNamedIndividual_11d5abc7_b602_433f_9457_86a93b73c256 " / >
230 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
231 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
232 < NamedInd iv idu a l IRI ="#
OWLNamedIndividual_266ef55e_f579_4481_98ea_61aa09ed0e61 " / >
233 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
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234 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
235 < NamedInd iv id ua l IRI ="#
OWLNamedIndividual_361e575c_0955_458f_89d9_d525d2accaa9 " / >
236 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
237 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
238 < NamedInd iv id ua l IRI ="#
OWLNamedIndiv idua l_368ad93e_19f7_40f3_bcf3_06677f41cc30 " / >
239 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
240 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
241 < NamedInd iv id ua l IRI ="#
OWLNamedIndividual_573934a2_1786_4ec2_b42d_a5cc41ed0935 " / >
242 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
243 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
244 < NamedInd iv id ua l IRI ="#
OWLNamedIndividual_6593e364_31d5_4157_9238_9fe5eafccd25 " / >
245 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
246 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
247 < NamedInd iv id ua l IRI ="#
OWLNamedIndiv idual_6c4f1230_6123_4f7e_b23c_e41156e6ac8f " / >
248 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
249 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
250 < NamedInd iv id ua l IRI ="#
OWLNamedIndiv idua l_979dc71e_d533_47d9_b96f_39cb499fcdff " / >
251 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
252 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
253 < NamedInd iv id ua l IRI ="#
OWLNamedIndividual_a8870049_ca0c_477a_ab0d_9d1bb581787b " / >
254 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
255 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
256 < NamedInd iv id ua l IRI ="#
OWLNamedIndiv idua l_abe3dc92_2f2f_46c3_903a_56f45f283c1a " / >
257 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
258 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
259 < NamedInd iv id ua l IRI ="#
OWLNamedIndividual_c2ab4650_8bc3_40e1_bd93_612e9d8551e7 " / >
260 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
261 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
262 < NamedInd iv id ua l IRI ="#
OWLNamedIndividual_d0c7d18a_b27c_4de7_a3ef_b7c5fb847824 " / >
263 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
264 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
265 < NamedInd iv id ua l IRI ="#
OWLNamedIndividual_d9013d84_84d1_4a8b_91d6_9c2840554593 " / >
266 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
267 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
268 < NamedInd iv id ua l IRI ="#
OWLNamedInd iv idua l_ f0506f52_8089_4b1c_bd55_f fe69efc88f8 " / >
269 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
270 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
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271 < NamedInd iv idu a l IRI ="#
OWLNamedIndiv idual_f56f88d6_07be_4ca1_8ba9_38a3f85151ed " / >
272 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
273 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
274 < NamedInd iv idu a l IRI ="#
OWLNamedIndividual_fda53d39_9eea_409f_88b8_b4e45b591b39 " / >
275 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
276 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
277 < NamedInd iv idu a l IRI ="#
OWLNamedIndividual_ff873cd4_6496_44a4_8b48_0a01fd936729 " / >
278 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
279 < D e c l a r a t i o n >
280 < NamedInd iv idu a l IRI ="# i s _ p a r t _ o f " / >
281 </ D e c l a r a t i o n >
282 < E q u i v a l e n t C l a s s e s >
283 < C l a s s IRI ="# Cause " / >
284 < O b j e c t I n t e r s e c t i o n O f >
285 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
286 <ObjectSomeValuesFrom >
287 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i sCauseOf " / >
288 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
289 </ ObjectSomeValuesFrom >
290 </ O b j e c t I n t e r s e c t i o n O f >
291 </ E q u i v a l e n t C l a s s e s >
292 < E q u i v a l e n t C l a s s e s >
293 < C l a s s IRI ="# C o n t a i n e r " / >
294 < O b j e c t I n t e r s e c t i o n O f >
295 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
296 <ObjectSomeValuesFrom >
297 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="#
OWLObjec tProper ty_e66f24b5_f9c5_49f8_8f31_9105044711eb " / >
298 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
299 </ ObjectSomeValuesFrom >
300 </ O b j e c t I n t e r s e c t i o n O f >
301 </ E q u i v a l e n t C l a s s e s >
302 < E q u i v a l e n t C l a s s e s >
303 < C l a s s IRI ="# C o n t e n t " / >
304 < O b j e c t I n t e r s e c t i o n O f >
305 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
306 <ObjectSomeValuesFrom >
307 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="#
OWLObjec tProper ty_51251faa_5158_44d7_beba_6b1eb77ad196 " / >
308 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
309 </ ObjectSomeValuesFrom >
310 </ O b j e c t I n t e r s e c t i o n O f >
311 </ E q u i v a l e n t C l a s s e s >
312 < E q u i v a l e n t C l a s s e s >
313 < C l a s s IRI ="# E f f e c t " / >
314 < O b j e c t I n t e r s e c t i o n O f >
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315 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
316 <ObjectSomeValuesFrom >
317 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# isCausedBy "/ >
318 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
319 </ ObjectSomeValuesFrom >
320 </ O b j e c t I n t e r s e c t i o n O f >
321 </ E q u i v a l e n t C l a s s e s >
322 < E q u i v a l e n t C l a s s e s >
323 < C l a s s IRI ="# Ends " / >
324 < O b j e c t I n t e r s e c t i o n O f >
325 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
326 <ObjectSomeValuesFrom >
327 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# u s e s " / >
328 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
329 </ ObjectSomeValuesFrom >
330 </ O b j e c t I n t e r s e c t i o n O f >
331 </ E q u i v a l e n t C l a s s e s >
332 < E q u i v a l e n t C l a s s e s >
333 < C l a s s IRI ="# G e n e r i c " / >
334 < O b j e c t I n t e r s e c t i o n O f >
335 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
336 <ObjectSomeValuesFrom >
337 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# isTypeOf " / >
338 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
339 </ ObjectSomeValuesFrom >
340 </ O b j e c t I n t e r s e c t i o n O f >
341 </ E q u i v a l e n t C l a s s e s >
342 < E q u i v a l e n t C l a s s e s >
343 < C l a s s IRI ="# Loca l " / >
344 < O b j e c t I n t e r s e c t i o n O f >
345 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
346 <ObjectSomeValuesFrom >
347 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i s L o c a t i o n O f " / >
348 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
349 </ ObjectSomeValuesFrom >
350 </ O b j e c t I n t e r s e c t i o n O f >
351 </ E q u i v a l e n t C l a s s e s >
352 < E q u i v a l e n t C l a s s e s >
353 < C l a s s IRI ="# Means " / >
354 < O b j e c t I n t e r s e c t i o n O f >
355 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
356 <ObjectSomeValuesFrom >
357 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# isUsedBy "/ >
358 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
359 </ ObjectSomeValuesFrom >
360 </ O b j e c t I n t e r s e c t i o n O f >
361 </ E q u i v a l e n t C l a s s e s >
362 < E q u i v a l e n t C l a s s e s >
363 < C l a s s IRI ="# P a r t " / >
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364 < O b j e c t I n t e r s e c t i o n O f >
365 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
366 <ObjectSomeValuesFrom >
367 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i s P a r t O f " / >
368 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
369 </ ObjectSomeValuesFrom >
370 </ O b j e c t I n t e r s e c t i o n O f >
371 </ E q u i v a l e n t C l a s s e s >
372 < E q u i v a l e n t C l a s s e s >
373 < C l a s s IRI ="# S p e c i f i c " / >
374 < O b j e c t I n t e r s e c t i o n O f >
375 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
376 <ObjectSomeValuesFrom >
377 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# hasType " / >
378 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
379 </ ObjectSomeValuesFrom >
380 </ O b j e c t I n t e r s e c t i o n O f >
381 </ E q u i v a l e n t C l a s s e s >
382 < E q u i v a l e n t C l a s s e s >
383 < C l a s s IRI ="# Whole " / >
384 < O b j e c t I n t e r s e c t i o n O f >
385 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
386 <ObjectSomeValuesFrom >
387 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s P a r t " / >
388 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
389 </ ObjectSomeValuesFrom >
390 </ O b j e c t I n t e r s e c t i o n O f >
391 </ E q u i v a l e n t C l a s s e s >
392 <SubClassOf >
393 < C l a s s IRI ="# AmbiguousRe la t i ons " / >
394 < C l a s s IRI ="# C o n c e p t u a l R e l a t i o n " / >
395 </ SubClassOf >
396 <SubClassOf >
397 < C l a s s IRI ="#Any "/ >
398 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
399 </ SubClassOf >
400 <SubClassOf >
401 < C l a s s IRI ="# Cause " / >
402 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
403 </ SubClassOf >
404 <SubClassOf >
405 < C l a s s IRI ="# Cause E f f e c t " / >
406 < C l a s s IRI ="# C o n c e p t u a l R e l a t i o n " / >
407 </ SubClassOf >
408 <SubClassOf >
409 < C l a s s IRI ="# C a u s e E f f e c t _ T e m p l a t e " / >
410 < C l a s s IRI ="# Templa te " / >
411 </ SubClassOf >
412 <SubClassOf >
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413 < C l a s s IRI ="# C a u s e E f f e c t _ T e m p l a t e " / >
414 < Objec tAl lVa luesFrom >
415 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s C o n c e p t u a l R e l a t i o n " / >
416 < C l a s s IRI ="# Cause E f f e c t " / >
417 </ Objec tAl lVa luesFrom >
418 </ SubClassOf >
419 <SubClassOf >
420 < C l a s s IRI ="# C a u s e E f f e c t _ T e m p l a t e " / >
421 < Objec tAl lVa luesFrom >
422 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# hasTerm "/ >
423 <ObjectUnionOf >
424 < C l a s s IRI ="# Cause " / >
425 < C l a s s IRI ="# E f f e c t " / >
426 </ ObjectUnionOf >
427 </ Objec tAl lVa luesFrom >
428 </ SubClassOf >
429 <SubClassOf >
430 < C l a s s IRI ="# C a u s e E f f e c t _ T e m p l a t e " / >
431 < O b j e c t M a x C a r d i n a l i t y c a r d i n a l i t y ="1" >
432 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# hasTerm "/ >
433 < C l a s s IRI ="# Cause " / >
434 </ O b j e c t M a x C a r d i n a l i t y >
435 </ SubClassOf >
436 <SubClassOf >
437 < C l a s s IRI ="# C a u s e E f f e c t _ T e m p l a t e " / >
438 < O b j e c t M a x C a r d i n a l i t y c a r d i n a l i t y ="1" >
439 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# hasTerm "/ >
440 < C l a s s IRI ="# E f f e c t " / >
441 </ O b j e c t M a x C a r d i n a l i t y >
442 </ SubClassOf >
443 <SubClassOf >
444 < C l a s s IRI ="# C o n c e p t u a l R e l a t i o n " / >
445 < Objec tAl lVa luesFrom >
446 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i s D e s i g n a t e d B y "/ >
447 < C l a s s IRI ="# L i n k i n g P h r a s e " / >
448 </ Objec tAl lVa luesFrom >
449 </ SubClassOf >
450 <SubClassOf >
451 < C l a s s IRI ="# C o n c e p t u a l R e l a t i o n " / >
452 <DataSomeValuesFrom >
453 < D a t a P r o p e r t y IRI ="# hasCompetencyQues t ion " / >
454 < D a t a t y p e a b b r e v i a t e d I R I =" xsd : s t r i n g " / >
455 </ DataSomeValuesFrom >
456 </ SubClassOf >
457 <SubClassOf >
458 < C l a s s IRI ="# C o n c e p t u a l R e l a t i o n " / >
459 < D a t a E x a c t C a r d i n a l i t y c a r d i n a l i t y ="1" >
460 < D a t a P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s I n t e n t " / >
461 < D a t a t y p e a b b r e v i a t e d I R I =" xsd : s t r i n g " / >
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462 </ D a t a E x a c t C a r d i n a l i t y >
463 </ SubClassOf >
464 <SubClassOf >
465 < C l a s s IRI ="# C o n s t i t u i t i o n _ a n d _ C o n t a i n m e n t " / >
466 < C l a s s IRI ="# C o n c e p t u a l R e l a t i o n " / >
467 </ SubClassOf >
468 <SubClassOf >
469 < C l a s s IRI ="# C o n t a i n e r " / >
470 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
471 </ SubClassOf >
472 <SubClassOf >
473 < C l a s s IRI ="# Conta inmen t " / >
474 < C l a s s IRI ="# C o n s t i t u i t i o n _ a n d _ C o n t a i n m e n t " / >
475 </ SubClassOf >
476 <SubClassOf >
477 < C l a s s IRI ="# Con ta inmen t_Templa t e " / >
478 < C l a s s IRI ="# Templa te " / >
479 </ SubClassOf >
480 <SubClassOf >
481 < C l a s s IRI ="# Con ta inmen t_Templa t e " / >
482 < Objec tAl lVa luesFrom >
483 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s C o n c e p t u a l R e l a t i o n " / >
484 < C l a s s IRI ="# Conta inmen t " / >
485 </ Objec tAl lVa luesFrom >
486 </ SubClassOf >
487 <SubClassOf >
488 < C l a s s IRI ="# Con ta inmen t_Templa t e " / >
489 < Objec tAl lVa luesFrom >
490 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# hasTerm "/ >
491 <ObjectUnionOf >
492 < C l a s s IRI ="# P a r t " / >
493 < C l a s s IRI ="# Whole " / >
494 </ ObjectUnionOf >
495 </ Objec tAl lVa luesFrom >
496 </ SubClassOf >
497 <SubClassOf >
498 < C l a s s IRI ="# Con ta inmen t_Templa t e " / >
499 < O b j e c t M a x C a r d i n a l i t y c a r d i n a l i t y ="1" >
500 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# hasTerm "/ >
501 < C l a s s IRI ="# P a r t " / >
502 </ O b j e c t M a x C a r d i n a l i t y >
503 </ SubClassOf >
504 <SubClassOf >
505 < C l a s s IRI ="# Con ta inmen t_Templa t e " / >
506 < O b j e c t M a x C a r d i n a l i t y c a r d i n a l i t y ="1" >
507 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# hasTerm "/ >
508 < C l a s s IRI ="# Whole " / >
509 </ O b j e c t M a x C a r d i n a l i t y >
510 </ SubClassOf >
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511 <SubClassOf >
512 < C l a s s IRI ="# C o n t e n t " / >
513 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
514 </ SubClassOf >
515 <SubClassOf >
516 < C l a s s IRI ="# E f f e c t " / >
517 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
518 </ SubClassOf >
519 <SubClassOf >
520 < C l a s s IRI ="# Ends " / >
521 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
522 </ SubClassOf >
523 <SubClassOf >
524 < C l a s s IRI ="# G e n e r i c " / >
525 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
526 </ SubClassOf >
527 <SubClassOf >
528 < C l a s s IRI ="# Gener ic Dependence " / >
529 < C l a s s IRI ="# C o n c e p t u a l R e l a t i o n " / >
530 </ SubClassOf >
531 <SubClassOf >
532 < C l a s s IRI ="# Gener ic S p e c i f i c " / >
533 < C l a s s IRI ="# Gener ic Dependence " / >
534 </ SubClassOf >
535 <SubClassOf >
536 < C l a s s IRI ="# G e n e r i c S p e c i f i c _ T e m p l a t e " / >
537 < C l a s s IRI ="# Templa te " / >
538 </ SubClassOf >
539 <SubClassOf >
540 < C l a s s IRI ="# G e n e r i c S p e c i f i c _ T e m p l a t e " / >
541 < Objec tAl lVa luesFrom >
542 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s C o n c e p t u a l R e l a t i o n " / >
543 < C l a s s IRI ="# Gener ic S p e c i f i c " / >
544 </ Objec tAl lVa luesFrom >
545 </ SubClassOf >
546 <SubClassOf >
547 < C l a s s IRI ="# G e n e r i c S p e c i f i c _ T e m p l a t e " / >
548 < Objec tAl lVa luesFrom >
549 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# hasTerm "/ >
550 <ObjectUnionOf >
551 < C l a s s IRI ="# G e n e r i c " / >
552 < C l a s s IRI ="# S p e c i f i c " / >
553 </ ObjectUnionOf >
554 </ Objec tAl lVa luesFrom >
555 </ SubClassOf >
556 <SubClassOf >
557 < C l a s s IRI ="# G e n e r i c S p e c i f i c _ T e m p l a t e " / >
558 < O b j e c t M a x C a r d i n a l i t y c a r d i n a l i t y ="1" >
559 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# hasTerm "/ >
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560 < C l a s s IRI ="# G e n e r i c " / >
561 </ O b j e c t M a x C a r d i n a l i t y >
562 </ SubClassOf >
563 <SubClassOf >
564 < C l a s s IRI ="# G e n e r i c S p e c i f i c _ T e m p l a t e " / >
565 < O b j e c t M a x C a r d i n a l i t y c a r d i n a l i t y ="1" >
566 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# hasTerm "/ >
567 < C l a s s IRI ="# S p e c i f i c " / >
568 </ O b j e c t M a x C a r d i n a l i t y >
569 </ SubClassOf >
570 <SubClassOf >
571 < C l a s s IRI ="# L i n k i n g P h r a s e " / >
572 <ObjectSomeValuesFrom >
573 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# d e s i g n a t e s " / >
574 < C l a s s IRI ="# C o n c e p t u a l R e l a t i o n " / >
575 </ ObjectSomeValuesFrom >
576 </ SubClassOf >
577 <SubClassOf >
578 < C l a s s IRI ="# L i n k i n g P h r a s e " / >
579 < Objec tAl lVa luesFrom >
580 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s S o u r c e " / >
581 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
582 </ Objec tAl lVa luesFrom >
583 </ SubClassOf >
584 <SubClassOf >
585 < C l a s s IRI ="# L i n k i n g P h r a s e " / >
586 < Objec tAl lVa luesFrom >
587 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s T a r g e t " / >
588 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
589 </ Objec tAl lVa luesFrom >
590 </ SubClassOf >
591 <SubClassOf >
592 < C l a s s IRI ="# Loca l " / >
593 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
594 </ SubClassOf >
595 <SubClassOf >
596 < C l a s s IRI ="# Means " / >
597 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
598 </ SubClassOf >
599 <SubClassOf >
600 < C l a s s IRI ="# P a r t " / >
601 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
602 </ SubClassOf >
603 <SubClassOf >
604 < C l a s s IRI ="# Par tHood "/ >
605 < C l a s s IRI ="# C o n s t i t u i t i o n _ a n d _ C o n t a i n m e n t " / >
606 </ SubClassOf >
607 <SubClassOf >
608 < C l a s s IRI ="# Par tHood_Templa te " / >
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609 < C l a s s IRI ="# Templa te " / >
610 </ SubClassOf >
611 <SubClassOf >
612 < C l a s s IRI ="# Par tHood_Templa te " / >
613 < Objec tAl lVa luesFrom >
614 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s C o n c e p t u a l R e l a t i o n " / >
615 < C l a s s IRI ="# Par tHood "/ >
616 </ Objec tAl lVa luesFrom >
617 </ SubClassOf >
618 <SubClassOf >
619 < C l a s s IRI ="# Par tHood_Templa te " / >
620 < Objec tAl lVa luesFrom >
621 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# hasTerm "/ >
622 <ObjectUnionOf >
623 < C l a s s IRI ="# P a r t " / >
624 < C l a s s IRI ="# Whole " / >
625 </ ObjectUnionOf >
626 </ Objec tAl lVa luesFrom >
627 </ SubClassOf >
628 <SubClassOf >
629 < C l a s s IRI ="# Par tHood_Templa te " / >
630 < O b j e c t M a x C a r d i n a l i t y c a r d i n a l i t y ="1" >
631 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# hasTerm "/ >
632 < C l a s s IRI ="# P a r t " / >
633 </ O b j e c t M a x C a r d i n a l i t y >
634 </ SubClassOf >
635 <SubClassOf >
636 < C l a s s IRI ="# Par tHood_Templa te " / >
637 < O b j e c t M a x C a r d i n a l i t y c a r d i n a l i t y ="1" >
638 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# hasTerm "/ >
639 < C l a s s IRI ="# Whole " / >
640 </ O b j e c t M a x C a r d i n a l i t y >
641 </ SubClassOf >
642 <SubClassOf >
643 < C l a s s IRI ="# P a r t i c i p a t i o n " / >
644 < C l a s s IRI ="# C o n c e p t u a l R e l a t i o n " / >
645 </ SubClassOf >
646 <SubClassOf >
647 < C l a s s IRI ="# P a r t i c i p a t i o n _ T e m p l a t e " / >
648 < C l a s s IRI ="# Templa te " / >
649 </ SubClassOf >
650 <SubClassOf >
651 < C l a s s IRI ="# S p a t i a l " / >
652 < C l a s s IRI ="# Time Space_Dependence " / >
653 </ SubClassOf >
654 <SubClassOf >
655 < C l a s s IRI ="# S p a t i a l _ T e m p l a t e " / >
656 < C l a s s IRI ="# Templa te " / >
657 </ SubClassOf >
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658 <SubClassOf >
659 < C l a s s IRI ="# S p a t i a l _ T e m p l a t e " / >
660 <ObjectSomeValuesFrom >
661 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# hasTerm "/ >
662 < C l a s s IRI ="# Loca l " / >
663 </ ObjectSomeValuesFrom >
664 </ SubClassOf >
665 <SubClassOf >
666 < C l a s s IRI ="# S p a t i a l _ T e m p l a t e " / >
667 < Objec tAl lVa luesFrom >
668 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s C o n c e p t u a l R e l a t i o n " / >
669 < C l a s s IRI ="# S p a t i a l " / >
670 </ Objec tAl lVa luesFrom >
671 </ SubClassOf >
672 <SubClassOf >
673 < C l a s s IRI ="# S p a t i a l _ T e m p l a t e " / >
674 < O b j e c t M a x C a r d i n a l i t y c a r d i n a l i t y ="2" >
675 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# hasTerm "/ >
676 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
677 </ O b j e c t M a x C a r d i n a l i t y >
678 </ SubClassOf >
679 <SubClassOf >
680 < C l a s s IRI ="# Templa te " / >
681 < Objec tAl lVa luesFrom >
682 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s C o n c e p t u a l R e l a t i o n " / >
683 < O b j e c t I n t e r s e c t i o n O f >
684 < C l a s s IRI ="# C o n c e p t u a l R e l a t i o n " / >
685 < C l a s s IRI ="# d e f a u l t L i n k i n g P h r a s e " / >
686 </ O b j e c t I n t e r s e c t i o n O f >
687 </ Objec tAl lVa luesFrom >
688 </ SubClassOf >
689 <SubClassOf >
690 < C l a s s IRI ="# Templa te " / >
691 < Objec tAl lVa luesFrom >
692 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# hasTerm "/ >
693 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
694 </ Objec tAl lVa luesFrom >
695 </ SubClassOf >
696 <SubClassOf >
697 < C l a s s IRI ="# Temporal " / >
698 < C l a s s IRI ="# Time Space_Dependence " / >
699 </ SubClassOf >
700 <SubClassOf >
701 < C l a s s IRI ="# Tempora l_Templa te " / >
702 < C l a s s IRI ="# Templa te " / >
703 </ SubClassOf >
704 <SubClassOf >
705 < C l a s s IRI ="# Time Space_Dependence " / >
706 < C l a s s IRI ="# C o n c e p t u a l R e l a t i o n " / >
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707 </ SubClassOf >
708 <SubClassOf >
709 < C l a s s IRI ="# Usage " / >
710 < C l a s s IRI ="# C o n c e p t u a l R e l a t i o n " / >
711 </ SubClassOf >
712 <SubClassOf >
713 < C l a s s IRI ="# Usage_Templa te " / >
714 < C l a s s IRI ="# Templa te " / >
715 </ SubClassOf >
716 <SubClassOf >
717 < C l a s s IRI ="# Usage_Templa te " / >
718 < Objec tAl lVa luesFrom >
719 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s C o n c e p t u a l R e l a t i o n " / >
720 < C l a s s IRI ="# Usage " / >
721 </ Objec tAl lVa luesFrom >
722 </ SubClassOf >
723 <SubClassOf >
724 < C l a s s IRI ="# Usage_Templa te " / >
725 < Objec tAl lVa luesFrom >
726 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# hasTerm "/ >
727 <ObjectUnionOf >
728 < C l a s s IRI ="# Ends " / >
729 < C l a s s IRI ="# Means " / >
730 </ ObjectUnionOf >
731 </ Objec tAl lVa luesFrom >
732 </ SubClassOf >
733 <SubClassOf >
734 < C l a s s IRI ="# Usage_Templa te " / >
735 < O b j e c t M a x C a r d i n a l i t y c a r d i n a l i t y ="1" >
736 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# hasTerm "/ >
737 < C l a s s IRI ="# Ends " / >
738 </ O b j e c t M a x C a r d i n a l i t y >
739 </ SubClassOf >
740 <SubClassOf >
741 < C l a s s IRI ="# Usage_Templa te " / >
742 < O b j e c t M a x C a r d i n a l i t y c a r d i n a l i t y ="1" >
743 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# hasTerm "/ >
744 < C l a s s IRI ="# Means " / >
745 </ O b j e c t M a x C a r d i n a l i t y >
746 </ SubClassOf >
747 <SubClassOf >
748 < C l a s s IRI ="# Whole " / >
749 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
750 </ SubClassOf >
751 <SubClassOf >
752 < C l a s s IRI ="# d e f a u l t L i n k i n g P h r a s e " / >
753 < C l a s s IRI ="# L i n k i n g P h r a s e " / >
754 </ SubClassOf >
755 < D i s j o i n t C l a s s e s >
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756 < C l a s s IRI ="# Cause E f f e c t " / >
757 < C l a s s IRI ="# Conta inmen t " / >
758 < C l a s s IRI ="# Gener ic S p e c i f i c " / >
759 < C l a s s IRI ="# Par tHood "/ >
760 < C l a s s IRI ="# P a r t i c i p a t i o n " / >
761 < C l a s s IRI ="# S p a t i a l " / >
762 < C l a s s IRI ="# Temporal " / >
763 < C l a s s IRI ="# Usage " / >
764 </ D i s j o i n t C l a s s e s >
765 < D i s j o i n t C l a s s e s >
766 < C l a s s IRI ="# C a u s e E f f e c t _ T e m p l a t e " / >
767 < C l a s s IRI ="# Con ta inmen t_Templa t e " / >
768 < C l a s s IRI ="# G e n e r i c S p e c i f i c _ T e m p l a t e " / >
769 < C l a s s IRI ="# Par tHood_Templa te " / >
770 < C l a s s IRI ="# P a r t i c i p a t i o n _ T e m p l a t e " / >
771 < C l a s s IRI ="# S p a t i a l _ T e m p l a t e " / >
772 < C l a s s IRI ="# Tempora l_Templa te " / >
773 < C l a s s IRI ="# Usage_Templa te " / >
774 </ D i s j o i n t C l a s s e s >
775 < D i s j o i n t C l a s s e s >
776 < C l a s s IRI ="# C a u s e E f f e c t _ T e m p l a t e " / >
777 < C l a s s IRI ="# G e n e r i c S p e c i f i c _ T e m p l a t e " / >
778 </ D i s j o i n t C l a s s e s >
779 < D i s j o i n t C l a s s e s >
780 < C l a s s IRI ="# C o n s t i t u i t i o n _ a n d _ C o n t a i n m e n t " / >
781 < C l a s s IRI ="# Gener ic Dependence " / >
782 </ D i s j o i n t C l a s s e s >
783 < D i s j o i n t C l a s s e s >
784 < C l a s s IRI ="# L i n k i n g P h r a s e " / >
785 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
786 </ D i s j o i n t C l a s s e s >
787 < C l a s s A s s e r t i o n >
788 < C l a s s IRI ="# Par tHood "/ >
789 < NamedInd iv idu a l IRI ="# i s _ p a r t _ o f " / >
790 </ C l a s s A s s e r t i o n >
791 < C l a s s A s s e r t i o n >
792 < C l a s s IRI ="# d e f a u l t L i n k i n g P h r a s e " / >
793 < NamedInd iv idu a l IRI ="# i s _ p a r t _ o f " / >
794 </ C l a s s A s s e r t i o n >
795 < D a t a P r o p e r t y A s s e r t i o n >
796 < D a t a P r o p e r t y IRI ="# hasCompetencyQues t ion " / >
797 < NamedInd iv idu a l IRI ="# i s _ p a r t _ o f " / >
798 < L i t e r a l d a t a t y p e I R I ="&xsd ; s t r i n g "> Are t e r m s a component / c o n s t i t u e n t o r
a t t a c h e d t o each o t h e r ? </ L i t e r a l >
799 </ D a t a P r o p e r t y A s s e r t i o n >
800 < D a t a P r o p e r t y A s s e r t i o n >
801 < D a t a P r o p e r t y IRI ="# hasCompetencyQues t ion " / >
802 < NamedInd iv idu a l IRI ="# i s _ p a r t _ o f " / >
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803 < L i t e r a l d a t a t y p e I R I ="&xsd ; s t r i n g "> Are t h e t e r m s p h y s i c a l l y engaged ? </
L i t e r a l >
804 </ D a t a P r o p e r t y A s s e r t i o n >
805 < D a t a P r o p e r t y A s s e r t i o n >
806 < D a t a P r o p e r t y IRI ="# hasCompetencyQues t ion " / >
807 < NamedInd iv id ua l IRI ="# i s _ p a r t _ o f " / >
808 < L i t e r a l d a t a t y p e I R I ="&xsd ; s t r i n g "> Are t e r m s n e s t e d ? </ L i t e r a l >
809 </ D a t a P r o p e r t y A s s e r t i o n >
810 < D a t a P r o p e r t y A s s e r t i o n >
811 < D a t a P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s I n t e n t " / >
812 < NamedInd iv id ua l IRI ="# i s _ p a r t _ o f " / >
813 < L i t e r a l d a t a t y p e I R I ="&xsd ; s t r i n g "> Used t o r e p r e s e n t r e l a t i o n s between
c o n c e p t s i n which a c o n c e p t has a n o t h e r c o n c e p t a s i t s c o n s t i t u e n t
fo rming a whole , which c o u l d be d e p e n d e n t o r i n d e p e n d e n t from i t s
p a r t s . < / L i t e r a l >
814 </ D a t a P r o p e r t y A s s e r t i o n >
815 < S u b O b j e c t P r o p e r t y O f >
816 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="#
OWLObjectProper ty_154bc8e4_72d7_48d2_a89a_9141494a8914 " / >
817 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# r e l a t e s T o " / >
818 </ S u b O b j e c t P r o p e r t y O f >
819 < S u b O b j e c t P r o p e r t y O f >
820 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="#
OWLObjec tProper ty_198c01e3_d615_4f5f_b2bf_cc80c55c100b " / >
821 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# r e l a t e s T o " / >
822 </ S u b O b j e c t P r o p e r t y O f >
823 < S u b O b j e c t P r o p e r t y O f >
824 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="#
OWLObjec tProper ty_4c4b67c7_35ec_4fec_ab9b_eb4293d4f30d " / >
825 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# r e l a t e s T o " / >
826 </ S u b O b j e c t P r o p e r t y O f >
827 < S u b O b j e c t P r o p e r t y O f >
828 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="#
OWLObjec tProper ty_51251faa_5158_44d7_beba_6b1eb77ad196 " / >
829 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# r e l a t e s T o " / >
830 </ S u b O b j e c t P r o p e r t y O f >
831 < S u b O b j e c t P r o p e r t y O f >
832 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="#
OWLObjec tP rope r ty_96c9f883_5df f_4bf9_a96b_4d1f5ccb258b " / >
833 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# r e l a t e s T o " / >
834 </ S u b O b j e c t P r o p e r t y O f >
835 < S u b O b j e c t P r o p e r t y O f >
836 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="#
OWLObjec tProper ty_e66f24b5_f9c5_49f8_8f31_9105044711eb " / >
837 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# r e l a t e s T o " / >
838 </ S u b O b j e c t P r o p e r t y O f >
839 < S u b O b j e c t P r o p e r t y O f >
840 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# f o l l o w s " / >
841 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# r e l a t e s T o " / >
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842 </ S u b O b j e c t P r o p e r t y O f >
843 < S u b O b j e c t P r o p e r t y O f >
844 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s P a r t " / >
845 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# r e l a t e s T o " / >
846 </ S u b O b j e c t P r o p e r t y O f >
847 < S u b O b j e c t P r o p e r t y O f >
848 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# hasType " / >
849 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# r e l a t e s T o " / >
850 </ S u b O b j e c t P r o p e r t y O f >
851 < S u b O b j e c t P r o p e r t y O f >
852 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i sCauseOf " / >
853 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# r e l a t e s T o " / >
854 </ S u b O b j e c t P r o p e r t y O f >
855 < S u b O b j e c t P r o p e r t y O f >
856 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# isCausedBy "/ >
857 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# r e l a t e s T o " / >
858 </ S u b O b j e c t P r o p e r t y O f >
859 < S u b O b j e c t P r o p e r t y O f >
860 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i s L o c a t e d I n " / >
861 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# r e l a t e s T o " / >
862 </ S u b O b j e c t P r o p e r t y O f >
863 < S u b O b j e c t P r o p e r t y O f >
864 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i s L o c a t i o n O f " / >
865 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# r e l a t e s T o " / >
866 </ S u b O b j e c t P r o p e r t y O f >
867 < S u b O b j e c t P r o p e r t y O f >
868 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i s P a r t O f " / >
869 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# r e l a t e s T o " / >
870 </ S u b O b j e c t P r o p e r t y O f >
871 < S u b O b j e c t P r o p e r t y O f >
872 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# isTypeOf " / >
873 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# r e l a t e s T o " / >
874 </ S u b O b j e c t P r o p e r t y O f >
875 < S u b O b j e c t P r o p e r t y O f >
876 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# isUsedBy "/ >
877 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# r e l a t e s T o " / >
878 </ S u b O b j e c t P r o p e r t y O f >
879 < S u b O b j e c t P r o p e r t y O f >
880 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# p r e c e d e s " / >
881 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# r e l a t e s T o " / >
882 </ S u b O b j e c t P r o p e r t y O f >
883 < S u b O b j e c t P r o p e r t y O f >
884 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# u s e s " / >
885 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# r e l a t e s T o " / >
886 </ S u b O b j e c t P r o p e r t y O f >
887 < I n v e r s e O b j e c t P r o p e r t i e s >
888 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="#
OWLObjectProper ty_154bc8e4_72d7_48d2_a89a_9141494a8914 " / >
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889 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="#
OWLObjec tProper ty_198c01e3_d615_4f5f_b2bf_cc80c55c100b " / >
890 </ I n v e r s e O b j e c t P r o p e r t i e s >
891 < I n v e r s e O b j e c t P r o p e r t i e s >
892 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="#
OWLObjec tP rope r ty_96c9f883_5df f_4bf9_a96b_4d1f5ccb258b " / >
893 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="#
OWLObjec tProper ty_4c4b67c7_35ec_4fec_ab9b_eb4293d4f30d " / >
894 </ I n v e r s e O b j e c t P r o p e r t i e s >
895 < I n v e r s e O b j e c t P r o p e r t i e s >
896 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="#
OWLObjec tProper ty_e66f24b5_f9c5_49f8_8f31_9105044711eb " / >
897 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="#
OWLObjec tProper ty_51251faa_5158_44d7_beba_6b1eb77ad196 " / >
898 </ I n v e r s e O b j e c t P r o p e r t i e s >
899 < I n v e r s e O b j e c t P r o p e r t i e s >
900 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i s D e s i g n a t e d B y "/ >
901 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# d e s i g n a t e s " / >
902 </ I n v e r s e O b j e c t P r o p e r t i e s >
903 < I n v e r s e O b j e c t P r o p e r t i e s >
904 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# p r e c e d e s " / >
905 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# f o l l o w s " / >
906 </ I n v e r s e O b j e c t P r o p e r t i e s >
907 < I n v e r s e O b j e c t P r o p e r t i e s >
908 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s P a r t " / >
909 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i s P a r t O f " / >
910 </ I n v e r s e O b j e c t P r o p e r t i e s >
911 < I n v e r s e O b j e c t P r o p e r t i e s >
912 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# isTypeOf " / >
913 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# hasType " / >
914 </ I n v e r s e O b j e c t P r o p e r t i e s >
915 < I n v e r s e O b j e c t P r o p e r t i e s >
916 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# isCausedBy "/ >
917 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i sCauseOf " / >
918 </ I n v e r s e O b j e c t P r o p e r t i e s >
919 < I n v e r s e O b j e c t P r o p e r t i e s >
920 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i s L o c a t e d I n " / >
921 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i s L o c a t i o n O f " / >
922 </ I n v e r s e O b j e c t P r o p e r t i e s >
923 < I n v e r s e O b j e c t P r o p e r t i e s >
924 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# isUsedBy "/ >
925 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# u s e s " / >
926 </ I n v e r s e O b j e c t P r o p e r t i e s >
927 < F u n c t i o n a l O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
928 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i sCauseOf " / >
929 </ F u n c t i o n a l O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
930 < F u n c t i o n a l O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
931 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# isCausedBy "/ >
932 </ F u n c t i o n a l O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
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933 < S y m m e t r i c O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
934 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# r e l a t e s T o " / >
935 </ S y m m e t r i c O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
936 < T r a n s i t i v e O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
937 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# f o l l o w s " / >
938 </ T r a n s i t i v e O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
939 < T r a n s i t i v e O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
940 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s P a r t " / >
941 </ T r a n s i t i v e O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
942 < T r a n s i t i v e O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
943 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# hasType " / >
944 </ T r a n s i t i v e O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
945 < T r a n s i t i v e O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
946 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i s P a r t O f " / >
947 </ T r a n s i t i v e O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
948 < T r a n s i t i v e O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
949 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# isTypeOf " / >
950 </ T r a n s i t i v e O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
951 < T r a n s i t i v e O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
952 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# p r e c e d e s " / >
953 </ T r a n s i t i v e O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
954 < Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
955 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# d e s i g n a t e s " / >
956 < C l a s s IRI ="# L i n k i n g P h r a s e " / >
957 </ Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
958 < Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
959 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# f o l l o w s " / >
960 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
961 </ Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
962 < Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
963 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s C o n c e p t u a l R e l a t i o n " / >
964 < C l a s s IRI ="# Templa te " / >
965 </ Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
966 < Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
967 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s P a r t " / >
968 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
969 </ Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
970 < Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
971 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s S o u r c e " / >
972 < C l a s s IRI ="# C o n c e p t u a l R e l a t i o n " / >
973 </ Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
974 < Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
975 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s S o u r c e " / >
976 < C l a s s IRI ="# L i n k i n g P h r a s e " / >
977 </ Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
978 < Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
979 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s T a r g e t " / >
980 < C l a s s IRI ="# C o n c e p t u a l R e l a t i o n " / >
981 </ Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
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982 < Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
983 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s T a r g e t " / >
984 < C l a s s IRI ="# L i n k i n g P h r a s e " / >
985 </ Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
986 < Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
987 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# hasTempla t e " / >
988 < C l a s s IRI ="# C o n c e p t u a l R e l a t i o n " / >
989 </ Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
990 < Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
991 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# hasTerm "/ >
992 < C l a s s IRI ="# Templa te " / >
993 </ Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
994 < Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
995 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# hasType " / >
996 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
997 </ Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
998 < Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
999 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i n c o m p a t i b l e T y p e s " / >
1000 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1001 </ Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
1002 < Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
1003 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i sCauseOf " / >
1004 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1005 </ Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
1006 < Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
1007 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# isCausedBy "/ >
1008 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1009 </ Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
1010 < Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
1011 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i s L o c a t e d I n " / >
1012 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1013 </ Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
1014 < Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
1015 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i s L o c a t i o n O f " / >
1016 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1017 </ Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
1018 < Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
1019 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i s P a r t O f " / >
1020 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1021 </ Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
1022 < Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
1023 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# isTypeOf " / >
1024 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1025 </ Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
1026 < Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
1027 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# isUsedBy "/ >
1028 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1029 </ Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
1030 < Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
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1031 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# p r e c e d e s " / >
1032 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1033 </ Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
1034 < Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
1035 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# r e l a t e s T o " / >
1036 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1037 </ Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
1038 < Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
1039 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# u s e s " / >
1040 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1041 </ Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
1042 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1043 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# d e s i g n a t e s " / >
1044 < C l a s s IRI ="# C o n c e p t u a l R e l a t i o n " / >
1045 </ O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1046 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1047 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# f o l l o w s " / >
1048 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1049 </ O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1050 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1051 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s C o n c e p t u a l R e l a t i o n " / >
1052 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1053 </ O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1054 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1055 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s P a r t " / >
1056 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1057 </ O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1058 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1059 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s S o u r c e " / >
1060 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1061 </ O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1062 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1063 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s T a r g e t " / >
1064 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1065 </ O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1066 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1067 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# hasTempla t e " / >
1068 < C l a s s IRI ="# Templa te " / >
1069 </ O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1070 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1071 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# hasTerm "/ >
1072 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1073 </ O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1074 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1075 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# hasType " / >
1076 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1077 </ O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1078 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1079 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i n c o m p a t i b l e T y p e s " / >
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1080 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1081 </ O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1082 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1083 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i sCauseOf " / >
1084 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1085 </ O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1086 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1087 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# isCausedBy "/ >
1088 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1089 </ O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1090 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1091 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i s L o c a t e d I n " / >
1092 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1093 </ O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1094 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1095 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i s L o c a t i o n O f " / >
1096 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1097 </ O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1098 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1099 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i s P a r t O f " / >
1100 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1101 </ O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1102 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1103 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# isTypeOf " / >
1104 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1105 </ O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1106 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1107 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# isUsedBy "/ >
1108 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1109 </ O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1110 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1111 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# p r e c e d e s " / >
1112 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1113 </ O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1114 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1115 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# r e l a t e s T o " / >
1116 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1117 </ O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1118 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1119 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# u s e s " / >
1120 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1121 </ O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
1122 <DataProper tyDomain >
1123 < D a t a P r o p e r t y IRI ="# hasCompetencyQues t ion " / >
1124 < C l a s s IRI ="# C o n c e p t u a l R e l a t i o n " / >
1125 </ DataProper tyDomain >
1126 <DataProper tyDomain >
1127 < D a t a P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s I n t e n t " / >
1128 < C l a s s IRI ="# C o n c e p t u a l R e l a t i o n " / >
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1129 </ DataProper tyDomain >
1130 < DataPrope r tyRange >
1131 < D a t a P r o p e r t y IRI ="# hasCompetencyQues t ion " / >
1132 < D a t a t y p e a b b r e v i a t e d I R I =" xsd : s t r i n g " / >
1133 </ Da taPrope r tyRange >
1134 < DataPrope r tyRange >
1135 < D a t a P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s I n t e n t " / >
1136 < D a t a t y p e a b b r e v i a t e d I R I =" xsd : s t r i n g " / >
1137 </ Da taPrope r tyRange >
1138 <DLSafeRule >
1139 <Body>
1140 <ClassAtom >
1141 < C l a s s IRI ="# Cause E f f e c t " / >
1142 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1143 </ ClassAtom >
1144 <ClassAtom >
1145 < C l a s s IRI ="# L i n k i n g P h r a s e " / >
1146 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1147 </ ClassAtom >
1148 <ClassAtom >
1149 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1150 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # a " / >
1151 </ ClassAtom >
1152 <ClassAtom >
1153 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1154 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #b " / >
1155 </ ClassAtom >
1156 <ClassAtom >
1157 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1158 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # c " / >
1159 </ ClassAtom >
1160 <ClassAtom >
1161 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1162 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #d " / >
1163 </ ClassAtom >
1164 <ClassAtom >
1165 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1166 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # e " / >
1167 </ ClassAtom >
1168 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1169 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# f o l l o w s " / >
1170 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # e " / >
1171 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # a " / >
1172 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1173 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1174 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s S o u r c e " / >
1175 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1176 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # a " / >
1177 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
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1178 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1179 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s T a r g e t " / >
1180 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1181 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #b " / >
1182 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1183 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1184 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i s L o c a t e d I n " / >
1185 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # a " / >
1186 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # c " / >
1187 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1188 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1189 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i s L o c a t e d I n " / >
1190 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #b " / >
1191 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #d " / >
1192 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1193 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1194 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# p r e c e d e s " / >
1195 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # e " / >
1196 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #b " / >
1197 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1198 </ Body>
1199 <Head>
1200 <ClassAtom >
1201 < C l a s s IRI ="# AmbiguousRe la t i ons " / >
1202 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1203 </ ClassAtom >
1204 </ Head>
1205 </ DLSafeRule >
1206 <DLSafeRule >
1207 <Body>
1208 <ClassAtom >
1209 < C l a s s IRI ="# Cause E f f e c t " / >
1210 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1211 </ ClassAtom >
1212 <ClassAtom >
1213 < C l a s s IRI ="# L i n k i n g P h r a s e " / >
1214 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1215 </ ClassAtom >
1216 <ClassAtom >
1217 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1218 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1219 </ ClassAtom >
1220 <ClassAtom >
1221 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1222 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # z " / >
1223 </ ClassAtom >
1224 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1225 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s S o u r c e " / >
1226 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
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1227 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1228 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1229 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1230 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s T a r g e t " / >
1231 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1232 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # z " / >
1233 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1234 </ Body>
1235 <Head>
1236 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1237 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i sCauseOf " / >
1238 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1239 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # z " / >
1240 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1241 </ Head>
1242 </ DLSafeRule >
1243 <DLSafeRule >
1244 <Body>
1245 <ClassAtom >
1246 < C l a s s IRI ="# Cause E f f e c t " / >
1247 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1248 </ ClassAtom >
1249 <ClassAtom >
1250 < C l a s s IRI ="# L i n k i n g P h r a s e " / >
1251 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1252 </ ClassAtom >
1253 <ClassAtom >
1254 < C l a s s IRI ="# L i n k i n g P h r a s e " / >
1255 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1256 </ ClassAtom >
1257 <ClassAtom >
1258 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1259 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # a " / >
1260 </ ClassAtom >
1261 <ClassAtom >
1262 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1263 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #b " / >
1264 </ ClassAtom >
1265 <ClassAtom >
1266 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1267 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # c " / >
1268 </ ClassAtom >
1269 <ClassAtom >
1270 <ObjectUnionOf >
1271 < C l a s s IRI ="# Cause E f f e c t " / >
1272 < C l a s s IRI ="# Gener ic S p e c i f i c " / >
1273 < C l a s s IRI ="# Par tHood "/ >
1274 < C l a s s IRI ="# P a r t i c i p a t i o n " / >
1275 < C l a s s IRI ="# Temporal " / >
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1276 </ ObjectUnionOf >
1277 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1278 </ ClassAtom >
1279 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1280 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s S o u r c e " / >
1281 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1282 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # a " / >
1283 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1284 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1285 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s S o u r c e " / >
1286 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1287 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #b " / >
1288 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1289 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1290 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s T a r g e t " / >
1291 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1292 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #b " / >
1293 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1294 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1295 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s T a r g e t " / >
1296 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1297 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # c " / >
1298 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1299 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1300 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# r e l a t e s T o " / >
1301 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # c " / >
1302 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # a " / >
1303 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1304 </ Body>
1305 <Head>
1306 <ClassAtom >
1307 < C l a s s IRI ="# AmbiguousRe la t i ons " / >
1308 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1309 </ ClassAtom >
1310 </ Head>
1311 </ DLSafeRule >
1312 <DLSafeRule >
1313 <Body>
1314 <ClassAtom >
1315 < C l a s s IRI ="# Cause E f f e c t " / >
1316 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1317 </ ClassAtom >
1318 <ClassAtom >
1319 < C l a s s IRI ="# L i n k i n g P h r a s e " / >
1320 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1321 </ ClassAtom >
1322 <ClassAtom >
1323 < C l a s s IRI ="# L i n k i n g P h r a s e " / >
1324 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
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1325 </ ClassAtom >
1326 <ClassAtom >
1327 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1328 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # a " / >
1329 </ ClassAtom >
1330 <ClassAtom >
1331 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1332 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #b " / >
1333 </ ClassAtom >
1334 <ClassAtom >
1335 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1336 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # c " / >
1337 </ ClassAtom >
1338 <ClassAtom >
1339 <ObjectComplementOf >
1340 < C l a s s IRI ="# Cause E f f e c t " / >
1341 </ ObjectComplementOf >
1342 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1343 </ ClassAtom >
1344 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1345 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s S o u r c e " / >
1346 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1347 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #b " / >
1348 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1349 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1350 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s S o u r c e " / >
1351 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1352 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # a " / >
1353 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1354 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1355 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s T a r g e t " / >
1356 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1357 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # c " / >
1358 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1359 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1360 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s T a r g e t " / >
1361 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1362 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #b " / >
1363 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1364 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1365 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i sCauseOf " / >
1366 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # a " / >
1367 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #b " / >
1368 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1369 </ Body>
1370 <Head>
1371 <ClassAtom >
1372 < C l a s s IRI ="# AmbiguousRe la t i ons " / >
1373 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
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1374 </ ClassAtom >
1375 </ Head>
1376 </ DLSafeRule >
1377 <DLSafeRule >
1378 <Body>
1379 <ClassAtom >
1380 < C l a s s IRI ="# Cause E f f e c t " / >
1381 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1382 </ ClassAtom >
1383 <ClassAtom >
1384 < C l a s s IRI ="# L i n k i n g P h r a s e " / >
1385 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1386 </ ClassAtom >
1387 <ClassAtom >
1388 < C l a s s IRI ="# L i n k i n g P h r a s e " / >
1389 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1390 </ ClassAtom >
1391 <ClassAtom >
1392 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1393 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # a " / >
1394 </ ClassAtom >
1395 <ClassAtom >
1396 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1397 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #b " / >
1398 </ ClassAtom >
1399 <ClassAtom >
1400 <ObjectUnionOf >
1401 < C l a s s IRI ="# C o n s t i t u i t i o n _ a n d _ C o n t a i n m e n t " / >
1402 < C l a s s IRI ="# Gener ic Dependence " / >
1403 < C l a s s IRI ="# P a r t i c i p a t i o n " / >
1404 < C l a s s IRI ="# S p a t i a l " / >
1405 </ ObjectUnionOf >
1406 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1407 </ ClassAtom >
1408 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1409 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s S o u r c e " / >
1410 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1411 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # a " / >
1412 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1413 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1414 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s S o u r c e " / >
1415 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1416 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # a " / >
1417 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1418 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1419 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s T a r g e t " / >
1420 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1421 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #b " / >
1422 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
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1423 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1424 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s T a r g e t " / >
1425 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1426 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #b " / >
1427 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1428 </ Body>
1429 <Head>
1430 <ClassAtom >
1431 < C l a s s IRI ="# AmbiguousRe la t i ons " / >
1432 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1433 </ ClassAtom >
1434 </ Head>
1435 </ DLSafeRule >
1436 <DLSafeRule >
1437 <Body>
1438 <ClassAtom >
1439 < C l a s s IRI ="# C o n s t i t u i t i o n _ a n d _ C o n t a i n m e n t " / >
1440 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1441 </ ClassAtom >
1442 <ClassAtom >
1443 < C l a s s IRI ="# L i n k i n g P h r a s e " / >
1444 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1445 </ ClassAtom >
1446 <ClassAtom >
1447 < C l a s s IRI ="# Par tHood "/ >
1448 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1449 </ ClassAtom >
1450 <ClassAtom >
1451 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1452 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1453 </ ClassAtom >
1454 <ClassAtom >
1455 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1456 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # z " / >
1457 </ ClassAtom >
1458 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1459 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s S o u r c e " / >
1460 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1461 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1462 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1463 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1464 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s T a r g e t " / >
1465 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1466 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # z " / >
1467 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1468 </ Body>
1469 <Head>
1470 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1471 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i s P a r t O f " / >
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1472 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1473 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # z " / >
1474 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1475 </ Head>
1476 </ DLSafeRule >
1477 <DLSafeRule >
1478 <Body>
1479 <ClassAtom >
1480 < C l a s s IRI ="# C o n s t i t u i t i o n _ a n d _ C o n t a i n m e n t " / >
1481 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1482 </ ClassAtom >
1483 <ClassAtom >
1484 < C l a s s IRI ="# L i n k i n g P h r a s e " / >
1485 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1486 </ ClassAtom >
1487 <ClassAtom >
1488 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1489 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1490 </ ClassAtom >
1491 <ClassAtom >
1492 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1493 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # z " / >
1494 </ ClassAtom >
1495 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1496 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s S o u r c e " / >
1497 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1498 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1499 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1500 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1501 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s S o u r c e " / >
1502 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1503 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # z " / >
1504 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1505 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1506 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s T a r g e t " / >
1507 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1508 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1509 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1510 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1511 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s T a r g e t " / >
1512 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1513 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # z " / >
1514 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1515 </ Body>
1516 <Head>
1517 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1518 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i n c o m p a t i b l e T y p e s " / >
1519 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1520 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # z " / >
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1521 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1522 </ Head>
1523 </ DLSafeRule >
1524 <DLSafeRule >
1525 <Body>
1526 <ClassAtom >
1527 < C l a s s IRI ="# Conta inmen t " / >
1528 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1529 </ ClassAtom >
1530 <ClassAtom >
1531 < C l a s s IRI ="# L i n k i n g P h r a s e " / >
1532 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1533 </ ClassAtom >
1534 <ClassAtom >
1535 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1536 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1537 </ ClassAtom >
1538 <ClassAtom >
1539 < O b j e c t M i n C a r d i n a l i t y c a r d i n a l i t y ="2" >
1540 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s T a r g e t " / >
1541 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1542 </ O b j e c t M i n C a r d i n a l i t y >
1543 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1544 </ ClassAtom >
1545 </ Body>
1546 <Head>
1547 <ClassAtom >
1548 < C l a s s IRI ="# AmbiguousRe la t i ons " / >
1549 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1550 </ ClassAtom >
1551 </ Head>
1552 </ DLSafeRule >
1553 <DLSafeRule >
1554 <Body>
1555 <ClassAtom >
1556 < C l a s s IRI ="# Gener ic S p e c i f i c " / >
1557 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1558 </ ClassAtom >
1559 <ClassAtom >
1560 < C l a s s IRI ="# L i n k i n g P h r a s e " / >
1561 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1562 </ ClassAtom >
1563 <ClassAtom >
1564 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1565 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1566 </ ClassAtom >
1567 <ClassAtom >
1568 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1569 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # z " / >
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1570 </ ClassAtom >
1571 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1572 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s S o u r c e " / >
1573 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1574 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1575 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1576 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1577 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s T a r g e t " / >
1578 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1579 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # z " / >
1580 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1581 </ Body>
1582 <Head>
1583 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1584 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# isTypeOf " / >
1585 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1586 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # z " / >
1587 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1588 </ Head>
1589 </ DLSafeRule >
1590 <DLSafeRule >
1591 <Body>
1592 <ClassAtom >
1593 < C l a s s IRI ="# L i n k i n g P h r a s e " / >
1594 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1595 </ ClassAtom >
1596 <ClassAtom >
1597 < C l a s s IRI ="# S p a t i a l " / >
1598 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1599 </ ClassAtom >
1600 <ClassAtom >
1601 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1602 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1603 </ ClassAtom >
1604 <ClassAtom >
1605 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1606 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # z " / >
1607 </ ClassAtom >
1608 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1609 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s S o u r c e " / >
1610 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1611 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1612 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1613 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1614 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s T a r g e t " / >
1615 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1616 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # z " / >
1617 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1618 </ Body>
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1619 <Head>
1620 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1621 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i s L o c a t i o n O f " / >
1622 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # z " / >
1623 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1624 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1625 </ Head>
1626 </ DLSafeRule >
1627 <DLSafeRule >
1628 <Body>
1629 <ClassAtom >
1630 < C l a s s IRI ="# L i n k i n g P h r a s e " / >
1631 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1632 </ ClassAtom >
1633 <ClassAtom >
1634 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1635 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # a " / >
1636 </ ClassAtom >
1637 <ClassAtom >
1638 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1639 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #b " / >
1640 </ ClassAtom >
1641 <ClassAtom >
1642 < C l a s s IRI ="# Usage " / >
1643 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1644 </ ClassAtom >
1645 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1646 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s S o u r c e " / >
1647 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1648 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # a " / >
1649 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1650 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1651 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s T a r g e t " / >
1652 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1653 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #b " / >
1654 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1655 </ Body>
1656 <Head>
1657 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1658 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# isUsedBy "/ >
1659 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # a " / >
1660 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #b " / >
1661 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1662 </ Head>
1663 </ DLSafeRule >
1664 <DLSafeRule >
1665 <Body>
1666 <ClassAtom >
1667 < C l a s s IRI ="# L i n k i n g P h r a s e " / >
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1668 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1669 </ ClassAtom >
1670 <ClassAtom >
1671 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1672 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1673 </ ClassAtom >
1674 <ClassAtom >
1675 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1676 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # z " / >
1677 </ ClassAtom >
1678 <ClassAtom >
1679 <ObjectComplementOf >
1680 < C l a s s IRI ="# Gener ic S p e c i f i c " / >
1681 </ ObjectComplementOf >
1682 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1683 </ ClassAtom >
1684 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1685 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s S o u r c e " / >
1686 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1687 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1688 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1689 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1690 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# h a s T a r g e t " / >
1691 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1692 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # z " / >
1693 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1694 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1695 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# isTypeOf " / >
1696 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1697 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # z " / >
1698 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1699 </ Body>
1700 <Head>
1701 <ClassAtom >
1702 < C l a s s IRI ="# AmbiguousRe la t i ons " / >
1703 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1704 </ ClassAtom >
1705 </ Head>
1706 </ DLSafeRule >
1707 <DLSafeRule >
1708 <Body>
1709 <ClassAtom >
1710 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1711 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # a " / >
1712 </ ClassAtom >
1713 <ClassAtom >
1714 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1715 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #b " / >
1716 </ ClassAtom >
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1717 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1718 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="#
OWLObjectProper ty_154bc8e4_72d7_48d2_a89a_9141494a8914 " / >
1719 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # a " / >
1720 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #b " / >
1721 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1722 </ Body>
1723 <Head>
1724 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1725 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# isUsedBy "/ >
1726 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #b " / >
1727 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # a " / >
1728 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1729 </ Head>
1730 </ DLSafeRule >
1731 <DLSafeRule >
1732 <Body>
1733 <ClassAtom >
1734 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1735 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # a " / >
1736 </ ClassAtom >
1737 <ClassAtom >
1738 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1739 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #b " / >
1740 </ ClassAtom >
1741 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1742 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="#
OWLObjec tProper ty_4c4b67c7_35ec_4fec_ab9b_eb4293d4f30d " / >
1743 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # a " / >
1744 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #b " / >
1745 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1746 </ Body>
1747 <Head>
1748 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1749 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# isUsedBy "/ >
1750 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #b " / >
1751 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # a " / >
1752 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1753 </ Head>
1754 </ DLSafeRule >
1755 <DLSafeRule >
1756 <Body>
1757 <ClassAtom >
1758 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1759 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # a " / >
1760 </ ClassAtom >
1761 <ClassAtom >
1762 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1763 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #b " / >
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1764 </ ClassAtom >
1765 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1766 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i sCauseOf " / >
1767 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # a " / >
1768 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #b " / >
1769 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1770 </ Body>
1771 <Head>
1772 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1773 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# p r e c e d e s " / >
1774 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # a " / >
1775 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #b " / >
1776 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1777 </ Head>
1778 </ DLSafeRule >
1779 <DLSafeRule >
1780 <Body>
1781 <ClassAtom >
1782 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1783 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # a " / >
1784 </ ClassAtom >
1785 <ClassAtom >
1786 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1787 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #b " / >
1788 </ ClassAtom >
1789 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1790 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i s P a r t O f " / >
1791 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # a " / >
1792 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #b " / >
1793 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1794 </ Body>
1795 <Head>
1796 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1797 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# p r e c e d e s " / >
1798 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # a " / >
1799 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #b " / >
1800 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1801 </ Head>
1802 </ DLSafeRule >
1803 <DLSafeRule >
1804 <Body>
1805 <ClassAtom >
1806 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1807 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # a " / >
1808 </ ClassAtom >
1809 <ClassAtom >
1810 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1811 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #b " / >
1812 </ ClassAtom >
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1813 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1814 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# isTypeOf " / >
1815 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # a " / >
1816 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #b " / >
1817 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1818 </ Body>
1819 <Head>
1820 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1821 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# p r e c e d e s " / >
1822 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #b " / >
1823 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l # a " / >
1824 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1825 </ Head>
1826 </ DLSafeRule >
1827 <DLSafeRule >
1828 <Body>
1829 <ClassAtom >
1830 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1831 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1832 </ ClassAtom >
1833 <ClassAtom >
1834 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1835 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1836 </ ClassAtom >
1837 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1838 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i s P a r t O f " / >
1839 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1840 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1841 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1842 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1843 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i s P a r t O f " / >
1844 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1845 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1846 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1847 </ Body>
1848 <Head>
1849 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1850 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i n c o m p a t i b l e T y p e s " / >
1851 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1852 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1853 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1854 </ Head>
1855 </ DLSafeRule >
1856 <DLSafeRule >
1857 <Body>
1858 <ClassAtom >
1859 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1860 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1861 </ ClassAtom >
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1862 <ClassAtom >
1863 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1864 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1865 </ ClassAtom >
1866 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1867 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# isTypeOf " / >
1868 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1869 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1870 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1871 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1872 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# isTypeOf " / >
1873 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1874 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1875 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1876 </ Body>
1877 <Head>
1878 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1879 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i n c o m p a t i b l e T y p e s " / >
1880 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1881 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1882 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1883 </ Head>
1884 </ DLSafeRule >
1885 <DLSafeRule >
1886 <Body>
1887 <ClassAtom >
1888 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1889 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1890 </ ClassAtom >
1891 <ClassAtom >
1892 < C l a s s IRI ="# Term "/ >
1893 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1894 </ ClassAtom >
1895 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1896 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# isUsedBy "/ >
1897 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1898 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1899 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1900 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1901 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# isUsedBy "/ >
1902 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1903 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
1904 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1905 </ Body>
1906 <Head>
1907 < Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1908 < O b j e c t P r o p e r t y IRI ="# i n c o m p a t i b l e T y p e s " / >
1909 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #y " / >
1910 < V a r i a b l e IRI =" urn : s w r l #x " / >
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1911 </ Objec tP rope r tyAtom >
1912 </ Head>
1913 </ DLSafeRule >
1914 < A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
1915 < A n n o t a t i o n P r o p e r t y a b b r e v i a t e d I R I =" r d f s : comment " / >
1916 <IRI ># AmbiguousRe la t ions < / IRI >
1917 < L i t e r a l d a t a t y p e I R I ="& r d f ; P l a i n L i t e r a l "> Def ined as a c o n t a i n m e n t
r e l a t i o n , which c a n n o t e n s u r e one to one r e l a t i o n s h i p s btween p a r t s
and wholes < / L i t e r a l >
1918 </ A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
1919 < A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
1920 < A n n o t a t i o n P r o p e r t y a b b r e v i a t e d I R I =" r d f s : comment " / >
1921 <IRI ># Conta inment < / IRI >
1922 < L i t e r a l d a t a t y p e I R I ="& r d f ; P l a i n L i t e r a l "> Nes ted . One to one
c o r r e s p o n d e n c e . I m p l i e s ownersh ip < / L i t e r a l >
1923 </ A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
1924 < A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
1925 < A n n o t a t i o n P r o p e r t y a b b r e v i a t e d I R I =" r d f s : l a b e l " / >
1926 <IRI ># OWLNamedIndividual_058cd8c9_d267_4b33_9dcf_3171ba1aa410 </ IRI >
1927 < L i t e r a l xml : l a n g =" en " d a t a t y p e I R I ="& r d f ; P l a i n L i t e r a l "> type of < / L i t e r a l
>
1928 </ A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
1929 < A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
1930 < A n n o t a t i o n P r o p e r t y a b b r e v i a t e d I R I =" r d f s : l a b e l " / >
1931 <IRI ># OWLNamedIndividual_11d5abc7_b602_433f_9457_86a93b73c256 </ IRI >
1932 < L i t e r a l xml : l a n g =" en " d a t a t y p e I R I ="& r d f ; P l a i n L i t e r a l "> type of < / L i t e r a l
>
1933 </ A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
1934 < A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
1935 < A n n o t a t i o n P r o p e r t y a b b r e v i a t e d I R I =" r d f s : l a b e l " / >
1936 <IRI ># OWLNamedIndividual_266ef55e_f579_4481_98ea_61aa09ed0e61 </ IRI >
1937 < L i t e r a l xml : l a n g =" en " d a t a t y p e I R I ="& r d f ; P l a i n L i t e r a l "> type of < / L i t e r a l
>
1938 </ A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
1939 < A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
1940 < A n n o t a t i o n P r o p e r t y a b b r e v i a t e d I R I =" r d f s : l a b e l " / >
1941 <IRI ># OWLNamedIndividual_361e575c_0955_458f_89d9_d525d2accaa9 < / IRI >
1942 < L i t e r a l xml : l a n g =" en " d a t a t y p e I R I ="& r d f ; P l a i n L i t e r a l "> type of < / L i t e r a l
>
1943 </ A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
1944 < A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
1945 < A n n o t a t i o n P r o p e r t y a b b r e v i a t e d I R I =" r d f s : l a b e l " / >
1946 <IRI ># OWLNamedIndiv idual_368ad93e_19f7_40f3_bcf3_06677f41cc30 </ IRI >
1947 < L i t e r a l xml : l a n g =" en " d a t a t y p e I R I ="& r d f ; P l a i n L i t e r a l "> type of < / L i t e r a l
>
1948 </ A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
1949 < A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
1950 < A n n o t a t i o n P r o p e r t y a b b r e v i a t e d I R I =" r d f s : l a b e l " / >
1951 <IRI ># OWLNamedIndividual_573934a2_1786_4ec2_b42d_a5cc41ed0935 </ IRI >
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1952 < L i t e r a l xml : l a n g =" en " d a t a t y p e I R I ="& r d f ; P l a i n L i t e r a l "> type of < / L i t e r a l
>
1953 </ A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
1954 < A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
1955 < A n n o t a t i o n P r o p e r t y a b b r e v i a t e d I R I =" r d f s : l a b e l " / >
1956 <IRI ># OWLNamedIndividual_6593e364_31d5_4157_9238_9fe5eafccd25 </ IRI >
1957 < L i t e r a l xml : l a n g =" en " d a t a t y p e I R I ="& r d f ; P l a i n L i t e r a l "> type of < / L i t e r a l
>
1958 </ A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
1959 < A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
1960 < A n n o t a t i o n P r o p e r t y a b b r e v i a t e d I R I =" r d f s : l a b e l " / >
1961 <IRI ># OWLNamedIndividual_6c4f1230_6123_4f7e_b23c_e41156e6ac8f < / IRI >
1962 < L i t e r a l xml : l a n g =" en " d a t a t y p e I R I ="& r d f ; P l a i n L i t e r a l "> used by </ L i t e r a l
>
1963 </ A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
1964 < A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
1965 < A n n o t a t i o n P r o p e r t y a b b r e v i a t e d I R I =" r d f s : l a b e l " / >
1966 <IRI ># OWLNamedIndividual_979dc71e_d533_47d9_b96f_39cb499fcdff < / IRI >
1967 < L i t e r a l xml : l a n g =" en " d a t a t y p e I R I ="& r d f ; P l a i n L i t e r a l "> type of < / L i t e r a l
>
1968 </ A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
1969 < A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
1970 < A n n o t a t i o n P r o p e r t y a b b r e v i a t e d I R I =" r d f s : l a b e l " / >
1971 <IRI ># OWLNamedIndividual_a8870049_ca0c_477a_ab0d_9d1bb581787b </ IRI >
1972 < L i t e r a l xml : l a n g =" en " d a t a t y p e I R I ="& r d f ; P l a i n L i t e r a l "> can s o l v e < /
L i t e r a l >
1973 </ A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
1974 < A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
1975 < A n n o t a t i o n P r o p e r t y a b b r e v i a t e d I R I =" r d f s : l a b e l " / >
1976 <IRI ># OWLNamedIndiv idua l_abe3dc92_2f2f_46c3_903a_56f45f283c1a < / IRI >
1977 < L i t e r a l xml : l a n g =" en " d a t a t y p e I R I ="& r d f ; P l a i n L i t e r a l "> used by </ L i t e r a l
>
1978 </ A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
1979 < A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
1980 < A n n o t a t i o n P r o p e r t y a b b r e v i a t e d I R I =" r d f s : l a b e l " / >
1981 <IRI ># OWLNamedIndividual_c2ab4650_8bc3_40e1_bd93_612e9d8551e7 </ IRI >
1982 < L i t e r a l xml : l a n g =" en " d a t a t y p e I R I ="& r d f ; P l a i n L i t e r a l "> type of < / L i t e r a l
>
1983 </ A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
1984 < A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
1985 < A n n o t a t i o n P r o p e r t y a b b r e v i a t e d I R I =" r d f s : l a b e l " / >
1986 <IRI ># OWLNamedIndividual_d0c7d18a_b27c_4de7_a3ef_b7c5fb847824 </ IRI >
1987 < L i t e r a l xml : l a n g =" en " d a t a t y p e I R I ="& r d f ; P l a i n L i t e r a l "> used t o s o l v e < /
L i t e r a l >
1988 </ A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
1989 < A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
1990 < A n n o t a t i o n P r o p e r t y a b b r e v i a t e d I R I =" r d f s : l a b e l " / >
1991 <IRI ># OWLNamedIndividual_d9013d84_84d1_4a8b_91d6_9c2840554593 </ IRI >
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1992 < L i t e r a l xml : l a n g =" en " d a t a t y p e I R I ="& r d f ; P l a i n L i t e r a l "> used by </ L i t e r a l
>
1993 </ A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
1994 < A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
1995 < A n n o t a t i o n P r o p e r t y a b b r e v i a t e d I R I =" r d f s : l a b e l " / >
1996 <IRI ># OWLNamedIndiv idua l_f0506f52_8089_4b1c_bd55_f fe69efc88f8 < / IRI >
1997 < L i t e r a l xml : l a n g =" en " d a t a t y p e I R I ="& r d f ; P l a i n L i t e r a l "> p a r t of < / L i t e r a l
>
1998 </ A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
1999 < A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
2000 < A n n o t a t i o n P r o p e r t y a b b r e v i a t e d I R I =" r d f s : l a b e l " / >
2001 <IRI ># OWLNamedIndividual_f56f88d6_07be_4ca1_8ba9_38a3f85151ed </ IRI >
2002 < L i t e r a l xml : l a n g =" en " d a t a t y p e I R I ="& r d f ; P l a i n L i t e r a l "> type of < / L i t e r a l
>
2003 </ A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
2004 < A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
2005 < A n n o t a t i o n P r o p e r t y a b b r e v i a t e d I R I =" r d f s : l a b e l " / >
2006 <IRI ># OWLNamedIndividual_fda53d39_9eea_409f_88b8_b4e45b591b39 </ IRI >
2007 < L i t e r a l xml : l a n g =" en " d a t a t y p e I R I ="& r d f ; P l a i n L i t e r a l "> a d d r e s s e d by </
L i t e r a l >
2008 </ A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
2009 < A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
2010 < A n n o t a t i o n P r o p e r t y a b b r e v i a t e d I R I =" r d f s : l a b e l " / >
2011 <IRI ># OWLNamedIndividual_ff873cd4_6496_44a4_8b48_0a01fd936729 </ IRI >
2012 < L i t e r a l xml : l a n g =" en " d a t a t y p e I R I ="& r d f ; P l a i n L i t e r a l "> type of < / L i t e r a l
>
2013 </ A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
2014 < A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
2015 < A n n o t a t i o n P r o p e r t y a b b r e v i a t e d I R I =" r d f s : l a b e l " / >
2016 <IRI ># OWLObjectProper ty_154bc8e4_72d7_48d2_a89a_9141494a8914 </ IRI >
2017 < L i t e r a l d a t a t y p e I R I ="& r d f ; P l a i n L i t e r a l "> concludedBy </ L i t e r a l >
2018 </ A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
2019 < A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
2020 < A n n o t a t i o n P r o p e r t y a b b r e v i a t e d I R I =" r d f s : l a b e l " / >
2021 <IRI ># OWLObjec tProper ty_198c01e3_d615_4f5f_b2bf_cc80c55c100b </ IRI >
2022 < L i t e r a l d a t a t y p e I R I ="& r d f ; P l a i n L i t e r a l "> c o n c l u d e s < / L i t e r a l >
2023 </ A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
2024 < A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
2025 < A n n o t a t i o n P r o p e r t y a b b r e v i a t e d I R I =" r d f s : l a b e l " / >
2026 <IRI ># OWLObjec tProper ty_4c4b67c7_35ec_4fec_ab9b_eb4293d4f30d </ IRI >
2027 < L i t e r a l d a t a t y p e I R I ="& r d f ; P l a i n L i t e r a l "> s t a r t e d B y </ L i t e r a l >
2028 </ A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
2029 < A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
2030 < A n n o t a t i o n P r o p e r t y a b b r e v i a t e d I R I =" r d f s : l a b e l " / >
2031 <IRI ># OWLObjectProper ty_51251faa_5158_44d7_beba_6b1eb77ad196 </ IRI >
2032 < L i t e r a l d a t a t y p e I R I ="& r d f ; P l a i n L i t e r a l "> i sCon ta inedBy </ L i t e r a l >
2033 </ A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
2034 < A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
2035 < A n n o t a t i o n P r o p e r t y a b b r e v i a t e d I R I =" r d f s : l a b e l " / >
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2036 <IRI ># OWLObjec tProper ty_96c9f883_5df f_4bf9_a96b_4d1f5ccb258b </ IRI >
2037 < L i t e r a l d a t a t y p e I R I ="& r d f ; P l a i n L i t e r a l "> s t a r t s < / L i t e r a l >
2038 </ A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
2039 < A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
2040 < A n n o t a t i o n P r o p e r t y a b b r e v i a t e d I R I =" r d f s : l a b e l " / >
2041 <IRI ># OWLObjec tProper ty_e66f24b5_f9c5_49f8_8f31_9105044711eb </ IRI >
2042 < L i t e r a l d a t a t y p e I R I ="& r d f ; P l a i n L i t e r a l "> c o n t a i n s < / L i t e r a l >
2043 </ A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
2044 < A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
2045 < A n n o t a t i o n P r o p e r t y a b b r e v i a t e d I R I =" r d f s : comment " / >
2046 <IRI ># Template < / IRI >
2047 < L i t e r a l d a t a t y p e I R I ="&xsd ; s t r i n g ">The i n s t a n c e s o f a t e m p l a t e a r e
b a s i c c o n c e p t u a l s t r u c t u r e s . < / L i t e r a l >
2048 </ A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
2049 < A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
2050 < A n n o t a t i o n P r o p e r t y a b b r e v i a t e d I R I =" r d f s : l a b e l " / >
2051 <IRI ># f o l l o w s </ IRI >
2052 < L i t e r a l d a t a t y p e I R I ="& r d f ; P l a i n L i t e r a l "> f o l l o w s < / L i t e r a l >
2053 </ A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
2054 < A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
2055 < A n n o t a t i o n P r o p e r t y a b b r e v i a t e d I R I =" r d f s : l a b e l " / >
2056 <IRI ># p r e c e d e s < / IRI >
2057 < L i t e r a l d a t a t y p e I R I ="& r d f ; P l a i n L i t e r a l "> p r e c e d e s < / L i t e r a l >
2058 </ A n n o t a t i o n A s s e r t i o n >
2059 </ Ontology >
2060
2061
2062
2063 < ! G e n e r a t e d by t h e OWL API ( v e r s i o n 3 . 4 . 2 ) h t t p : / / owl ap i . s o u r c e f o r g e . n e t >
. . .
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FORSYS Exploratory Survey
SCOPE
Current survey was built in the scope of FORSYS case study, whose objective is to reach, collaboratively, 
a common understanding around the DSS concept.
GOAL
Competency assessment in information management and knowledge representation (KR) practices.
Introductory questions
1. How comfortable are you with the topic of DSS in the context of FORSYS project?
Mark only one oval.
 Not Comfortable
 Somewhat Comfortable
 Comfortable
 Highly Comfortable
2. Are you comfortable about the current shared view on the FMDSS concept?
Mark only one oval.
 Not Comfortable
 Somewhat Comfortable
 Comfortable
 Highly Comfortable
On information / knowledge management engagement
3. During your daily tasks, do you find the need to sort, classify and code
information/knowledge?
Mark only one oval.
 Almost Never
 Occasionally
 Frequently
 Highly Comfortable
4. Do you participate in activities of classification and organisation of information?
Mark only one oval.
 Almost Never
 Occasionally
 Frequently
 Highly Comfortable
5. How often are you using tools to research, identify and compile information for sharing
purposes?
Mark only one oval.
 Almost Never
 Occasionally
 Frequently
 Highly Comfortable
6. In your collaborative activities, do you find the need to define policies to record and
disseminate information?
Mark only one oval.
 Almost Never
 Occasionally
 Frequently
 Highly Comfortable
7. In your collaborative activities, do you recommend or implement strategies to information and
knowledge management?
Mark only one oval.
 Almost Never
 Occasionally
 Frequently
 Highly Comfortable
8. In your collaborative activities, it is your concern to achieve a common understanding about
the domain?
Mark only one oval.
 Almost Never
 Occasionally
 Frequently
 Highly Comfortable
On knowledge representation engagement
9. How often do you use textual statements to describe and expose your knowledge about a
specific subject?
Mark only one oval.
 Almost Never
 Occasionally
 Frequently
 Highly Comfortable
10. How often do you use tables to describe and expose your knowledge about a specific subject?
Mark only one oval.
 Almost Never
 Occasionally
 Frequently
 Highly Comfortable
11. How often do you use indented lists to describe and expose your knowledge about a specific
subject?
Mark only one oval.
 Almost Never
 Occasionally
 Frequently
 Highly Comfortable
12. How often do you use graphical representations to describe and expose your knowledge about
a specific subject?
Mark only one oval.
 Almost Never
 Occasionally
 Frequently
 Highly Comfortable
On knowledge representation engagement
13. How often do you use simple building block diagrams to describe and expose your knowledge
about a specific subject?
Example of a building block diagram could be the Semantic Web Stack, available at
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semantic_Web_Stack
Mark only one oval.
 Almost Never
 Occasionally
 Frequently
 Almost Always
14. Do you consider that simple building block diagrams could be applied to describe and expose
knowledge from any domain field?
Mark only one oval.
 Almost Never
 Occasionally
 Frequently
 Almost Always
15. Do you consider that simple building block diagrams could be a fast and/or systematic way to
describe and expose knowledge from a specific domain field?
Mark only one oval.
 Almost Never
 Occasionally
 Frequently
 Almost Always
16. How often do you use flowchart to describe and expose your knowledge about a specific
subject?
Mark only one oval.
 Almost Never
 Occasionally
 Frequently
 Almost Always
17. Do you consider that flowchart could be applied to describe and expose knowledge from any
domain field?
Mark only one oval.
 Almost Never
 Occasionally
 Frequently
 Almost Always
18. Do you consider that flowchart could be a fast and/or systematic way to describe and expose
knowledge from a specific domain field?
Mark only one oval.
 Almost Never
 Occasionally
 Frequently
 Almost Always
19. How often do you use concept maps to describe and expose your knowledge about a specific
subject?
Mark only one oval.
 Almost Never
 Occasionally
 Frequently
 Almost Always
20. Do you consider that concept maps could be applied to describe and expose knowledge from
any domain field?
Mark only one oval.
 Almost Never
 Occasionally
 Frequently
 Almost Always
21. Do you consider that concept maps could be a fast and/or systematic way to describe and
expose knowledge from a specific domain field?
Mark only one oval.
 Almost Never
 Occasionally
 Frequently
 Almost Always
22. How often do you use mind maps to describe and expose your knowledge about a specific
subject?
Mark only one oval.
 Almost Never
 Occasionally
 Frequently
 Almost Always
23. Do you consider that mind maps could be applied to describe and expose knowledge from any
domain field?
Mark only one oval.
 Almost Never
 Occasionally
 Frequently
 Almost Always
24. Do you consider that mind maps could be a fast and/or systematic way to describe and expose
knowledge from a specific domain field?
Mark only one oval.
 Almost Never
 Occasionally
 Frequently
 Almost Always
On describing the contents of knowledge
When using graphical representations to express knowledge,
how often do you care about:
25. a) describing concepts/categories/classes?
Mark only one oval.
 Almost Never
 Occasionally
 Frequently
 Almost Always
26. b) describing relations among concepts/categories/classes?
Mark only one oval.
 Almost Never
 Occasionally
 Frequently
 Almost Always
27. c) describing attributes/properties?
Mark only one oval.
 Almost Never
 Occasionally
 Frequently
 Almost Always
28. d) describing constraints?
Mark only one oval.
 Almost Never
 Occasionally
 Frequently
 Almost Always
29. e) describing definitions?
Mark only one oval.
 Almost Never
 Occasionally
 Frequently
 Almost Always
When using graphical representations to express knowledge,
Powered by
how often, each of the following items do you consider a
“bottleneck”?
hint: you can consider how easily is for you to come up with a proper designation or definition
30. a) representing concepts/categories/classes
Mark only one oval.
 Almost Never
 Occasionally
 Frequently
 Almost Always
31. b) representing relations among concepts/categories/classes
Mark only one oval.
 Almost Never
 Occasionally
 Frequently
 Almost Always
32. c) representing attributes/propriedades
Mark only one oval.
 Almost Never
 Occasionally
 Frequently
 Almost Always
33. d) representing constraints
Mark only one oval.
 Almost Never
 Occasionally
 Frequently
 Almost Always
34. e) representing definitions
Mark only one oval.
 Almost Never
 Occasionally
 Frequently
 Almost Always
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MENING	  OF	  THE	  "has"	  RELATION MENING	  OF	  THE	  "has"	  RELATION MENING	  OF	  THE	  "has"	  RELATION MENING	  OF	  THE	  "has"	  RELATION
FOR GROUP I FOR GROUP II FOR GROU III FOR GROUP IV
Decision support technique has MCDM method d-type of, non mandatory d) "generic-specific" relation b) Compound relation c) Containment relation
Decision support technique has Optimisation algorithm d-type of, non mandatory d) "generic-specific" relation b) Compound relation c) Containment relation
Decision support technique has Ucertainity evaluation d-type of, non mandatory d) "generic-specific" relation a) Member field relation a) Member field relation
Decision support technique has Other model d-type of, non mandatory d) "generic-specific" relation b) Compound relation c) Containment relation
Support of knowledge management has KM process type d-type of, non mandatory a) Member field relation a) Member field relation c) Containment relation
Social participation aspect has Participatory planning task supported b) is composed by b) Compound relation a) Member field relation c) Containment relation
DSS development has Knowledge management technique a) Member field relation c) Containment relation a) Member field relation b) Compound relation
DSS development has Software development methodology uses b) Compound relation a) Member field relation b) Compound relation
DSS has DSS development b) Compound relation b) Compound relation a) Member field relation a) Member field relation
DSS has Decision support technique b) Compound relation c) Containment relation a) Member field relation a) Member field relation
DSS has Social participation aspect (provides support to) a) Member field relation a) Member field relation a) Member field relation
DSS has support of knowledge management software (provides support to) c) Containment relation a) Member field relation a) Member field relation
Decision support technique has Ecological model d-type of, non mandatory b) Compound relation c) Containment relation d) Generic-specific relation
Decision support technique has Forest production model d-type of, non mandatory b) Compound relation c) Containment relation d) Generic-specific relation
Decision support technique has Social model d-type of, non mandatory b) Compound relation c) Containment relation d) Generic-specific relation
Forest management problem type has DSS is supported by c) Containment relation b) Compound relation a) Member field relation
Forest management problem type has Country a) Member field relation c) Containment relation b) Compound relation a) Member field relation
Forest management problem type has Decision support technique is supported by c) Containment relation b) Compound relation a) Member field relation
Forest management problem type has Support of knowledge management is supported by c) Containment relation b) Compound relation a) Member field relation
Forest management problem type has FORSYS problem dimension a) Member field relation a) Member field relation d) Generic-specific relation a) Member field relation
Lesson learned has DSS results from c) Containment relation c) Containment relation a) Member field relation
Lesson learned has DSS development N/A c) Containment relation c) Containment relation a) Member field relation
Lesson learned has country a) Member field relation c) Containment relation c) Containment relation a) Member field relation
Lesson learned has Case study results from c) Containment relation c) Containment relation a) Member field relation
Lesson learned has Decision support technique relates to/ refer to c) Containment relation c) Containment relation a) Member field relation
Lesson learned has Decision stage N/A a) Member field relation a) Member field relation a) Member field relation
Lesson learned has DSS domain a) Member field relation a) Member field relation d) Generic-specific relation a) Member field relation
Lesson learned has KM process type relates to/ refer to a) Member field relation c) Containment relation a) Member field relation
Lesson learned has Knowledge management technique relates to/ refer to c) Containment relation c) Containment relation a) Member field relation
Lesson learned has Actor perspective a) Member field relation a) Member field relation a) Member field relation a) Member field relation
Lesson learned has FORSYS problem dimension a) Member field relation a) Member field relation a) Member field relation a) Member field relation
Lesson learned has Social participation aspect relates to/ refer to a) Member field relation c) Containment relation a) Member field relation
Lesson learned has Source a) Member field relation b) Compound relation a) Member field relation a) Member field relation
Lesson learned has Consequence a) Member field relation b) Compound relation d) Generic-specific relation a) Member field relation
FORSYS problem dimension has Temporal scale b) Compound relation a) Member field relation a) Member field relation b) Compound relation
FORSYS problem dimension has Spatial context b) Compound relation a) Member field relation a) Member field relation b) Compound relation
Case study has FORSYS problem dimension b) Compound relation a) Member field relation a) Member field relation a) Member field relation
Case study has country a) Member field relation c) Containment relation a) Member field relation a) Member field relation
Case study has Organisation a) Member field relation c) Containment relation a) Member field relation a) Member field relation
Organisation has Country a) Member field relation c) Containment relation a) Member field relation a) Member field relation
Software has SFM data has input/output c) Containment relation d) Generic-specific relation a) Member field relation
Softwae has User-friendliness of GUI a) Member field relation b) Compound relation d) Generic-specific relation a) Member field relation
LIST	  OF	  CONCEPTUAL	  STRUCTURES	  WITH	  THE	  "HAS"	  RELATION ANSWERS	  FROM	  THE	  DIFFERENT	  GROUPS	  INVOLVED
ANALYSIS	  OF	  THE	  "HAS"	  CONCEPTUAL	  RELATION	  FOR	  THE	  FORSYS	  CASE	  STUDY
SOURCE CONCEPT CONCEPTUAL RELATION TARGET CONCEPT

